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ABSIthCT 

The thermoohemistr' and reactions of the lower alkoxyl radicals have been 

reviewed 

A. technique has been developed for the continuous monitoring of unimolecular 

decomposition reactions by mazis spectrometry, and has been applied to the gas-

phase pyrolysis of diothyl and di-isopropyl peroxides, The Arrhenius parameters 

found for the initial decomposition reactions in the presence of NO as a radical 

scavenger were: 

acl4q 
	

(Kcal rgle1) 	log A (seoi) 

-) 2 021150 	 37.3 	 16.1 

(CH 3)2CH00011(0H3)2 	2 (CH )2CHO 	 37.1 	 15. 

Both those sets of data tall within the range of values reported for the 

other dia).41 peroxide decompositions, and thus the anomaly of previously 

reported 'low' values 	and log A for the dietirl peroxide decomposition 

would seem resolved. From these activation energies, heats of formation for 

the ethorl radical (.4.4 Kcal mole') and the isopropc'l radical (.12.3 Kcal 

mole) have been derived. 

The decomposition reactions of t-butozyl, ethoxyl and n.propoxyl radicals 

have been studied using conventional gas chromatographic and mass spectrometric 

teokmiquas. When measured relative to the hydrogen abstraction reaction from 

methyl marcaptan or cyclohexene, the Arrhenius parameters found for the following 

C-C bond fission reactions were; 

aqti 

(cH3)300 	) (CH 3)co + 
CH  

021150  -) CHO + 015 

n-031170 	> C1120 
1 

E(Kcal moie1) 

1OO 

21.5 

14,8 



The extent to which the competing C-il bond fission reactions occurred has also 

been studied, 

Studies have been made of the decomposition of bis( trf1uorcmethy1) 

peroxide in the presence of NO. It was found to be a second order reaction 

in peroxide and NO, and not a simple unirnolecular decomposition as expected. 

A thooxr has been proposed for the mechanism of this reaction. 



The term "radical" has been used in chemistry for about 200 years, and 

although the concept to which it has been applied has changed over the years, 

it has always been associated with a group of atoms which participate (as an 

entity) in a series of reactions. The present meaning of the term in physical 

chemistxy is *ade more explicit by referring to any-  atomic or molecular spades 

in which there is at least one unpaired electron as a tfree radical, and the 

word 'radical' will be used in this thesis in this context. This defirtion 

inclUdes such stalls molecules :as 0 and NO but the majority of free radicals 

occur as short-lived intermediates in chemical reactions, and are generally 

mpoaalble to isolate and study chemically. Their r d&tSetion and reactions 

now form a large branch of physical chemistry. 

Not surprisingly, the existence of tree radicals was first inferred from 

the study of a cornpound which gave rise to long.ltvod and readily detectable 

radicals in solution, In 1900, Gemberg102  reported that when triphenyl 

methyl bromide was reacted with silver in benzene solution in the preparation 

of hexaphenyl ethane, a yellow solution, unstable to oxygen and halogens, was 

obtainedl this was 4edce4 to be due to an equilibrium mixture of tripheyl 

methyl radicals with their dmer, hazaphowl ethane* 

2(06a5)3ca 	j4 (:C6}1) C 

It was zbDt Until 1929 that the existence of transient free radicals in the 

gas phase was demonstrated by Paneth. 

In a now classical experiment he passed tetramethyllead vapour in an 

inert carrier gas through a heated tube, and produced a deposit of metallic 



lead, which could subsequently be removed (with the deposition of another load 

mirror) .b' upstream heating of the tetramethyilea4 vapour. This showed -that 

totrarnethiilead was decomposing thermally to give metallic lead and free. 

met1rI radicals which could recombine readily with the !notaUic lead trif. 

Zn the 050' s the improvement in analytical teóhniquea and notably the 

introduction of gas-liquid chromatography (see e.g* lCnox4) saw an izeroaso 

in the study of the kinetics of gas-phase radical reactions, although one of 

the pxblom3 in enumerating absolute rate constants was the difficulty of 

measuring concentrations of radicals present. The Rotating Sector technique 

has been used as a method of measuring radical concentrations and evaluating 

absolute reaction rates of a number of simple radical recombination reactions, 

and two recent techniques, Rioctron Spin Rononance6'7  id fast scanning 

Time of slight mass spectrometry8  have been applied suecessfuUy to the measurement of 

radical concentrations. 

;AcIoNs O Ia 

ivery reaction in which free radicals participate must be one of three 

general types; 

radial-radical reaction 

radical-meleculo reaction 

C • 	single radical reaction 

These three categories ay be further clasSified, into six different types 

of radical reaction which are commonly fbund in free radical studies: 

A I 	s3ociatnree4ions, whiob may occur between unlike radicals (including 

stable odd-electron species, e.g. No), or between like radicals to 

produce a stable molecule; 



- 
ø.g. CH3Co- 4 

CH  • 	 CH3COCH3  
CE3O'+No*  

+ 

	

2 	 (or etathe$s), which inole tha transfer 

of a hydrogen atom from ono radical to ar>ther to form two Stble 

mo1ecu1o, one of which has an unsaturated linkage; 

e.g. 	• CP5 	 + C2a 

C2R501 + yo.wwohi 90ff 4 CE CR0 

abstra 	by, a  radidal from a suitebl o substrate to form a 

stable 10lee4e and awther radical; 

e.g. cflf+ 96 	') dff + 95' 

	

4 	, _ioflto.untLealuaaa to form a more complex free radical; 

e.g. 
IM3 

0 

+CA211CE2 ..4 	CU3CH2 H2  

	

C 3 	adcal 	 to form a radioe3 and an unsaturated molecule. 

The deconosition My be of two basic types;  

C-fl bond fission e.g. 	 >CA + H' 

C-C bond fission e.g. (C193C0. 	cff3. + 

	

6 	 to fort: a r:-aaa free radical,  

H 	 RH 

e.g. BrCCl 	) BcC_CCl 

ER 	 It Cl 

The largest single collection of quantitative kinetic data for radical 

reactions has come from ther etu&y  Of  alrl radicals (R) in the gas and 

liquid phases a data is well documented in review roJ" °. Systematic 

study of alkozyl radicals (Ito.) JS not so advanced,11912  partly due to the 



probisni of finding suitable. Sources for he radicals and partly because of 

analytical difficulties and consequonUy there is a lack of eporimentslly-

determined rate constants for their reactions. Since the alkozyl radical RD. 

is i"80-electronic with the al3rl radical RC. some analogies can be drawn 

between those two homologous sexr&ee, and eXamples Will be token from each 

t, illustrate the six •classiticatirns of radical reactions outlined above. 

Subsequently, radicals will be shown as 	R and not R- 

AIU21ATLN 

(a) 1irisati (autocombmnaton) 

The dimerisation of simple a2ky1 radicals 

e.g. 	+ ff3 t) 	Cfl6 

has been studied# 	both as a reaction of intrinsic interest and also,  

because it can provide a neasuremnt of absolute rates of reaction it the 

concentration of radicals can be measured. This is difficult to achIeve 

directV by standard analytical methods because of the short lifetime of 

the radical, but using the Rotating Sector technique it can be deduced from 

the mean lifetime of the radical. 

(A few standard kinetic expressions Will be defined hero, Since 

they will be constantly used in this thesis 

(I) means the concentration of species I 

is the rate of for*ation of Species I ) 
dt 

If (CH 5) can be established in the above dimerteation reaction, then 

k1  (cn3)2  

and hence 	k, 41  

Those absolute reaction rates are imporwit in the a])yl aeries of tree 

radicals because in mere colex reactions the methyl radical concentration 



can be found 'ro (i )., etnee, k, has been previou&ly evaluated by a*tbai 

method and BC 	can be measured without too much difficulty by the usual 

ana3y$ica. metbods..'This Can then be used to derive rate eonatants for other 

radical reactions ii olving the tern (can) TABDR 1.1 containS the absolute 

value of the rete constants tor aa&,ojation tor the lower nonhera of the 

alJçyl series. 

ZAB LS 	
k 
4i2 

k. (lec'sec) 	 Reorenoe 

GE3 	 2.2 z 	 14 

CP 	 2.5 	(2000 1000)i2.3B' 	15 

1.4gt7  

3xj012 	 17 

The corresponding reactions in the a34koxyl series; 

BO + RO 	4 ROOR 

are difficult to study in tbe gas phase, Since the product of the reaction,,, 

a peroxide,: is itself u3tab]e at teer'atui'e.s above about I 0CfC and is not 

found in the reaótion products unlike the alkane resulting from the 

corresponding diffier.tsation of alkyl radicals, which can be estimated easily 

by standard ina1yti 	procedures. Photolytic sources at BO have been used, 

but the only aboolute value for dimertsation rate coast-ant cornea from the 

study of L!-t.bUtOl radicals in the iiquid phase at room temperature in 

CflC3. and Freon 113 solutions. 

k # (1,3 1 0.8) x 1011  rnolecm3eec 	Ref. 18 
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and thus there is no independent, way of assessing the concntratiort or 

alkoyL radicals other than t-butozyl in systems involving a1ko.l radioals. 

The ways of circumnavigating this problem will become apparent in later 

chapters, 

It can be Seen that activation energies for dimeris tico are all ez'o, 

otcept for the value for etyX radical, which in the light, of the other 

evidence should be regarded as suspect, and this fact gives a method of 

estimating the rate constant for radical recombination using kinetic data from 

the reverse reaction; 9e.g, for alkozyl radicals 

Since kinetic data are available for the thermal decomposition of dialkyl 

peroxides and the noessaary entropy data may be calculated using the 

additi'vtty rules of Benson and Buss 90 # we have for the equation 

tOOR 
kb 

oxp( 4/RT) 	 k b 4& exp( &JR!) 

and ic/kb = E, the equilibrium constant which is related to the standard free 

energy change, z 	by the thermodynamic equation 

S • ln(k/kb) 	in(A/A) + 

* H°/1T + 

equating terms, 

But since ilf  04  A 
1 

lAkrinAb+LiS°/fl 



Allowing for L 5°  being read from , tables based on a standard state of 

I At, & 25°C rather than the concentration unite of molo 	we have 

= lnAb + eIR* 20i 

where kf  is in Mole om3sec, Ab,  in eeb aM AS ia the entropy chance, in 

øal# m edeg at 4t. & 25°C, Using experimental volues for the 

.&rz'heniva ftetor for diajrl pero.de  decorosttion5 and a calculated value 

of 437  0&1..rnoiedeg for' the A? of all tho peroxides, absolute Valaea 

at' the rate constant for the diterisation of a1koxl radicals have been 

estimated*  and are, shown in TAL 1.2# 

02,MTANT.LOR.ME  E B IjQ 19 

---- 
BO log k (Male, 	crn) 	, Reference 

-hT-'u- 

(Theoretical) (zperimental) 

cn 3.  o 12.2 21 

C0 11.0, 12.8 21 9  2 

11.7 21 

jiC3fl70 2,6, j2.j, 11.3 23, 22, 24 

11.6 25 

t.G4R90 12.4, il,2 
got 'flJ 

11.1 
'*UJrrI' 

21 # 263, 4 8 
-..' 	,."' 	i''  

Cotnp-ar.tsoa of the two sets of deation data n TABIMS 1,1 and 1.2 

shows alcayl radicals to be, app-rexmatelj 30 times slower in recombining 

than alrj radicals-. It is apparent that within each series the size of 

the radical does not attoet the rates of roCosbination. Since dimerisation 

is an exothermic process, the resulting molecule must atabilie itself 



either by intornsl redjstxjbut.ton of energy or by third body collisions and 

therefore for small radicals the reaction shou14 show a pressure dependence 

at low pressures. This has been eontired for,  the reaction CR3+C113 	02116 

by Dodd and Steacio27  who observed a tZ..off in the limiting high presre 

rate constant below 5 mm flg, and nre recent2y281, by eperinant3 t4th 

pressures in the region of 0,,00$ mm 11g. 

(1,) 	gmt&cm 

No absolute valuóa of cross-combination rate constants have been 

measured, They May however be estimated by one of three methods. The first 

fllows the method outlined above for cUmerisatien, where k0OMU  is estimated 

from the entropy change- and the pre-exponential factor of the reverse process 

assuming omb  to be zero. The second method involves the USe of the cross 

combination ratio, , Alob may be defined by consideration of the following 

series of reactions involving two radicals, A and Bo 

s4 

Rd (Ri) k / 

For reactions having zero activation ensrgy, should have the statistical,  

. 40629 value of 20,,, and thuS kAB  lu 2(k.k 3)k This relationship holds 

for several pairs of alkyl and tluora2kyl radicals. 

30 The third method' is of uA& In cross combination reactions whore the 

reaction is reersible and an equilibrium constant, K, can be calculated, 

e.g. C1130 + NO 	01130110 whore X = k4/kb 
kb  

K is estimated from thermodynamic functions and kb  is the experimental value. 



In TADLB I .3 rate constants derit usIng these three methods,  have been 

ooUected for auto - and Oroas combination reactions involving the radical 

species Rw  R, NO, NO2. 



RATNORL AI9ZA ~ 	 4B 	10 k (leJee) 

C1! 
Y5 CHO C2E50 ?$ n43N70 s-'C4-if,0 NO NO2 

*JL 	11_ 11 -JIJTL 

cif 2 13.3 1311 
- 

12.0 12.3 
___ 

 

CZUr 13.4 S 

(is) 
- 

________ (i2) _________ 

T 

________ ________ ________ 

 

S ' . 

02) 
-• 

C 39.2 
- 

10.9 10.4 
(2) - .6 (50) 

______ _________ (30)(32)  
' 	- 

1.O 
, 

iO. 
12.8 (32) (12) 

• (2i)(-22) _________ ________ ________ ________ _________ 

i..ClL,,0 
d i 

i2.6 
----t :--.--.---- - 

iO.i 
-- 

t2.1 (24) 
• ___ ___ ____ ____ (23)(22)  

- 11.7 10.8 
() 

ON 

if 0 '10.1 
- 5 - 	 -- - - - 	 -S - 

.•- 	-. 

NO 
-'- ' 	-- - 

NO2 

,• • _______________ 

10.7 

- - 	-IT' U -. 	100L--__S _E 	_-' 	•L.. — sr11J- - 	- 	---,_,.1L uri. J 
(31) 

NcYLtI: References in brackets 



A Oorre1atofl OAn be made between these rate constants and the bone 

bóin tor*d; the more stable the prothct o.ecAG, the fas$e the rate 

constant (Tu3I1 1.1.)

IA 

 

QI0 	 MMIMMIGZA  PT 	 comb 

. 	ri-*r-t- 

Reaction Faa 	Strength (C44mo1e) 

	

k 	(crf?sec  Mb 

01 

L 

RO + i0 	12 

RO + RD --9 RODE 
L 	j 'JMP I 11 	1r* i 	tt 	_- 

E + N04 RNO 50 - 60 012 - 

> 

R + EQ 	ROR 80 . go 1 0 	- 401 

2. PROp &T:to 

No absolute Vvaues t'or the rate constanta of dproportionation 

reactions have been reported, but they can be coiwenien$ir compared with 

the corresponding combination rate constante through the quotient 

A;z 
kdi/,, 

This the isprportionation Ratio,, and i 

normally qressa in the form (E,W), B and R' referring to the two 

participating radieaLa, B abstracting a hydrogen atom from 

Thus A(c2No C2H3) refers to the pair of reaction 

+ C21' --) C2H50 + 

+ 	-4 cu13oC2n 

whereas, .. (C1r, C2H50) refers to the pair of reactions 
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C2fl5  + C2050 	CA + CH,Ct0 

+ CH0 - i4 

Where kao0b  ie knowao 	can bo aectaated* Sihco,6 has been four4 

to be temperature inaponaont, or earl7 So the activation oergy for 

L3proptioimtion is alsoo close to sezo. 

29 Recent work using azoal1anes aa very clean photo eical Sóureea 

has produce omo acurte val*es £br A in the allri Series at rooft 

toperature.. Theae are shown in TABW 15 along with Some values of A 

for reactions izwolving a)Jcozyl %S40,41s, 

C P5 
WA 

"P7 
W- 

c3u7  cI30 
1lNrL *rtI.0 

y50 

CR 0.036 0.163 0.058 1.5 
BC 

0,435 0.180 0.066 
--"- 

29C 
--f 

0.1124 0,687 O.t87 
.__rML 

0.40 

0.057 
i-----. . -- surt, 

0.154 
-- 

25 C 

CAP •  2.j 1230 
LI 	 --r-  - I i*i 

29C 
- - ••• 	--- 

25C 

0E: Values f*om reference 29 measured at room tontperatue 
when not otherwise quotea 

It Can. be seen from the aikyl eeriea that combination is fvourod 
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bj ubbrawhed radicals but thai disproportionation becomes,  more ipor'tant 

as thø degree of branching Increases,,. 

Using Some of the calculated values for the cross - and auto - 

combination, rate 'coflatait5 the absolute; valueb of kaisp, for (Aliql a  

aVcr1) 0  (alIl,. ii), (a3.kor1, alkyl), aid (alkoil, 43.k1) all 

come to about I 0 mole cse 

TABLE 4.4 shows the available values of Upproportioftation atiu, 

, for roationa betaen alkoxyl radicals and NO. 

SOUR iE Rbi2) 

r Reaction - 	J A 	 ReferenceI 

CH 30 	NO 0.5 1'74 qiiote. In Ret.32 

C2HrO 4 NQ 38 
0.3 2 

P70'+ 
NO 	•022 105 	430 

0.15 121 	160 39 

+ NO 
'4t-  r:r 	.*Mi* 	iSL 

O.$ 	0.27 
jrM 

400 - 440 
ir 

25 
A lU 

From TABLES 1.5 and 1.6 it can be seen that the value of 

(alkø.yi, x) fails into one of the 	ups 

A (alkorl,  alkozyl) 	-10 

A 	4atkdxy J)4 015. 

A (aikol, alkyl) 	j do 10 

These values ruiect the re1atio stability of the totitb±natio* product 

to the diaproportionatton pxuct since the transition state con,lex is 



4suine8 to bi the same in both cases. Although some quantitatite tteatn 40  

of the correlation betwon log t And, the entropy dilvemnes of thG pducts 

of eobinatiojt and diaprcportination has been produoed In the a1kZ series, 

the relationship 	 + b does not holdfor reactions.1 dloo 	Comb 
between e110371 radicals toa other ,eiea 2 

Sincø addition of free radicals to unsaturated nleu1eS results in 

ar,thoz more complex tx'ee radical Which can itself react in atV of the 

wrs diacusaed in this section,  nieasurenent of the-sottas of addition are 

difficult. In the alkyl seios the addition of al11 radicals to aovertl 

alkenes has been 3tuaied 0  id the Az,xtenius parameters have been found to 

be in the røEion of log A ii O 	em see and B 	70 Kcal ole for  

a laie range of radicals and uisatuzated aubOtrates v  while, the addition of 

atoms to olelIfts in the gas phase has boen extensvely rtewed b 

CvetaiVic4i., 

In the a1korl soriesi thero is ntttch less quantitaftve data despite 

the fact that ,eroddee hova long-boon used at initiators in liquid phase 

po1ition reactions whose initial step is tho addition to a double 

bofld, tButoi radical addition to butadiene in the liquid phase has been 

stied and a wlue of 7.2 Keal mole Wlt ' has beau px,poed for the steps-,  

(ci) CO + CIT, =C11411--a  ---* c3 0CN2-C1Cff.CH2 

The rewalting radical waa fbund to be sufftcientiy stable to dimeris 

and form a diothz, showtrg that addition had indeed occurred. In 1964 

ThynnJ demonstrated that ethoryl radicals (generated thermally and 

photolytic&Uy from dietb.yl peroxide) added to ethylene in the gas phase. 
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The presence of diethyl ether,  arx ethyl  v.tyl ether azng the reaction 

produota was SU9900tod to indicate that addition occurred and 

C2930C2R4  Was formed in the initial step 

+ CH2 Cff2  

Cfl5OC24  +  

c2 x3o 2a4  + fl 	4rC 	+ 

2 C2t5O(:2 	 52 C2H5OC2HD 

Similar 	tions tar the methexymethyl radical have recently been reported 

which add weight to this 

A 1a*e body of data compiled mainly from the abstraction of lyden 

ato*ts fz'om hydrocarbons by sIktL (especially methyl) radicals and by 

heogenated radiosle has enabled a picture of the factors influenein rates 

Of }ctiou reactions. to be built up. In the general reaction; 

Z+iZ - ) Xfi+R 

the thiee main factors afteoting the reaction rate are 

the strength of the X-H bona teresa 

the strength of the R.fi bond broken 

polar ecte 

TABLE i7 compiled from references 45 and 46 illustrates these tactors. For 

some abstraction rtactions of froe raaicalz it was thought tba tho inclusion 

of data for hydrogen abstraotioft by the atoms ,1Cl,Br although not falling 

within the acopo of this thesis would be heiptal in discussing general 

points ooneernng abstraction reactions. 



(A in  mole' 04' 600 	D a4 E in kcal mole) 

j *- 

-- - N 

1*L, L11NT_ 	ii 

log A E log ! r, log A 2 log A 

i 136 1348 1.24 1300 0.28 12.80 0.0 12.85 0.0 
Ci 403 12,8 3.38 13.18 1.02 13.56 0,66 13.32 0.iO 
CI 103 11.8 104 ii.? 7.5 11.7 6.2 40.6 3,0 

It 103 10.3 11.5. 9.5 9.0 1•08 7.8 11.0 6.8 
Iftr 102 4.07 12.2 1.•8 11.7 10.7 11 .4 8.4 
Br 8 ? 43.2 18.2 1.09 13., 3.40 9.95 13.29 7.51 

on 102 ii.8 
tr 

ii.0 
ff*I 

i1.! 7.1 14.2 
UTI* 

5.2 11.9 .I 

The table shows firat of all that apart from the case of attac, by Ii, the 

values of logA are all in the range 112 43.6 while the activation 

energies vary by a faoto' of 2 or mort within axr row or column, Thus the 

differences in overall reactivity Shown in the above reactions can be 

Oorrelated with changes in activation onz'r rather than in A,4tors and 

therefore coarjsons will be made Uflg the 	rie pararnetex'. The table 

can Uluitrate the three factors i0luenaing reactivity in the toflowin8 

Where X ir, a halogenj  the strength of the X-4L bond decrea3es in the 

order P,Ci,Br (aa eas1ired by the 4iasociatioxi energy of the bond D), 

and thith treM is zoflected by the activation enries of absraot±on 



frora arW one substrate iner*eaz1fl  in the same orr. 

(b) nn bi  4c4  

thO activation onvrr for the tbstvaotiori of air o10 radical from the 

$UtXtO3 
111V 

C060 C3ff8  i-C4H1  deoreaoea in this oir, rof1ectin 

the treater easo of roroval of H from, moro branched hydrocarbons via, 

- the case of abstraction of a t tiarr-H ia gmater than that of v. 

conaq4I Which Is greater than that of a primary-11. The activation 

enert for H.abStraCtion from noopooMarie, vyhioh has orl7 prim4z7-fi 

at*S, is in fact similar to that for methane. 

(6) polor Offogto  

These depend both on the nature of the attaching radical and on the 

Substrate but are not so obviously linked to th 	chemical data as are 

the previous two effootao The table shows that the radicals CF, H, 

CHI  have increasing values of the activation energy for abstracting 

a B from a1w  one of the aubsat, although the bond strengths of 

the poducts are in each case identical. This may be due to the Cy 

tedical, which is electron sithdrawing relative to the. H atom 

stabilising the tranaition state, One the 	radical which to,  

electron-repelling rolat&e to the H atom may have the oppoSite effect. 

The polar effects may be shown nre clearly by carbonl eopauMs which 

have an eaSi1r abstractable -H atom duo to the electron-Withdrawing 

infLuence of the Iouhlo bond. Aotivatiofl energies ±br reaotiorLz3 such 

as 

CH + RCHO— 	+ RCO, 	whore H alkyl ra&ical 

are in the range 7 • 8 iccai im1e'1(Iet. io) i.e. lover than foD 



abstraction from the corresporning Rfl 

Data on the Eabstraotion reactions of aikoyi radicals hae been faunaa, 

by direct meaurernett of the rate of consumption of the substrate Iuztt 

reactn, and by measuring the Arrhonius, parameters for the,  rayoxte  

reaction;  

	

CU3OR + CH 		
-r) Cfl + C1130 

The higher members of the a1kori radical series can also uiga a 

decomposition reaction which provides an "energetioa.ily easier pathwor in 

competitIon to abatraction and so abstraction parameters have been oasured 

relative to these rates, and absolute rates of abstraction obtained where 

rates of decomposition are known, 

e.g. tar othotyl radicals (Ref. 47 
k 

c2 o4L 	ciio + 	( 	Cit) 

k 
C2HO + !?.fl J4 C2 ON + 

RC11 4 = kd (C2uo) 

OH.= k (c2uo) ( Ri!) 

k 

Thus the radical concentration tern is eliminated, and kikd may be eatimateL 

Kwing k. k  may be obtained, Another method depends upon the measurernent 

of relative rates of abstraction of hydrogen fn two substrates in compoting 

reaotIoa* 

e.go for inethorl radicals (Ref. 48) 



	

+ ECUO 	 + co 

	

CO + CH3Oi 	CIiO}1 + 	OH ( 	U0cä2c020a) 

aM moasurement of aMounts of ethanol an4 e•tr]ene g]•ycol formed gives 

3iiCo1 1 2 	OH 	_ 

A corvlication in me4suring tho abstraction pr diete of ai1 radicals 

is that the d2k.sproportionation reaction 

+ 

occur seU as 

G+rt> ROff+R' 

end the to souroas of A011must be diatinmdahoa. The evidence shows that 

setbe1 rtdie1s er* more reactive then met1wi radicals(aM in gotere1 

aJccarf1 va4ica3.s are mora reaetie than a3ir1 ra4cai) and that th 

dUeence can be ascrhea, to a lower activation eey ratier than to  

a chance In the Actor12  (T4BLl I .7), The same order of sole thitr 

for abstraoton oP E from hydrocarboAs is shown (tGrliary secondary ) 

prirnair), and since,  the bond di,  r-sooiation tnezJs of RO bona ae an 

ne*rip constant at 102 kcaLrole--4 (of. CH4) the lowering of activation 

ewrgy 13 thought to be due to the elsatrongattve ótteot of the ogen 

aiom. The Similarity of rates of abstraction by CN30 and CP is notable 

in 4tbiM Cofltczt. 

Data on the abstraction reactions of the higher alkoWl radicals is 

Aparsel the reaction 

+ C2fl5CO0C2H 	7C2R0H • CI8CO2 



ha been thoVM35  to ha,e an iç = 5.5 ic1 xzo1 	and log A 

(gt OJOodCoparioit of this rith the nearest d8ta on nethoft 

radicals in tho reat.on; 

3O + Cfl3COOC 	--4 	+ 

which has 	6.6 kcal mole It and log A tt i 	e -14=3sec 	ahows  

that th6 si ,f rdicti1 does n,-)t inr1iene the rate of abstraoUon vexy mach. 

O-ther ¶oxk has been done mainly in solution and ntosfly  with the t-butcrl 
IkA 

(renora11y, as the dkoz1. Sorios is ascended, kI-abstaotion 

beoites ineas1ng1y less impotut cord to decomposition, which is 

the easier pathvzay,  the more eotplox the radical. 

Those reactions ivill bt ftilly øoirered in a subsequent section, Since 

the work of this thesis 	dyes this aspect of z'adieel rctions in 

par Lcuiar but In bztot, berth a1171 and 8lkorl radic4s are known to 

deCom,ose either by C-9 bond fission or,  b -C bond tissiort 

eg. 	L4.4. 	 + B H 38 keal mole 

(c9, Co —9 	+ CECOCB3 	L if - i3 kcul 

The activation oner& for 1eootoition in the a1kcr1 sorles is conzido?abl3r 

IeS3 than in the 171 £3iS probabr beOuae of the deactivating influence 

of the -.0 bond. 

6 

Although this 'pe of reaction has been detected in the aThyl series 

e.g, M CH CH 	CH CHion, 	 Rot, 50 

)Mtle kinetic data has bean reportc&. In the alkorl series therrodnamic 

Con6ide?atioflz predict 	eisetin to be e favourable reaction, since in 
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enera1, for a reactiLn 

1RCOR2  

the irnthalpy dhange will be 61t 	2)(R0) which would be  expeotea 

to be ) 0. In ra*t, isorst.on in tberal. roaetions apieax to he 

cfind to the triIy.aiyi  substituted class of radicals, egg, oz1  'the 

simplest member, tEpbenyi methxy1. 

(c6i93co 	(c6B)2coc6i5 	--- 	 COC61 05, ] 2 

It is ltke 	however., thatsimpler aor1 radicals may iotaertse 

but then react by the usual meehardsmit,  discussed ivi this section to give 

products ith are inistinuishabie frorn those that would have arten 

from the original radical, it is 4ivd4kely that a diite•risation jiduct 

such As that rultin ..frn the txiphenyl methl radical isoeritiu 

cou4 be iqolataO. for the lower inembors of the alkoxyl sei. 

C1130 	201" 	110MIPIP",  
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ap 	t. 4DXC4 

In theory, aror coz*cnin4 of the form BOX, where i a aUr1 oou.d 

ire ree to an alko3WI radical by rupture of the O-Z band 'in the reaetl.n 

R0X 

TABLE 2.4 gives soi*e of the parent 	4es Whith could. undergo VAs 

reaction and also md catee the strength of the 20-XL bond w4ch would bare 

tà be broken. 

AN,  ii:1;: 	 14  

Parent Molecule Geotal formU D(1tO.X)(ICoal 	le) : 	L1, 

Alcohols .-.. 	03 

Ethers - 80 

Esters RCO-ORI 83 	90 

Carbonates ItGC00R' 7 

tea RONO 35 - 40 

Nitrates 11040 3, 	40 

ROifi 30-44 

Peroxides 35 • 39 

Hypcni.trites R04zN.OR 

It can be *een from the table that the amra requireaen$a for the 

first four,  compounds ere prob0tvely large to use p2ytcmethod' s of 

alkol radioai prduotmon, sifloc at the elevated temperatures needea for 

Us reaction any secondary processes vdII be ob3cUXd by Undesired, pyrolysi 



of produbtso, These reactions have to be studied photoytica, it at all. 

whereas these reactions for which D(1O-Z) is in the region ,30 40 E*4 mole 

can be studied either photolyticaiiy or prytXeaUj.. 

PhotoZistS and pytolysis will now be discussed in turns more attention 

being given to the latter which has been found to be the better method of 

prodftin$ alkoL radic4e since in pbot*sis  there is the oonpltàation 

of 'hot radicalt effects, where the enerr content of the wavelength or, light 

fleas ssa*'4r to cause rupture of the molecule *8 tare in excess of the (assumed) 

thermal bond dissociation enargy, This produces a thormally unstable 

radical, having excess energy. 

Fla  U# 	x0liffil 	 I 

Alcohols cannot be used to produce 41koVI,  radicals photelyticafl, sines 

the C.41 bond is broken rather than the 041 bond 52'53  although there,  is sonto 

evidence for metho*y.i radical fcttation from the Hg sonsitised decopo8ition 

at metharrl. Results on the feasibility of using ethers as a Source of 

aikoxyl radicals are confUotirtg using a flow system, the mero"TO  

photo sensitised decomposition of dimethyl ether produced methoxyl radicals55  

in the primar dissociation process, but these results could not be repeated 
96,57 

in a static system, the C4f bond again being broken pretremtialiy. 

Although carbonate photolysis has not been widely studied in genera3. 

dimathyl carbonate has been photolysed% and Several primary processes 

identified which involve methox$ radicals 

CR OCOOCH + b v -) CU 0 + COOCH 	) 

-) 2 11830 + CO 	 je, 3 reactions 

CR,±CO2+CH30 
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and, a4 USefLl W)Mation on the 	 of fletho*jri radiCa.s 

obtainød 

2 CIfO 	ti4 + 

2. !: 

The photolysis of ostere haè po•ved a good method for prdtzcn 

alkorl radicals 	Expeintente by Wijnen, using nzetbyl acetate59  an 

ethyl propionate6O  showed one of the prima steps in the photo13r8i3 to 

be the generation of' alkozyl radicals 

• 05C00C15 + hv 	r) CflC + CUO 

C2H5COOC2H5 +hVi 	y+CO+C2HO 

and the other primary step proposed involved the production Of alkyl. radicals. 

C100CU3  + bY 	2CO3  • ,CO 

C2MCQOC2H5+hv- 	Y52 
Zy using the isotopicall7 labelled CH3COOC!)I  W.tjnen found evidence fbr the 

second mecbanisu by showing close correlation between the anount of CD in 

the products and the amount of' CO f'bre4 in the initta3. a 	However 

he does not 4ICUsS very fUlly the possibility and ilieation at hot 

radical' eftocts in his tot. 

More recently' the sisler methyl formate has been 'inYestgated6  and 

found to be a coventent source of' methoxl radicals wtoae x'eactiàs wit)I 

other ra±teala produced in the photolysis,  have been Studied e.g0 the 

disproportionation reactions 

CZ%O + CUP 	- ) CH On• CO20 

C1130 + Off3 	'- 	C1 + 
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lit all these eater pbotolyis reactions, alkyl radicals are produced, 

along With. 4bL in the primary, process, and thus the investigation of the 

secondar,r reactions of the alkol radicals are complicated to follow, up 

to 17 secondary reactions being proposed in the case of methyl to*mate 

photolysis,. 

3. 	ThJ 

apiier work on the photolysis of methyl nitrite at 3650 1 (Ref 63) 

to give rnethorl radicals 

CR3ONO + by —-) CT30 + NO 

has, been confirmed by 	Studies 	Since the enerr content of the 

radiation at this wavelength is about 42 Kcal ilooll  in excess of the 

assumed bond dis ociation enezgy of the nitrite (36.9 Ical 	e) the 

rnethorl radtca produced must be in an ozcited state, In several, later  

papers, McMllan and his oowrkers studied the ratio of excited to 

unexcited alkorl radicals produced in the primary photolysis of t.but3rl 

nitrite over a large range of wa?olengthe. 

The initiAl stop in the photolysts can be represented 

(d;)oNo h 	-) o((C193C00 • .(1X(c9to) + NO 

where the starred radical is in the excited state, and o4  is fractional. The 

proportion, o of excited radicals, is dependent upon the wavelength of 

sdiatiort and the temperature, and C'.. was determined from the aunt of 

acetone formed in the deasttvation process 

(cH3)3co' L- -':• ii3coc5 + CR3  

In the region of continuous absorption of the nitrite (A 2537 ), large 

quantUDz yields at acetone were found, and dras calculated to be 0.94 0 



M longer wavelengths, the yield of acOtone tell quite rapiZy, 

and in the banded region of absorption (> '' 3.60 ) no ecfte4 t-butoyi 

radicals were tore6,. and no net decomposition of the nitrite was detected, 

since the unexcited t-abUtoyl radicals reOombined with the NO. 

This seemingly simplified assumption that the t-butoyl radicals have. 

Aft OnOrMr distribution corresponding to one excited, and one unexcited state 

is Justifiable if the excitation is vibrational, and }teMillan has shown this 

to be the ease in t*butyl nitrite photolysis, and also in tanyl nitrite 

photords, 

The problem with all photolyses which result in excited radicals being 

formed is that these radicals can only react by dscmposition, because of 

their excess energy content, while the unexcited radicals react theraUy, 

and may undergo decomposition, or any other of the usual radical reactions. 

Thus, the estimation of d in the presence of thermal decomposition of the 

unoxcited alhoyl radical is difficult, and so the analysis of other the*al 

reactions of the alko*yl radicals is complicated, 

all three of these are photolytic sources of alicoicyl 

radióals 

eg. 	C2RON0 + IiV 	y50+ NO 	 ltet. 68 

(e193CODH + hV 	) (c1 9,C0 + OR 	Ref. 69, 70 

(cn)3coc(cu3)3 + h'-'-0'4 2(cn3 )3co 	Rot 7i, 72 

again there, is the problem of the radicals possessing excess ener, since 

the bond dissociation energy of the bond broken is in the range .35 -40 

and these systems are not amenable to useful analysis. 
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Ear3y work by 150o & Eoaov3kti on the gas-phaoe pyroysis of eth1 

nitrite showed that the molecule split initially into an atfiaxyl radical,  arA 

nitric oi4e 

+ NO 

At about the same time, Steaci and his eowokos reported the pyrolysis of 

the hon1ooue sezes of a1y1 nitritéá frern methyl to t41 In a Series 

f papers73  which idicted that the activation energies for the gersra 

react ion 

Rollo 	O + NO 

wøre•in the range 31. 37eal me1e 1. 

The meat reCent reaction schemes for the de 	oaitian of aL1 

nitrites are modifications of the aechanism originally proposed by Levy 

tor the docoipos1tion of etby] 4trito, 	 main which the mn steps are: 

C2R5ONO CH5O + NO k1, 112 

C050 + NO 	—+ flNO + 011, 3 CHO k3  

2HNO Y + Y ¼ 
RNO 	—02P.50H + NO 

+ 	3CNO 	) C 5O!1 + Cli3CO 

Cay 	- Ca + Cy k7  

plus chain terminating steps 

The forration of acetal has also been tou*d79  by the reaction 

CCHO + 20flO8 "--') CN3Ca(Oc 5)2  + 1120 

The auto'disproportionation reaction 

2C2flG _-.> C2H50fl + CNHO 
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*ttaf cecur to a smaU extent (the similar methor1 radiesi reaction has'  

been postulated bv Phillips to occur in the poly3ia of metrl nitr'ite80) 

but it is doubtful whether' it would be 8inificant in competition , WItb 

radieel.rad&eal reactions involving NO which is present in much greater 

concentration. Even it it were, the presence of a term k. (C0)2  in the 

kinetic anaysis scthrnae below would not permit an exact solution fbr' 

(0) when the steady state approximation was assumed, and it is convenient 

to ignore this small error term of the secofld order, Also, the reaction of 

:a1kol radicals with the alkyl nitrites 

eg. CaH50 + CH3OTO ' 	) C2HOfl + MIO + NO 

has been fouM to be slow at 18OC 1'8°  and Can be ignored in the kinetic 

scheme. 

The deco*posttion of etkyl  nittite has been analysed below using the 

usua1ste&dy state apromation rcr (c2U50) 

0Rc2a3ouo 	 k1  (C2H5oo) x 	(NO) 

(c2a0) G = k1(coiro) k2(y5o)(No) k3(y50fl0)(No) k(G2ff5O)(1*O) 

Ic6  (CR50) (CcBO) 	Ic7 
(CAP) 

k(CRoNO) . (C2H50) 	
2 +*1 	 O)+ k6(0300) + Ic7  

k2(1O) 

which may be expressed in the fort 

_____ k I 	

J 
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The experimentally determined results show that 

(i) The addition of aeot1jLehyde imreases the rate of decoaposition of 

the nitrite 

(u.) The addition of nitric oxte decreases the rate of d000mposition decomposition of the 

nitrite and results in a iirnfting rate being reached if a largo excess 

is added. 

Theo observations can be explained by studying the effect these addod gaSes 

have on the do nominator, of the equation. Thus addition of acetaifiebyde 

will increase the value of the, denominator and increase the overall value 

of'. the right band side of the equations  while addition of nitric oxide 

will Initially have the opposite effect. However, it a large excess of' 

nitric oxide is added then (k2  + k3) becomes much greater than the other 

three 'terms in the denominator, and' the equation reduces to the form 

k,[i 

This is in accordance with the limiting rate of reaction found. 

A2Sr1 nitrite decooittons have been recently used to study the 

disproportionation - combination reactions between ethoxyl radicals and NO, 

the pressure aepen&ence of socutcxyt radical decoposition 3  ani the 

reactions of the &ao-propoxyl radical. 

* 	!c:'pTIs Th 	ROXZ 	 - 

Pyrolysis of Otr2 nitrate has been found to yield ethoxyl radicals in 

the initial 

'---) C2H50 + NO2 	 () 

The nitrogen dioxide prvduoesi in the initial atop does not build up, but 

is reduced to nitric oxide by aceteldede and radicals with the result that 
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the cbemistry of secondary raotionsis OonplioateI by all the reactions 

mentioned in the previous section also being present in the s3rate. 

The activation energy for the decomposition of ethyl nitrate has however 

been used to aloulate the bent of torMation of the otho,l• radical (R as follows: 

51e the ieYerSe reaction of 	e decoiiosftion is a radical-radical 

reaction . 

+ NO2 	) 
It can be ssswaed to have zero a6tivation energy, and so the activation 

energy for the fozard reaction can be equated to the beat of reaction, 

M, So froi* equation (A) 

(c2rLo) + A tLJ (NO ) 	Rt(C~1to2 o2) 2 
whence, using known, values for the other heats of formation and the 

emen'tal value of AH•, 

,6111C 211 .6.2 Ce4 male 

Rowevor the snail value of ANC2R5O) is vetr sensitive to errors 

In all three or the other parameters involved, and is thus subject to 

n uncertainty of the same order of magnitude as its absolute size. 

Pyrol3taes hays boon perforw4p adding nitric oxide to ethyl nitrate, 

and citrogen dioxide to ethyl rdtrite, each system producing a mixture 

of all these four compoids, shoxing that an equilibrium involving 

etii radicals, nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide is inoled. 

The mechanism. of gaspbaes alkyl hydreperozide decomposition has been 

aoknowlodged. as a competition between a heterogeneous reaction of low 

86 activation energy, and a homogeneous reaction of higher activation energy. 

To overcome the difficulty of* studying the homogeneous reaction wider these 



candit*one, a flow system has been used at h10 tempe*'atues to i*oux 

the hoogoneoua zeaction87, and an activation enerr of lCcai mU i rouna 

tor the step 

CIX300H 	 + OR 

This baa. been equatod to the bond dissociation enorr of the QO bond 

L*VOr.4 in this 3te, and the value is ajixilar to that obtained troa di.*4çYZ 

peroxide ps 

BOGfl -t-1r•, 2 flO 

ffowe'yer, Bn 88  n 	has used the Benson & Thxea addftjvi1b7 rAea to oec*ajate 

D(OOH) *hich tbeoret&caAy should be tize average Of. D(ROoR) and 

(n0-on), since D(no.ofl). is 48 	 and D(XtO-OR) has been round to 

be in the region 	-39 K6e3 mo e , D(flG-ON) is - 6104 Ze bighex 

than the ve3ue in the a responding 414kri pexoxide, bcàleulating the 

value,  wt I( t.BuO4)ft) uain8 thercheioaZ data ftva the additivity z1Ae3 

Benson found it to be 42i Kcal mole'1  from the equation 

(to*ou),*Au(t.o) a(off) (t-Buo-Ofl) 

Using Bonaons values for ARt(EtO-O)  and N*I) of 40.2 and 49.3 

Leal n,oic respectve1, and the values found in this thesis fn' 

4JI(Eto) a11d1(i.PrO) or -4.4 and. -12.3 Xcal 	the bond dissociation 

oneray of two other hydroperozides can be found, 

D(Xt0iOfl) 	38 Kcal vole-4  

D(zOfl) 	44 I(oal 

which are higher than those found #xperimentaly by kinetio methods for the 

homogeneous decompo8ition8  07,7 and. 40 1(041 mole't ). It Benson's theoty 
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Is cot'rect, then this would explain the experiventally found fact. That 

aflL h jaropciroAdes are I!ore stable, than their dia113r1 anaogues 

The advantages that dialloil pernxide pyrolysis has over the other 

preiouly discussed methods for allwxyl radical production can now be 

shown. 

1O0R 1-4 	2fl0 

(1) 	Their decomposition is hoogerieous. 

Their aitivation energies of ateoVosition are in the range 35 • 39 

Real mole and thus their pyTolyals can be conveniently studied 

In the tenperatur'e rant 1100 2000C. 

The initial products of pyrolysis are two alkoy1 rsdicals, thus 

no complicating radicals are gerated. 

No ?hot radicals are pdune&, as in photolysis* 

in calculating the heato of formation of a ox$r1 radicals from 

this pyrolsis, the error tnolved is considerably less than tro 

other  mothods; since 

zfl 	2 L\t1(R0) .-1* IRO rk  

E(R0) 	 .1t(a00R)) 

aria there is only one unknown beat of formation in the equation. 

Mao any errors in the values of Raecompand Ifléfl0OR) will be halved. 

Slight disadvantages in the use of dialkyl paroxdea are 

(i) 	ifeata of formation for all the dialkyl pozoxidea have not beofl 

accurately determined exper entaliy; however, Thyme et.ai. have 

determined All,, for dimetIyl diethyl and di4*butyl pero.dea89, and 

values for other perxides can be estimated using the group energy 

3. 



te,n of Pritnkjn90  (5e0 chapter 3). 

(ii) ThG 1o' mOmbDrO Of the  diaU71 peroxide ft1y are vory trntabie 

ntby1 peroxide Is extremely explosive., and during the tourse of 

this Work an explo ion 000iirred when diethylparoxido was being 

prepared. t4-butyl pide is the lowest rnnlboD of the eris 

known to be very stable, 

Before eoh Pemdde Is scueeed s ara.teI7, reference to ML'S 2.2 

shows that the nOtivation e"rgitsa of dOcOMPOsition tor tht, ,dlallcyl pxxidLe3 

(equatabe to the bond dissoolation energy of the OiO bond) are remarkably 

simiiai', 

The d000mposition of diethyl ptde was Studi9d auring the cors 

of this ork beea15e of the anOMOldusly low values reported htthcrto for 

Its  activation erirr, and that of d14opl peroxide because there was 

at the time no data for this colm,oM, 



'pA 	t 
*-Lt 

4*2 

iboxbxide1(Ko1 
: 

itoie) 
.t4 	tL 	u1t 

log A 
I4uwLL 	z - 	UtE rtr1 

36.9 i.6 48 
35.3 15.2 91 

Mthri 31..4 14.7 92 
*191 1210 93 
3i.7 13.3 
37•3 (this thesis) 

DnpropyL 36.5 1 95 

(this thosis) 
36.8 1501 24 
39.2 16.8 39 

6,4 15, 25 

Dtertøbutyi 39 i6,5 96 
36 4.7 97 

98 
3? 15.8 99 
37 	. 158 00 
38 4509 101 
39.0 16,6 102 
38.7 16.4 103 

15.6 26 
37.78 15.80) 104 

40 16.9 96. 

The Idnei-alca of dimeUyl,  peroxide do orn)QsjjOfl were first studied 

dung an experiment on the 4eccnpoition of othan]. induced by 

methor1. xa4ioa1sio  The iatial decomposition 

5ooca3  —4 2CI10 

was tuna to be first order w4 homogeneous, and the Axbeius parameters 
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were 

one 
In the proposed kinetic chonicaj' ubsequont reaoti Of the 	ho1 radicals 

was the bythagenabstraction from motluavI j to tSivo eti~lono e,jYOOI bj 

djaoristvUon Of the resulting CH 	i4i0a1 

C030 + CH3O1 	CH ; M + C1!Oi 	 (A) 

2 CIOli 	IIOCH20el 

The reaeton sequeneo for mathoVI radical attack on the parent peri4e 

Waa also sisa4, 

Oil O 
+ ClOOCli3 	 CflOfl CN00CE3 	 () 

0R2000}13 	-> CIO + C 2O 	 (C) 

but Q 	3ti()n zhowed the rtio of reactions () to () to, be 	and 

SQ () CO2I4i, be ofootiey igred. 

An anal sa of the eoopotion of the prode e10 	showed the 

overall aic4o z1i oqua-Uon to be 

2CHOOCfl3 —9 3CO11 + CO 

and the fbIlowing., reaction schemer was proposed Thr the inte=qdiate stage 

'-.T ) 2C1f3) 

Ck130 CU,O 	
C113011 + 

CH30 + CH20 —C11 DFA + CHO 

cE30 + ciro -+ cn3on + co 

Since the authors did wt fiId that fol4moldehydo coefltitiOft built tip 

during the course of the reaction, they too douzited the attack of 

nethoZ radicalSL on the parent :oxide by Steps (fl) ttnii (C). On addition 

of nitc ocide to the reaction, the oil7 major prodtLOt found vms 'netty1 
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nitrtt&3 

+. 410 --) CHONO 

wbich was efrect:Lvoly inbibitJ,44 al3i. other reattiorse of the methoft ziciiL 

Other authora have used 	po'ode decomposition to 6tdy the 

yez abstraction reaotion of møthoyL radicals frn h 4'ocarbczzs' 05, 

be 	somt4ratioi of methozyi and rney. 	 and the reaction 

of mei4 radicals th NO and NO  06 

Perodito 

Harris and 	zioxi establiahed the uauoleoular nature of dioty1 

peEe pI'Q73i ti 4938 92 

ysOOCñ 

Thoy found the Arrhonjus prLeter3 to be 

31.4 	 10 A i4.7 (see) 

14ozya atu4ie4 the decoo3itiozx iA ths presence of xo and fauna 

Ea tt 2.2I4rnoio 

for the zsaoton when no 	ozi.ie was added., the iøtvation enerr 

i noreasin4 to 	C) Kcal 	in the presence of 2uaU amounts of n1trio ,  

o4404 5MA added NO inhibited t—he reaotion coipXte1y. 

Some doubt was subsequently oat on the validity of using NO an am  

inhibior Ut the o1ion, 	e Mrt1oc. & jy10 found• that diethyl 

peoxido an NO reacted in the daekat room temperature , forntn 

nit$te 38 one at the products*  • This conclusion wait atsr re,ez'ed by Levy , 

who fond no trace of dec poitiom theit NO arA dietbyi peroxide ware 

• storod toether in the dazk at room temperature for a week, ana in a note 

to the author (quoted in this papor) Style suggestii that their previous 

results had been due to cataZo eftaot or .papS to photo.y5ie by stray 
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Ught4 lfovewer,, peroxides peroxidos have boon found to rent,* at room 	aratre with 

woreaptans in the courco of this itork., whioh stiggests that under certain 

Conditions peroxide* may doiposo by hetegeneous or free radical 

Later 	iion of diathyl pi6.e dcomposttton zeemod to 

OOnfirn the previous values found for the activation e*3 Rebbert e !aidler 

using a flew system ortd 

07 	•i i) teal Mlo t  . 	In .A t 3,3( soc) 

from whiob they calcultea 1(EtO) to be 4.,j Xcal mole. This meant 

that the bond dissociation ene*y of the 0-0,  bond in dietbyl porniide 

Was much lower than that in the other studied dial1 peroxides (see TABLE 2,2) 

and there seemed to be no atparent reason for thin ai rna13T11 

&calyert9i  PUttOd all thte sets of rate oonstants 	ioualy 

obtained in dl.Mront aVartmontal systems against i/!E on one Arrbenius 

plot spanning the tettratnro range 115 250°C,  and found that the overall 

4 bea' strattt line gave 

-%-.1 Itc4 01a71 	log j  is 44.2 (sea) 

They attewt no explanation for the composite value of sa, being larger than 

air of the individual valws, and even though the reaction to which these 

valaoa refer is an initial decomposition, the results obtained individually 

any not be entirely indepen&snt of the system uSeds, sines the initial rate 

Wan calculated  from the final reaction products. In ay cases  this 

composite value canrrrt be taken as an indnendent assessment, and in the 

combined plot the individual trend of each Separate doteraination is olearly 

apparent. 

The reaction scheme for diothyl peroxide decomposition is similar to 
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that o 	ethyl pe *id with the addad.raaction$ oP ethori raicai 

decomplositiont  

-' 

+ e2ao
C2,115011 

+ Ci 3CHO. 

-. 

—R +C13CflO 

With the possibility of 

+ GO OOC H 	C040H 4 Gt13MID + CU5O L. 

In the preseswe of aide3 4trc ozVLe 

'p 	 Y5° 
+ cyo 

Levy Im  found a 60r re1d of' ethyl nitrLte when diethyl peroxide and NO 

wore z3a and tlu TY &ubtati.aie by den 	who, in addition1  

found zzall mouiats of a6etan.chvda 	etboi in uflecz1 amounts. 3ince 

reaoticyna 5 and 2 would prothtee oqw.1 amounts of tho}3o two pVodUOt, reaction 

7 rntt accotnt for the extra aoetaldobydo produced. In a later paper, the 

B3G authors found that k7fk,  rj.' 0.3 and that 	was to a first 

pGtOfl, tero, sh6wiug littla attok by thø etIic1 radical on the 

pArer&t poz!ozi 	and a prerefoace to combine ra2r than aipzt&onat 
Ag 

with NO. ,A. recent papr ha testcd a rax3m.iu 1tie of '' 0.8 I661 molt 

for 
 reaction 7, and a tn,rrw!l aiue of 0.2 'or 	Tho radical 

tion roact±or*s 3 and 4. ócauz, but no oct quantitative data 

for thou VthX3iU8 pareeters hitherto exists. 

As *tU be shown in the course afitWb thesis a motbod has been usøa 

to iizeasüz directly the A.tniuS parameters of the lrdtinl decomposition 
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:f detrl poxide, and a value round of 

	

E5  , ( 37'3 1.2) Kea m4W - 	I log A = 16. ± 0.6. (seo) 
Ow 

which is in the range of mertnal ftslkyl peroxide decomposition values The 

decomposition of the etho1 radic4 has also been Studied. 

The on1y values of the Arr*erdua parameters for the gas phase 

decospo5itiofl of dtpropri peroxide are those tius to flarris, who 

obtaifled 

	

36.5 1oal nolø 	log /t i 5 J 

The kinetic mechanism is assumed to be similar to the other peroXLdeo 

nC3H7®C87. 	)r 2543N70 

2 n?7O 	 nC0H • CH5C1O 

C2fi + CK20 

IHI 
+ cn3cHo 

H + C2HCHO 

maC3H7 H 4 

Dnrop4 peroxide has been usc4 to, produce radicals to initiate 
I 10 

PDXYM 	of etvrene in solut 	and by extrapolation of the 

gas phase kinetic data to the temperatures used in this exporment, 

reanable agreement was found between the two rate constants at 600C, 

4though no /trrhenius plot was attempted using this system. 

in the course of this thesis, the decompositions of the m-pr,poi 

ralical have been atu8ied and quantitative data on the activation 

energtes imAwd has been obtained. 

Because of the difficulty of preparation of secofldaz7 dialkyl peroXidee, 
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thie coi,ound we not atualO4 wt.l raont. The resu te Obt 

thie thesis on 

(Cfl)Cfl0oCU(cU3)2 0**ru4 2019, mo 
ark Za  (370 o.ø) ce* 	 A 1.4p 0,4 (ec 4) 

This is en exeelent egr ent. with the reeults ot hughes & Phil1*pe 

w) ob*4ned 

(6.8i) cd 	lg t 	0,5 (soo) 
end with thoee et !ee Quo &ynne9who  eound 

is (39.2 	O) X04 	1og.4 	i,6(seo) 

All tbøe af ibsen Otorriinations were dn in the presence o nuns *xtd* 

the poseible reaction echene kina 

0,92Cfi00Cn(ci914,  2(C 2  CifO 	 ki  

No 	 Ic2  

(0H3)2C0 + 11110 	 Ic3  

01I3)2Cff0 + 11110 	') (CH,)#BOR + 110 

(Cu3) 2HO 	 4 (c92co n 	 Ic5  
-*-trii) CZCNo + C11 

211110 	
00+110 	 Ic7. 

(08
3)ChO + Peroxide mrit4  (C92CNOII + (C113)2cH6 4(073)0 	k8  

UtlighOO & ffiiUipe U"a a greater ratio of NO/peroxide than the other authors, 

these coil one witero thO NO som ngod the rcd.tcala pretereutieUr .me 

disproportonatooE4nAtie retto of ieoprepoZ and NO (kfk2) ws 
£bu 24 	 Al 

M to be O22 and 0,i5, both values being t.erature iMependent, 

and the latter elne bnin sore in. accordance with ibs euggeetioe32  that 
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the ttio 	'91 diido4 bj n, (the flu1her of abstractable , hydr6gen di 
stous "in the aj1o1 tthtcal) is o.t 6 fOr the reactions of aikoi radicals 

and nitric oxide. This is certsifl' true fbr mstj (0'.5/3  ta 0.47) and 

ethos! (0.3/2 

The. abstraction roaótion B 1 is' again found to occur to an 

in3ifioant extent. 

i4s4utg1 ez4e 

Most ,of the work on dibutyl peroxides has been done on the tart4ai7 

coapound * the porm&I iaoer has not been Stuaied from the kinetic vteirpoInt, 

and it is ondy verj racently,  that the secondary 'd4.butyl peroxido has been 

pyr*ir3ed25. The M'rhenius parastors for 

	

C2 H 
	 s 5J (c1  )ci) (cw3) 	2 ( (c). (I)cHo 

94  ft (36.4. 0.) i041 oXe' 	jog a ij (00"1) 

In the presence of nitric oxide the kinOtie ants is 

s-Bu00u 	r--) 2 s'BuO 

u-Bu0 + No aJ 

s-3u0 .NO OLCH0CH3  

s4uO+HNO 	''') u0H*(W0 
4 

cs3uO 4 CCBO + Cfi 
• 

The alternative 844tova radical dcono&ition 

s-BuO 	-'-- yc!0 + C113  

has not been found to 

The twVeraum independent di3proport&onatto/CombiMtL0fl ratio 

between sbUtol and NO, k/k2  = 0.26, does not fit the eVlrioaa 
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relationship (1jk)/n 0,i 	it ena that WS, re ato4prnay bretk 

Aown with the nre orpiicate( radicals where the 44-frovence in eeeoth'ity 

of NO between 2y an4 9 1pr8en3 .s not so pnunce4 at that between 
F and .th the athoxyl raaioai, and between 1~' &YA 9 in ftop,or3 

The pyroiyeiir f dtBP has been reach atuied both because of its 

ntrits*o VOIUO and also beoaueo it :Wan oxcøZlent iheripai source of 

methyl radicals in the tampomture range 130 1 80°C• Tho mechanism of 

deositon was first elueidtod by Raley et.a,'al who found the na.jor 

reaction settenoe to be 

cit? -. 	(Ci93co 	(A) 

(CH to 	 CE () 
2Cff3  

Thus tbe isejor products were than and aOetone, and the presence of 

& Ovall ovount of Methane suested abstraction by methyl radicals from 

the..aoetone forming methyl Othyx ether 

CE3 + (Cff3)Co —) CH300CE2 

C5COCN + CE3 

This zaeótton would account for the doviatiou ofthe in I.int.ioi4pccsure rcitio 
fro ni 3, which would be the result if the simple reaction sequence (A) (C) 

above oocQrredalone 

lie. dtP.:)y6 + 

over a narrow teiperature range., and using a, OkVle'pressuft increase method 

for calculating the rate constant for reaction (A), they found the Arzhenius 

parameters for the initial decomposition to be 
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39 Xoal 	 165 

&cwar 	al-98 tended the meaureenta to include a larger temperatw?e 

and prre range and aacomposed A? in the presence. of toluene, a good 

hydrosett donoro This noan't that methane was produced by the caetion 

CR3 + C6H5Ca3 	~ 

+CH3
cca2cn3 (etyl bensene) 

hUe either I moo of athane frm roacton (C) or 	.of  aethais was 

pxt~cjooad for ewoz' nole of 4tP dseompcsing, and by measuring the total 

alkanea pTh&*oe,k(A) was msaetzr 	ft'iag 

	

% Xea 	 14.7 

Latø eattnate ef. tha Arortiva parameters agraed aubstantia13y with 

this: 

37 Keel MAO' 

a 37 Kcl M010 1 log k 	4548 (eec) et.99 

Using a ainilar technique to that employed in this thesis,. Lossing 
100 

measured the rate of decmpositin of ltflP direatly and aontosly 

with a Ames opootvoveter focussed on the parztt peak or 40? at /e I46 

to obtain 

37 Keel 	 log I a i3.8 (see) 

MP decoi,ositjon haS also been studied in the presence of nitric 

oxide, *.ibutrl nitrite being the na3or product if a large excess of ItO was 

used 

(cr3)3 co + 

This sM other results are shown below 
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thi1) 
38 	 ,i5,9 	101 

39O. 5 	 i 64,6 	402 

38.7 	 4,6.4 	403 

It *an be seen that the reaction scheme of &tBP decomposition is 

rthor wro simplo than that of,  ether dtaj1Wj peroxidos, since the 

t.mbutezyl redic&l produced .hnC oA primary h$ogen atoms., ana thus  

hyen.tbstraetjon reaotins with !0 and dipreportionation rtifl 

between tbutol rdioais Pro eXiminatod by the high a0tivaton enerj 

Moded to abstract Such a 	1ydogen 	atom. 

Although all these dotermblations of Arhez4us parameters are 
26 concordant, Batt & Benson ra*investigated the system very thorughy 

in an a$eat  to eXplain tho slight discropaboy in values founa, They 

observed that in the woz of Paley9 j, tho rate of iniUal decomposition 

of 8$P varied irecty with tho itiaI pressure of AtBP used. TADLE 2.3 

shows this dependence for a tot pox'atue of 447.?C 

• 

wm __  _ ____________ 

1J11W 

Po (mm g) gs00 4 ) 14 O 
••_••-•••-*_ 

51.0 

66.3 

 

13.3 

179+190 149. 

log jI.E 3; 

386 
- - r•-  

48 
Tr;" 	- 
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This rAristi4fl iras attibuted to the axothar4o natu Of thó oea11 

reaOtIAn 

dt? 	2(C}13)2  CO# Y16 L 11 	Kea 

whieh may be sif'fLciont to loa(I to thozL g1a4iont3 being oat up in tho 

ort4 5j,bGztGa 	tCt.an 	at&oh as Rjao7 used. These theiin4 

gradlents irdli b 	eto3t at the hkt temperature  ana reactant pressures, 

and iU aia 4,apand upon the Soometry of the reaction vessel* To 

ubthO thiz arfipmentthe authors pyro4zed tp in a mui.sfac, 

røtLox vossel,, which alra4jed. tho thermal gradients.and alsO In a 

nver1ti4phor.ca1  reaction vessel, Ew,h oquippW with, a aenatte 

thuple to lieWo the reiation of temperature with time during the 

course of the oac5r. The 	ifo 	etion vessel-, gave no such 

vaftation#  but in the other oze a measured tarez'ature fluctuation o 

was rtea,1 the Acual c,ai1.atou probably being zxre, due to beat 

Loei. Alter correctIon, for this tporatz 	e1  concor aney was 

obtained botmeou the values for the -Arrhanius paraoters found in the two 

cerirnonta 

(37,4 O'.) Iøa1 volt 	log A = i.6 (34) 

Included in the maion proaucts of thi8 study were traoe3 ot 

t-bn,1 ethW1,, t'btttyl crfor and izobut1oae oxLde, pz'esumabZy fra 

the T!e4tjQt1S 

tuO 	t'BuOfi , 

t-8uO + Mo - t-ZuOMe 

where XH it dtBP or (c93co 

If ifl ft atp, then 

4t11P -.) Me C - CU + fl 
 

2\/2 



The .aiut of propyUm o*14e formed putS a iirt of i 	c>t the fGo 

radical chtn d000mposition of dtP, and although no masuro of the 

activation enerr fbr ebOractI.Oft of hyd'gon fron atV br  a1 	riba18 

eiizts, that for abstretton by nethy he been oSt 	 to be $1 .7 

goal 	arA the tigure for bftoxyl wonid be satiate to be 3a4 

04 es than this, The i,5t reent paper on 6tBP ecooS*tioflh 

has etened the sttt4 to lower terature (90C) whero the reattion rats 

S 'Very- slow and the telf-heating, effect wticed by,  Benson wi.At be 

nBi4ffcuit atr-4 where possible sido roaftions of attack by r1eaiz o 

0P 	dL bt unportnt. Tho rate oon6tftntz found,  were 	tte on a 

eompoeite graph gldng Vith all the othor results for the deoompo$itton and 

a ni'te for the Arrhanius, paramtftrs tbuncl whieh then covd a range of 

tomperaturb from 90"3500C and LA ninc)-fOd bdr * magnitude of rate 

constant; 

37,78 t, 0.06 Koal 	log A 	0.03 

This is the only other &talkrl perode ithoe deco,osftirL has been 

06  studied in the gas ha**. Raley found 'that the deco,osition 

tooc1 'M1 

was not stet3 first order, since the izte est3nt varied with Initial 

pressure by a greater aut than -cod be explstned '67 Bensont s az'gurnent 

for thermal gmftentss, !Ioweer, an estimate Of the Arrhenlua parameters 

taken from extrapolation to sore 	S sure of the rate constant gives 

0 iesl 	 log A = 16.9 
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The 	eata$ion of the therochern2at*r of any rad.icai Is 

because it can be used as a guide to the feasibility of react4ong Involving 

the radø4 for which kineto data have not been. iiteaured•. Once the heat of 

faxnat&on of a radial hes been datørmined, appZicaticu of 	Laws of 

theinoohemiatzr can lead. to oiOwedge of overall beats of xeation s4.Ch can. 

give an Ost4llattG Of the aOtWatioL onery in certain r'adLoaL reactions. 

The beats of formation of dicozyl radicals can be dterxdfle4 tr t)z'ee 

di3tinot xuet1zoda, one puro1y eiupi ca1 one jaxzeiy experimental and the othes 

combining both of theu approaobee. In the oz, this would seen to act as a 

good cross check on the 'values fotrnd for the beats of formation; in praotioo, 

boweer, these throe methods are not entireiy, independent, and such experimental 

data as there,  is t$n45 to Iea4 to cccflictir*g values, Part of the work of this 

thesis was undertaken, to provide more data on these n2ues, Each approach will 

be discussed,  briety with examples be1ore 	oding to oompaze the heats of 

fox7natton Of the ak•l radicals deded from different sources, and than a 

comparison with the boats of formation or the aIkjl radicals, wiU be made. 

$ 	flrfl+4 Used in this theals is that the 	oliZ should refer to the 

boat of formation at 2980K and 4- Atmosphere. 

______________ 
00, 

Tas U a method, duo to Prcnki4 of calculating empirlao,136,vthe 

beats of formation of gaseous *'ao45 using the sum of the values 

ebamacteriatto of the atomic and molecular sub-groups vhioh make up the 

radical. it has been fwnd that several the uo3rnamc properties of mole' 

ci4ea such as free ener, boats of formation, entropy and specific heats 



can be estimated empirueaiy tw sumation or termscharacterøtic of thØ 

gz'ous in the o1Ae' 	These tbzis have been dsrIVe& ftom a large 1)o4r 

oexpement&. 	 to,  Waoulato the heat o 	atioz or atho1, 

w 3um the ontzibutiota t, 	t%1 en lA2py rOrn Ot 

nd pa* OL CbrrOotlo totmig to take aoc,uat or ei1tipi hoM, an4 

aromatic rings s: which 	e it 3tabilidrg etfcet, 	a 	b 	irtM 

where neeaJo Pnkn ortendad laoiks, to cover the f UsId oL ra11 

103timtorl Contribatidnsto total boa-ta,  of tormt±oz thth 

TANA 

(1cai nse). 

Rovisad value from Ref-42 

Zn the ab$ence or atW• ir .eetron resonance in the radical, which would give. 

nsa. to an ezta term In the Wffij FrftrMin f MM tdz' aiennj between this 

empLl method ana ezpe*tmenta14 aeioa. vel*ez. 



or effiznp1e, the; a8aenont  he touM in the ta4l, series at x'aaieaI 

is shovm in TABU 3.. 

!L -AF A& -MINAU 

, IZci io1e) 	N (I41 moe t) 
I 	niAin) 	j 	(Jxpe*imentai) 

Cli 23. 25 

t3.8 2. 

48.9 17 

2,7 6,7 

NO* Tbo exporimtat viuez are from Pef. 112 

Ziay,fl(flO*) oan bi oatimted using tho relAtialsapt 

vhee j reter to the i aroups in tho rn&oi, Por metbo1 rMiaai u5inij 

the mia-ed,  tiura for 	 from 	3., A U(CR30) is 

to be *1.1 4 I&i 

2, XMI .4 WORD  

The Idnotiar. of molarmlas thiob aeouoe aniaolemlarly into rioa1 

on, can be 1±nkea with thcrmoehwdoa fMttiong through the equivale'noo  

of the heat of reaOtIon ancl the actimtion ety. Thus in the enori 

uniino1eci1tw rtion 

A + 	thze A anB t' both re&Lc1 

r 

H (where E andL R, are the activation energiee for the foxrar4 
sw%4 rorse reactions) 



Ali AB) 

If the forward reautLon is unimoeot1 	then tbo revcsc ripaction is 

recombination of to radigals, Uot fxva radical oorzfbinat,ion rctioss 

have ben ohown to have zGro activatior. engy and 

..Elf 	the 4otivation nezy 

i 

Ha  can be cleteminoO, axperimentoaly 'by kiitiç niethàas, and if tho heat of 

formation o the paront compound nnd one of the racliaas, is IcflOv!L thon the 

heat or torxation of thp othor ralioul caA be oaloulated. Zt can be notM 

here that 	fl )(A), the bottd 	ooistiori e!iury of the 	bond 

whi4h oaft be detemlined by utetbocis other than 	ic 	y 

peotoccopy and electron, Impact raftxurementa.  

In gene*ai,,  the heat of fomation, of iko*y1 radicals can be fotn 

fzvA at parent conpourid of th€ frti1a P.M. and the kinetic infotIo 

fro* compounds Usdusaed in the pevios ic4ikpter ovvn th refors be used, Thus 

in the thermal UAimolequur decomposition of Methyl nitrite we hairs 

• CH ONO, : 	CEO + NO 

and 	 o) E 	 0.*; 0)  

Sinø the -heat at tQratioA of iieth. nititç in the &us phave bas 

oxperentaUi .ctern& to be -i.62 Xcai oie(Rf. ii3) And that of 

NO to be 21.6 Xoal rno 	(rerii4) and 	3.4 Zeal mo1e'(f, 113) 

caa. 

Since the boa-to of toriaticen of rajoaja oannot be zPasared direoty by 

caoz'tmotry ir the sanie way as nio1eu3.ar heats of formation, the aceuray 

of their values d.epends upon the aoourcy Tdta wldoh the >ther terms in the 



equation,hate been nieuea 	t woula be better not to bae the heat 

of toticrt of one radical ttepen&th póit the heat Oe fozivation of another 

ra4ioall #, as it does in the equation em1opM so, 	If however,, the parent 

mooU1e v&ose activation enerV, is to be detertAnad etfly is 

metLa1 about the bond broken.. we Ime for 

.M-- 2A 

MU) = YZ +&i 	 — () f 

and onr the heat of fo-intion of the parEnt ontonna an4,  the atation 

energy need to be 1non to ealottlate i 	• As e11 as oattt-ing the term 

in the preous'equation (x) Which is MuNeat  to the iareEt unoerteitrty, 

this new equation () ha1'es the error ±nio1'ed in the quantitiee measured,  

and shculd therafora remit in greater fActur4tar for the value of the unknown 

heat of 'ontton. 

The equvton (T) can bo zpj'1ie, to tha uriiieou1ar e om sitton of 

t4rX pies 

ROOR 	2110 

The meaaurenent of aotiation energies of eonposftion of dieii peroxide 

fOrIfts part of thin theeis, dnd Sirlde the hosts of ±'oation of some of the 

parent emmpoundt htve re,.ent1.y bven rieaux'ed expex entaUr 89  , new iona' 

tion has been found on the vattes of A Hr  of the fakovi r&ca1. 

The 	caEoriinette 	inaton ot, 	for somi of the 

peroxides has prmd to be difficult due to the large errors intrt by 

szzaU quantities of imPurities, which are not easy to remo'e, and also by 

the tnetabth fMre of the lower members of the sories, and so a method of 

calculating the heats of formation empirically can be used for the unknown or 
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m*re Inacaum,  

3. 
-It-has taroady been rr1Arkd that heats. of fornt1on or molewltm oan 

be eatimted omptrioiiy from ml-mr-a-t-ilon of componont torma ana th( ot 

eztensiva teal ~-s or their v1ttos are tose of Den son & bisd 20. A revised  

ver$ion of those ortoi valner, has recently boor. 

4ffct the sthth,n of heats of forat±o of lkyi peroxides, Thee 

*p1zca1 heats of forntion are then ua tn on 	tin v7ibh 

teitie heats of Thitatin of a1koyi a&ieirn, 

For o3.o TiLE 33 shom vnlUeo for cont-ribations to beV of 

tttior from thh heats of formation of ?11aily1 peroxides may be 

c9uiato. 

Group  

..-4 0.08  

,90 

i3O 

6.60 

7.00 

- 8,5 

.i0.08 

NOM The 	 for to the, atotw bouco3 to the first atom  



- 153 	. 

ff( dis-bur1 petozi 	2 x 0-140) (0) 	-9.0 

+ 2 x 

+ 2 

#4 	 -40.3 

,73.Z ai 

CaitLot I3t• be e orcitei vibeh cozipadng tho value 'ox the hoatz of 

oxna1ion ot 	foun1 frorn afftront part 	and from 

appto of 'thcco different 1uethQ1s o 	roo1i. Pirotiy tho fiure 

uzed fr= t1m adativitw ;uIes 	 enex-SWtamr, carx oxir 

as uoAz1 Suides, to 	of fozatior, - ob eirioal 1Qs trL to he 

id zubject to rviio .-i uore accurt 

data begvues wabo They can only ever be aa accurate aa wW prYic1e4 

mverimental rlta, and their rreat advanti.zO lies in their ahilty, 

once validatoa on iaotrn couipptzM, to predipt pazc f throuieai 

prope't4es whIch onnot, or h4VO not yet been 	niroa, pe entalr. They 

should there oy lie uaad a4 a b 	±oz' oonpsrizon with 	kilt 

determined, epr4eAtiy, and not trvth& as a thoormticail Oarreatl  

The k.notie approaa to heat ue ioiton data on 	cn be 

l€4i 2.f theeaction ue 	tIen Is not f,,  ve-12L eablihl 

4$1OiocUiar ocompoitiofl, For ElJakJ)lO, if tO 4fliti&l bfli, soissim i 

not txt2y UnjMojeoLjlarj, bU 44  proeees prtiy via 	thai rchati±zxA, then the 

activation energy meaaared i not equal to the bot4 	ooitLcn efter67. but 

only puts c lower limit on it. Thuo th V,-auea,  of tile aotiation ne's 

for the 4I1;1 id poxith. &ccm4,ozitions cannot be ued in tho oçuatio 



( RO) = 2 •*A 2(Ro) + A HrOIUOH)  

since the decomposition mechani8m it uhjeot to some: eto'ageneou nl th4n 

mochantsms, 

The beats of fox,xAation of radQaL3 Obtained rpit ths lanotia mtho(I Using  

either ezpexLneita14 or emp4rUsI4 derivad heats at formation, are 

agk"raio' sum ot two or thre6 ara yantii4ea, aAd in. the o 	the 1ocat 

SOMber at the aliwVl radical serea 	 in th 	on of zero. 

Th 	in the tables or data ca heat3 w tiormatim of alko.VI xadioaI4 whiob 

follow thOre appears to be a scattor of values nhoo variation is accentuated 

by their small absolute also.. 

Once thermochamicAl data haa been 4etsiined, or a ra&Lal., it oaa be 

u~ed to preUct tØa1 oi4es at other aaiapujos. Vor 

eflcyl ethers nozzreUy 4k ocate p tQijtio&j kc 1osingai i1atom57 

rather than by C-C bond fission 

1.0. 	 ROR + 	-'-'- 	 + a 

But it the bets of f axatioi of the dkoji ar&d alkyl radicals and of thi 

parent ether are IMOVU then the bone Ub4ociat4on, enory of the C-C bon& oaa 

be 8eteinea. indiraat4 Mnee 

t(2) +it() 	i(ioR) 

mi1ar4 the. U-Ii bone strength in aloolij?Is Qan be eled 

D(1O-1t) =i 1(RQ + 	(i) - L( ROli) 

In radiosi decrposition reactions* kmouledge of the hor*ta of tozatioA 

of the radicale puts at leazt, a lower limit on the value of the. aotLa'ion 



enzr of the døp1ti, 

R2RCO wi 	% 22C0 
1 	 . 

R 
 3 

The rea**vitW of th. olUmVI, radicais cax thexeQre be fc*uxL from 

Uoir 'Iie&ta øj' Iti 	ond the trana of these vaiuea withM the soxvies 

Sivea a measure or the rat.ve  atabaiV ar the members with zepe4t tQ 

ecittn 

Because th, iist3 of forxa4tion or alko Vj raUca13 foand 

are the sum or at .eat two ten, there a.110 obvloualy a loxge number of 

oibie V&I;U:O h 	CØt&)4 be 	cr i& 	eU the 	aib1 

ernbao. a ovalue,4 rpr WatA çj 	r4 	 ;Les were, 

to be taken;, thet toUv'.' 	 bad. .on  what iz consiclored to be the 

mOst 400 'ate vaiuoe c4 thoso pa=etera3ii the other ,eiiea quoted ea 

those that he been eo'ted ia the litevatuce tithr as the toot reztLt 

or tbe Particular eGri.. t Un 1&exi, or as a, reoommadaa ia.tie Iji the 

light of eaindai., at the time 	wrM... 



I 	O!MATION O' E'PW.7L --- M3 .- 

ftront4ft ( 	tT t 
(CE ox) f 	3 

(1a1 aW ) L mcae 
P 	LI 

a
H 

(Kcal io1e 

On ) 
(Iø& nio1e 	) 

I- 

Zeo(A) 
U_ 

*$B) 
_pi__ .*_• - 

CB3ONO ,i6.O 11  

.28.1.I .27 
.29.2 i300 +3.3+301 

NOM For all taie () 	VaOa G2Lli(thOoz) trom 3ez'ton Raro 116 

Z 
4 
 rotors to ths rea*UonI 	u+L 

) Refoxenoes, aeeues;te4 

Other reported v4ues aze 

Q ti 	 04121  00122 Xcal 

Benson* bas used the 	 of 44mtkwl eth 

zacUoals. It wøQ4 asox* that Bonsm" ts. ex 	 aZu.e o 

4 2 	 of the other exporimonUl reaulus ox4 i 

not Ln conf2it with the va:. derived tzu. c peXx bd4u, wh ia should 

otiaU have Smaller ervor,  ii 	e 'beat' value for All 
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1841-11 4-.1 

(ca.I 	iio1o) (1ccu mQJa 1) (Xca1 me1 

2fl) 

(xca1 xaoe) 

z'(A); Expta(1) from(A) rom(B) 
.------ ---.--_-- 

C2fl5ØNU -245 "23  37a7 4.4 647 

.36 &25 8 3 9 

C25QOO 2fl 462 .46j -44 
T1-1frrl 

NO4 () 	zzten or 	O4., i26 127, 2Q, 31 

(ii) tbis 	±; *:t 

Other.  orQa .t2Cfl Q 	 i2i 	 3q22 

Za 	wkU.e 	a4*' 	Lcs j.ei 6.4 

B*AUe the roported values £ the 	ctiu oaery of GtJ1. nitratø 

4eapodto1% raze from 3(54 to 41 .2 LL 	 coiiaabTh 

ao* o1 the v4ue  of All,, fr t14 ith4 The value for Ay (Grio) oi 

4.4 Xca mole caloul4ted fmi the park of thOOi3 is tai:on t 	b' 

din-,oe the othe repoited valikea are 1 Lat4te 

I 	r 	P 	 trom 

nitto, bowvez', 	tho Lye4. hei &4 oimtom 	k4. 

Lthi thaonoohar400l 4ata has 

cortio terns to the data. for nitrit aAii nitratqs, ar iA 

the va'ue fo 	iQ) o 	IoaL 2016w4o i.:La aloor  

aroten with r experimental value. la Sat, the valuos Q1'  14uft 



th ea of r rt±orx Of. tkot1 ruUoals dez&ct fror the moU ftU4 9t$e 

to elata aro bhe nat to theae mib sequently obLne4 øpmG14  

irora &tni1y1 poi-ax-ida aocomponitians in the caøO of boththoy2 an 

pocrintdiomla. Tt 500,fqqtt. there vt o nt 	pil t' 

ttritG and Aitvato data giving con.,3istiwitXyretir cti,,) vtez 

th= parozdclo &tt arid Lt' s oorreoUi faoto 	ic1 'o zo 

c2iorapanoy. 

riøPOpOX!L flhDICAL 

taW*..W 

Parent 

erap 

i z) 

.n..ta 

t 

—-- 
(K& 	mo2e') — a1 1zOLe) 

—- 
.(&a rnoe 1) (cc 	oe) j -_ -__s_ 

meor(A) iLC13) 
-- 

tza(A) 	QIfl(L3 

C3 T1ONO 2t6 37.7 44.9 

CR7ONO2  -4-2.1 36.91  433 j•O 

11700G3g7  

Othz reorte1 ":wsa ace •1 	91 	• 	21 øai 

L&s xLe3.4i.Z IQt1 o3.e,• 3Lrtie 

ib close to the w1uO obtained from theporoxide, the best ahie for 

s tak-an to 	5 IZ JnoIe. 
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ParentI1(i.0 
...... 

H 04  
mo) 

r- ff 

(*al 	o') 

-: ; Iff 

(X00 	ino1c") 

PAIMMI N 'M 

Thsor) xpa.() 
lowi' l W, 

.6 i7.1 

i 3H7002  '45.8  
2.5 

HOTAv* thta tho4* 
22 	

P Othe xote YUO&. 	
1.23 	

•j 	 ol 

and 	ar:* 	z*e* 10a4 to ,i4.6 It 

From tbe,  work of 114s tbOoia, tnbstantiwkiad. by other work r000ntly 4onø 

pith 4aroyl per0444 Md 	 the 'best' 'va30• oz 

is takn to be 4Z.5 ZcaL 

Luft's correction term applies to the activation energies for 

alkyl nitrite and nitrate decomposition which have been measured by 

photolysis. Due to the simultaneous reaction 

RCH20X 	
> RCHO + HK 	X = NO, NO2  

these experimental values were calculated to be low by about 5 Kcal.mole1. 



fr1ihfp 

Parent 
'r- t4pff- 

B 
T:i 

0190 
ft 	IL 

(1ca1 moe) 
P 	UI**1 	* 

(Kcii me1e) 
I 	*LJt 	1I 

(Ace 	nieIe mea mole'') 
• eo) 	zpti(X3 

- LL: 	t 
• 

I 	L 	J1 	L. 

rvo() iz(B) 

C4R9Ono 

- m 

u.3.4 ~21.6 7.O 

t:- r:rL -j- %Lt4 

.j2.8 

00902 66.o 
ir 	:It - UI -r;: :'j- ------- 	 • rT -lsi.j T-iN-, 

NOM * Awno 'nor4' diaL peicitte daoompo4ticnactiaton onegj 

Other ;epoted*aies are 	 CO3fl1O1 1 

and 	1dn's W1, O &ive *46,4. Keal ZOM 

Sines there has been no axyerimeAU14 da$exdne4 VeUe f roya the 

the moan or the. 	 peroxide 	and Lui't'a value 

ivin 46 Køal mole*' is taken es the best' value 

Onjy the par do decomposition bae been studie&4 and no the2zoohernieal 

data about the nit-rites and nttrats to ayable. 

prom 	 .72.0 Xoaa mo1e daloulated from Benson's new a&dtvfty 

ngea 

and 	 6.4 x0al 2010 1 

Ke4l m61e'1 in excellent areernent 4th 

Franklin's predicted value ot 'j 7.6 Keal mole, 



Aain., onZr the peroxlae 4ecompoit4on has boon stuUadj, for wbioh 
194 

can be taken as 	Ice3. m*1e 	 tyO)2 a8i. Xcal aoLe (Ref.69) 

giving A ii(t.Cli9O) 	•$ xCal Mow, 

Other reported values are a,2 ii 403 .23 	2.23 Koca. mole" 

and krwlld~ 20,8 x0al rno1o'1 . 

$inoo thO oxefimontaI., value from peraijo aocompo4tion and Ltift' a value 

coincide, the 'best value is taken to be *22 cal ntoXg. 

Values for A Ei, for the lover alil radicals found by widely different 

uothOO do not show as much vsretion as has been found in the orrospondinS 

alkrl railioals. In. a se*ios of experiments using elootron impact 

measurements Bexecker & Long deter4n4 z fit. of a number of aIlgrl radionla, 

while Bonson and his covorkra 	4 32 ' 	have ob.zdieci the 	8gon 

of several Wr000rboas br iodine vapour to eetitnate heats of foz,nation, using 

the equation of reaction 

99 412 	>RZ + 	to. civo(a) 

whence 	 it, Ri -H(H) + 

from thecquation 	 R. +Hs 

More recently, from moaurements of the rolative rates of addition of hydrogen 

atoms to unsmme$rial Urines, more data has been Obtdineal which is in 

substantial agreement with previous results* 	3* 9 shows those results. 
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00010Iff* 

It_ 

irm-iuiz-jt JU 

II (Kci no1 1) 
t-I 

Rer. 
1 	ff1fl 	ff 

R 
1yrr.- 	-- i 	*rj 

i li4,(ca1 mol':Refo 
Owl 

i- 

H !2•i 12i 
- 
421 

CH3 	• 2,1,32 ..42J 0112s 112 

25.4,2.31•.2 121 .i31 4 9 21 j33 

112 i3 112 

22.2,22 421. 12 fj 

16407,6j,47 124 
1i2 

2 	 • rm 

-tit 
________ ______________________ ________ ______________ 135• 

r-i --. ;r 	_•::*t._:r_L_•*rr_- ii- . 

The alko.Vi'm4lial vdththe genoval f 	RD is i8o-e1eOtzorC 

with 0& açr1 ra4le4 	 .t his, been flote411 I36 

that &11e3 Of ra0001s having this dnilavi1y of nu1bor3 of vaLeicy e3e0trone 

show rnany ctAlotritlma IA tMir r tivi.. it Is • therefore interesting to 

00vare the zero acttrateii Imovo values QrAnr tor the 611r1 M41.6414 with 

those, pzQose4 1OZ'e ot*'cnic 	 This is shown  

1AB• 3.10. 



R 

- 

4 K4OI2 ) 

(iea. moie 	). 

1J 	L1%C 

no 
-i (KcaZ 	oe 	) fxom tablee 

R 32 NO (89) 

CU, 2. 
0N

3
0 

+2 30 

IN 22 C0 2.9 

rii-c 
3H7

nG4H9 i8 jO 32 

j3 30, 

Cfl9 i3 

tCfl neo..GU1, 2 tCH9O 22 29 

It can be seen fran the table that the tren4 of Ooreaeing 

with increasing rutica3. site holds true for both eez'i4a. The other point 

to note from the table ts the diffeenee A U) 	US(RO) which, for all 

R'. is fairly constant at 3i 42Kal mole 

If we cnsidor the radical dedolaposition 

S 

9D Ali , 	R~ 

An 	n(it-o) *.n(x) + Hr( O) 4M(Bo) 

32+59.t (Ret.8 	
S 

90 1cal mel& 

No moasurment of this bofltt dissociation enerr has been made eperJaentallt 

but some substantiatUa for the constancy independent of the site of U can 
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be foi1nd by eonsUeration of a Series,  of sabstitutea M041. others ROC I%. 

n(Rocn) ø Mi(R) 	(cao) HoH3) 

The beat of fointatkøfl CC tht e3.krL 60er. have been term&ned expentaU 

ana the other høats or formation, are shown In TABLB Mu 

'ii 	:1 	r' tr 

Parent 
tT 	Lw* 

(Kat4 mole 	) Woo 

L 	EIPd 	*' 

iH(RO) 

(Bea3 	4ö)  
--t-i* 

ili(OGU) 

(RaaL mole 	) 
-rr 	 1rI 

D(R.00B3) 

(ica3 mole 	) 
.1- 	r 

Z 44. 78 

C2 0U 25 2 .2 79 

22 .57 

t.C3U70CU3  11 2 -60 79 

Aan, D(R0) it indepoident of 14 

In ftats, If the data from Tb3IIK 340 is uSO& to 4ecu1ate D(ItO-CB3) in 

the above aeries ct ethers, thee are .fnd to be 78, 80, 76, 80 

Real rnole reapective2. Aleo#. t*m an eXperlmentAl dstovd=tian of 

.a60 1ce3. mold1 (floj37) 

C a) 78 Ioal zoWl  

Thus it speas, that the bona. aioeiation neieu of ethers are 	ar142b]y 

uonstant at 78 t 3 ICeal noio 



XOLLt &Xi 

Ra4ioa. decomzition remotions were mentcne4 brief-1y in Chapter 	aM 

cauae part of the iork of this thesis in'Vo1ved th9 study of these Was of 

reactions, they wiLi now b dtsoussod at greater 3enEth, 

In the generel reaction sehemee for t1w, unirnoeoU1ar docon•os.tion at,  

parent nlouie3 to give AIkMWI radials,.. it has been obaoftiM that 

subsequent 0oamposition reaCtions of the radical can occur 04. 

In these radical decoposition the. energy itairet to break a bond 

(Cc or .040 is not as great as that re4red to break the seine bond in as 

iroltile this nuzt be partially due to the fact that in the transition state 

In r4dica3. decompositions the free electron assists in the OSey formation of 

the double haM of the pz'onct molecule. (In general1  all øUo2Ji aM alkyl 

radical ae onpesitiorte lead to the formation at a double-bonded product). 

Pew values are available for the Arrhenina parameters of thee ractions 

eompared to the data whib exists for other radial. reactions. One reason 

Is that activation eneee to;- raiiCal decompositions are in the range 

tO 	4i0 Ical moie 1  aM at the  temperatures needea to produce the radicals 

themselves pyrolytiga.14 from the parent molecule, other radical reactions, 

for which the activation energy is lower will predomiAsteo Th*a, for alkoxyl 

radii decompoetton, to.r which the z'aporte4 values of activation energies 

lie in the range 'tO • 20 Real acae't  byarogen abstraction reactions 

4. Keel 1010t)  or radical 	it.on (Ea'I 0) win be preferred. 

recombinations 



Thø noze oomp3ez the 	LL . the wre. POSS010 Modes ot deoipoition 

exia. Pr exampa, . the akowl ztiA1 iserjo,%  the simplest menbr, 

ietbór3., can ob'  decoapose br loss of a 4drogon atoii 

iCRQ 

whereas tpeo3 rna.Y ufleVGø 
CH 

0cn2 	0 	 +. (CH 3 

C3 + 	0 

roxii the azporeuta1 thidn at nbttane re.ther,  thaft ethane i.fl the 

O$130I rOth*ct it aonu that the splittUg, off of the 2argor 4141 

r4iL 'is tho preorre4moo or 	ostion138 # As in the case Of MW 

stable ologule, a C#H bo tision ro4res coixb more anezW than. a 

CC bond tia4on, and it has been suggested 	that a (MI bond. fission naver 

ccurs when there is an alts=ativs CC bond to bq brok. The investiations 

undartaken in the itork fox this thesis hate attsmpto4 to measure the 

Arrheai= parmetora for the difftr=t modes of dodomposition of etho1 an4 

radic. 

-SvCA mtal]r, the tiation onerr ofa1ol rad*cd deCGmpoaition. 

nist be measured. r0lativO to anothox' radical reaction for 'thich 24  is cnown, 

140 for example by 	is* 1th 	io with. 	 or with 

abstrantion from a. suitable bydrqSon doorP*141 In the Lttor as$*  using 

the ethorl radiftl as an example; 



k 	
67a 

i 
c2uo 	CiT + 

+ B 	 cçon + 

OU 2p  
k(CO). 

= 

; 

an& this th rzteri5u plot Of .xweiAte  wAounts of the d000mpooition and 

aØt.Ofl D2'O&Ut$ gives a 	 fl?oJfl VKoh, E rnw be deduced. 

thother approach to ketie 8t• on adi4 4ecornpoition Ia tIwougi 

tObe4$t71 as has hoerL Andicated in the pioa ohaptar, 

riaoroaa approach to the rola#otioUp etwoon Arø paamotexa an 

thermoohatioal data can be d4voloped fxom Qi 6X:rtiofl or the rors4b1e 

general Coz±tion, rescUon 

R + 9 ihea R' aro radicals, M M 4 pvoiuot ni6e0u3e 

The e Murium constant for this aotn 1 is given by the ratio 

A tuift eta1z A/& e ( 	 f*okinatio  

Itrc:n t. 	 he equuibrium oonstant is rslaW to the sUftdatt tree 

OftejqW obangeLt °  by the equations  

i° 	0 nthai: and etropj obanges 

A/ALp ex S°/R)exp(?/fi) 

and equating 000ffioients gives; 
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A SP R.n(/Ab) 	
() 

ecau•so enthalpies are measure& at dobstaut presue whereas activation 

energies are mcasxuecl at constant voiue, a correction, tore must be inolu4od 

n equation (i) when the ntrnber of IIIQ1O4 of product ditez from the number 

of moles Of readtimt# as in the ones of mdical aecompoeition reactions, Since 

the cMnge in the roober of molos,n, i, the correetion torn L 

3hOU4 be added to the right hand 4 	 ():Alsog. before Using 

entropy data in equation (2) Wblohbas been calculate at the stanavxd  

pressure of I Macsphere (standar In most tables), the constant 20,0  t must 

be subtrnetea to bring this entr 	to unit4 whib eafl be equated with 

fstor unite moo omseo 	ris, when ri 	we have a residual 20.1 

to stab tract from the left heM side of equation (2). The correct farm of 

the two eçations are; 

(3) 
&(I At.) = n n(/)+ 20,1 

For e3mmPles, in the doeoppGaition of the 	ratcal at 60000 

a-4C4h9  4! 	CE3  + C3R6  

s32.4 xUamcl: 
rf 142 	 ref, 143 

log A, = 14.8 $eo 	 log Ab 11.5 mcle J sec 

252 + ,0x4:1f3(273+6G) 

= 26.9 Kcal ole 



2 * (14,8.a11.5) * 2003 

1,5,1 cal ivo1eeg 	(sta.. state molt c*) 

..2 eel niol 	Ie('1  (sta. state 4 

These values may be oomparod to the epeantal values of,  
,a H° 	26,2 1F i 

2Q8 	 flOj6 

A so rf,j)4 
298 	33,9 g molo 1de(1  (i  At1) 

Gonyersel, the theoretical th od.ynaiio valuos,#  either diatermined 

xporimentafl%y or oomiled fror edditftity rniles can be a guto to the 

Arrhenius parameters of r4dice.1 e 	4.ion; for example in the tbutorl 

radical dGCeepOit±, 
k. 

t-ca90 	C 3+ 3t0C 3  

H 2,98 
o 	(Keel aold) .22 _51.885 

5.2 1cel mole wi 

5.0 ioal mole (Ref. 144) 

3eeause radical deco osition resotiona, are unimo1eculez we can 

appiy the various theories of such reactions to them. The simplest 

accaptable theor is de to Lindomani145  later wodiiie. by Uivabe1woo8. 

which explains the first order 1cet4ca of unitmoleeular reactions in toms  

of an activated omplaxtormod by two reactant moledules't  which then break 

&vsn at a characteristic rate to give product; molecules. For example, the 

general unimolecular reaction 

'--4 B+C 

can be thought to proceed via an ao:tiatd  intermoUata#  0 which is In  
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therin&1 equilibrium 4th the moloculos of A. trom which It As foMed by 

c(AdonaL proceasos qzd vUeb can decompose o fozn products: 
k 

A+AL. A+A 
'Ic 

A--i ). 13+Q 

k (A# (A),  1 	I 

0*6 of' the early cceses of this theory was the Oxporizental 

confiunation of the pLiction that at low pressures the first order 

overall reaction rate would become second order*, This can be aeon by 

oti4ng the expreaoion 

At high press ree tho rate constant for the collisional aeaethTation of 

the aativateL specie, 	is ezy large compares to the rate constant for 

eoonpoaiUon1  k, and the aenoiinatox' reuoes to k 	g4ving an over all 

first order process. At low prearaa, howeer, when the moan tree path 

of the adUvated Species is longer, 4soomposition is more 11cGr to oc 

than aeactivation, and predominates  in the denominatpri the oreU 

expression. becomes seoond or8.er 

The woacss at this simple 1thoxr is that it takes no account of the 

nethanism of the activation of the irrtezediate species, and aaawnes*  that 

the en,rj required for actiatiori is not locaUea in the bond to be broken 
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In the MolOcUlo#  but is contained in the 4101ect4e s a 

donsequenos of thts modal is that the probabUty of the tate nO)PeCUIe 

decomposing It not Inoreased it the energy in the moic1e as a, Whole 

exceeds thia eAtioal uAount Aooassax7 for aab 

The basic concept of the Hinnsbelwooa Lindemann (I4) thoozr, that 

$hOe was an a zeoiab1e time-1abetween aotiat±orA aM eooaposttion of , 

80 that the two compoting roaotiona Of (1eaotivntlon ond, 460OMPOsit-Ion OaA. 

exert the eontLUng influanceb ihioZt were noted abovo at 4ifforent,  

prossures# was coat, ana wat developed vurtlhor by Re 7, and Ramsperser 

and 	j.48 (Rn). They thought of the bond3 In the r'eaotant 1ooLe 

as a cOI1etiati of o iIlators, 	 tatei  

fz'oqonoy a4 all of then loos#4 oaallod to pexdt a tree flow of enoz'r 

from one bond to another. Aotivation *an ther be equated to zeitn 

of ettezj aoquiea by co1Uàiot with other rnc4e1e5 among the vibxiona 

mxodeA of the rnoeoAe. When en*aghónet!y flow into a bond to cause it to 

xtnro, C1600aposition Will oonurt, grj the. higher,  the onej content of 

tho rô1eu1e, the groates v4U be the probabt1ti of 

has erticiod the RMC theôzr,, mainly on the grotzn4s that 

the model proposes that the intramoleoullar tl!erxster of enerr is exy raid4 

compaod to the rate of reaction., eM he has proposed a theory based on the 

alasampt-100 o:f slow trer of intramoleciia' brattonal ensry, In this 

case, ttoco*ipoeition occurs when the length of the bond to be broken In the 

activa$d spooie& reaches a qertaip critIal value. 

The detai3ed theory of both approaches is In good agreement with 

expetment In: the tft region of the *te contaflt, although recent 

findings suggoat that the IIBK theory, which allows for some anhamonioity in 
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the oscillators is ntore generally applicable than the $later theory which 

imposes the strict ideai.ty of' harmonic vibrations on the cil2ator 0 , 

It oan be shown, by both the R1 and the Sister theories, that the 

joint at which th6 first order rate constant begins to tall off from the 

liting high-Pressure rate, k 	is 'a funotton or the nwuber of 

tbrational &egrees of freedom in the reactant molecule, Large moleculea,, 

which poetess many aegrees of vibrational freeam•, Will more readily transfer 

the critical amount of one rgr needed to break a bond (z model), than will small 

molecules whose total enarr content is smaller, and thus the smaller the 

molecule,, the higher the pressure at which tall-off from first order kintiø 

will be obsered Also, more obvIout2y#  the smaller the energy needed to 

bring about nptUre of a bond (compared to the average thafnai content of 

the moleule., E) the more readily will the activated molecule decompose*,  

and the lower this activation energy the higher the pressure region will 

be for observing tallaOff a It has already been mentioned that aetivaton 

energies for radical decompositions lie in the range f 0 - 40 Kcal mole', 

while those for molecules are; trpioaUy in the range 30 i, 80 1cai molo, 

The 	ore tall-off' etfeOts to decompoitLOfl rates for radloals may be 

ozpeeted to be observed at higher regions of pressure than for molecules, 

Which have been found for med*uasized molecules to be 040 m. Bg, and 

there is a danger that the reported idretto data for some radical 

aecmpouitiona have been made in this l*off region,  which corresponds to 

the * normal* laboratory range. Per example, $n a recent aWdy of the 

thereal decomposition of ethane, information was obtained on the two 

raetione 
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--'-) 2 Cli 	R 
A  86 Lal 

4111  

	

V5 
	 . + 2114 	38 Koal niole 

and at 65G6 the Pressures at which first ozoi ftta constants tell to 

halt theirs high prere vlus werG 20 mm and 200 	repeet±eLy,: 

1hrU# the vnxtion in rsate constant with px'esu'e ma be one at the 

reasons for the wide range of vbes for 4ono parameters whtoh have 

been xep*z'ted for some ra4ioal d000mpooitionto For. example, for the 

reaction 

0li3C0 ... CH +CG 

Vales of 4 hare been reportea renging frovi fl) i8 1cal mole(flet.i53) i'or 

eçpoLmetts peed in the pressure range 	500 un  Benson 151+ a.oulaw 

that the limiting pressure for k,, would be of the order ce 3G1reIal 

atmospheres for this raaicel# lie has, applied the simple li-L node1 to the 
and a low-pressure limiting rate co nant 

reaction and obtainea a high prCasure lindthg, rate ontntlVk 

extrapolated to zero pressure) 

log k, 10.3 - i3000/.573 (seo) 

	

20 	kG 	iL • 5 1 2,0OWJ ,  575w (mole ørnsøo) 

This B-L approach and an4yeis wifl n b Iemonstratea in the oase or an 

&kozrl radical, isopropcVl,  In which the relevant reaticns in the 

pz'esenoe of a thIrrl bo?, M1  aM NO are 
Ic 

M 	11e2Cli0 

MO Cfl! 	 41e 090 

902  ego +.90 
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4e0 
0 : i 1(Uefl011)(9) 

MeCEO to  

k2k4  (MeO)(M) 	(R4 thoo) 

hexi (M) is large ( 	O$3ur0),. kDt) ) 

(MeC1O) 

 

bbserted hreaaure 
rate mnstent 

(it) t 	(low pressure) k> k(li) 

k 	te lCrpreasuVe econ4 
0 	orde*' rate constant 

CombirAng those two results, with i 	k(M CHO)(iO) 

Ie CO 	
4 

-:,
( + k0(U)) 

Thus a plot or the left hua side of this equation against 	((M) can 

equated to the total *QftcrOntMUOft o all. spocea) Should give a SUhijbt 

line or aloe 	and Inte-r-copt 	, WIth the value o k3  found to 

be iO 0 1Jseó74,. an ArrhMiUS plot gate 

mole 

io 	
CG 

= 4.8 aeø 	 log A0  j.1=Is, 
i0i 

OM3800 .1 

The exper: nal value of the AfaCtcr in radiool decompositions is At 

£nterst, because if it In apreOiab lower than the "normal" va.luo of  



i 013 sec 	thioh oan be oa1u1ated, theoretically from a dot Hod M0401 zuc 

s }UZ proposed, 56 , then there is evidence for a pes1e dependent 

deo-ompositions  and a treatment Of the abovo Vpt will be no ssaxy to dete 

meaitu1 rate constants and Aritenius parametora#  The relationship botweOn 

the oseryed A-raqtor in the iUoff zion aM the theoretical 

A0 	A(M) 	10 () ana ien (j) p..., 	n1es 	Aebo ., 1Oand 

houia have the unite nelo'1  d0. 

' Experimental data on the ldnctics of alkoxyl radical decomposition to 

scrGe, and the existIng data will be aupp GrreL by the theniocheznicaL 

approach at oath zi1cai is &.eeussed eparatar1 Since entropy date is 

lass rell, -ton then enthaIW data, only the latter can be usa4 uxUy, 

in predicting tnbion activation onez'gieE 

Methoxyl radic.s ean only resonab %y decompose by elLminatio* at 

Ca 0 	+ 

Gray a S*1a  postulated thi raaotioa in the photoly3ts of iaetbyl ntrkte 

btit her'e the etho)rl dai wld have abett 2.0 1e m01 	eroes enerr 

from the primary diazooiatl=.aces, and so ,would decompose readily. 

tetbh1ip. ho deThernal 4aoompeitiot War,  	 ompo*et  ethyl 

nitrite in the presence of acetnl4yde to test the reaction  

f +CfflO 	H2  + CH 
3 

No hydrogen ws frnd in tb.e reaethn protbta and hono the decomposition 

of Mothovi was ascumgd *ot to hoe Occurrod. iiowei,Ør, there is. no zeaSc)fl 



why the 	ton H + T.O - 	HN) oonld not haVo aecounted flor the 1ak or,  

ana so his conclusion's 	not PGceESari1t eorrewt. A H for.  the t*eatofl 

t be oalmilated,  from th ftgaroa Ivi Obpt?r3 of this tbosim and Ief. 8 

H + flCHO 

3 c- 
ii 	(a) +L (liCiIQ) - 	( C11 0) 

22 Xai 

	

using the relationship A a 	+ 

Eb as not been ieao4., but in this examplet  and 30e(ttent one whoz'e 

t*&Lues of Rb  ac not oxist, date on the addition of radicals to the olethtø 

obtaimi by xep3acin the 	by =CH2  has been uee4 lostead there possible 

ar4 beøause or tbisapprQzim.%tiono. incsion of the oorection ter IT ha3 

been 4ropped. 

.e.• li + 	ca2  --> C2H 	 3.0 Kci moie1  (Bei.. 144) 

giving. Er  — 25 X041 mole 

The etZzyi radical can dec=pose n two possible weys 

CCli +2 	.' 	3 ECHO - 
H + 	 () 

Reaction (i) has ban non'et from the formation of 0114and CA 1h  tha  
presence t a z'oen 	 in the preoenee or No78  no fu2l 

pressure dependent ctu4y has been made# but sever-A values exist for 

as %vA reletive to *tbazv raica1 zeot5ons In the Gt41 nitrite 
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the roaction 
k 

+ C1,()NO _I) c CH2OFt . CL CHOO 
d 	

C1L 	
k '-9 01 + WHO 

occur, and 	iE Kcal 	aAd from an estUtato for B or 

Koal 	 rs 21 Koal. mole, 

W!jnen ' has inv tllgated.tho photolysLs of ethyl poptonAte 

maasurtd D, I riat±e to the reactiont 
k 

Clio +GHGOW, IT 	C2HçOfl + D 2HCOOC 
2II 5 

to w2dh 	is etntet as M Kcal rLe, 	7.3 Kcal,  ole' 

,.B. 
 i 

z13 Real 

The *-taotor for re ton (i) 	boom Os mted from the 

2 

C 2, R 5 0+0 
 2,5 -4 

from which, at 290C, 
2 k k 40 	mole litre see 

since log k 
51 

'ti s, ncI log k6 	•3, log  

, 43 Kcalmole', log A1  9, which is rather low for a 

unixiuleeuiar decomposition. 

This rny be explainod by the decomposition being neaure& in a Z%11-

off regin, but nay be due t 'hot vadicall,  effeets present in the 

photolysis exozimets. The doeoapasitio ned to be idLe pyrolytUr 

From thernobheidcal data on the rotion 

CE +HC1IO 
23 vç' 3 

iO• (Keal .e 	 32 	:.4$ (Chapter 3  an Rer. 85) 
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i IT = 8 Kmi 

or tirn reaction 	+ 	 Cfl7 	 8 ca mole ,(Rf 443) 

1O1 

Tho alternttive 	o4or of the cthozyi zaaica 

if + CII Clio 

has again been tow4 to occur in 	 to noarly the same etnt 

as: the £JL) 	 but this oust retio*t 	bk 	en*rr content 

of 'the e$b*r1 radital rather than the relative *tiattGb energos of the 

two proceases 

Ag4n ter pro 	the only estate or Ar  

U.52L.Oi. Lj6  Kcal mole" . 

for the GOtiOi H + CB -3 	Xea,L mole (ef. 18) 

i 	, 204ca1 rnoe'.. 

PR C4Z 

4nce npropI z4LaZ decrompositim has not boon studied 

ezrLutet&Lty thc aó att en*rjiGs of the tu'ee possible *c4os of 

decomposition oan only be s.tittc& from t.oeheistry 

iz.C3I7O 	T> Cli + RCEO  

5Koiinoie 

Yor the reverse eaotins, the ony cparLson we lave Is 
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+n-Cfl9 	I a = 9 Itcal xn01e (iei. 159) 

20 !tc1 rnOia 

5 iai mole-,  

> 	I1 tnie 

The study of the thrniaI a 	 the n*propQri 	a1 for*3 part 

Of the,work 6f tha thesis.  

OP 	P14 

ThEa duopoittOfl nf the tse-propoi rUta1 has reønty been atudied  

uttør ,odith,rn of Pressure dependence u6ing isopropyl n±tzite/nitiLc oxide 

The mchtxn of the roacUlon and tha methodof evaluating the 

Arrhonius p zaoters have &rey been mentioned in ibi.z dhaptorx  aM the 

1nez fouM for the raction 

COCH + CkCflQ 

Were 	31 	17,3Kci woi 1 	8,3 Kcal  r01e 1 . 

log A 	41 13 (i) 	log 1, 13.1CO  
-fee Quee 

	(o1e13) 

and 	 have also rapoz't4 tIrls. reactIon to be pressure 

spen4ent, and have *tait.edt  

BCD 	
16.1 X CA2. 01e B 	6.7 Kcal  

	

og Am = 12.1 (so) 	1,  og A0  j2.7 (moaemee) 

is in v 	close agernent,, 
161 

isipa rA4Ga1 decomposition relatiVe to abatratLôn from the paznt t 

give 1, 	2 ICa1 	thioh lies between the highui4 low pressure 

limiting rates,, vrh±ch vim1d cottrii that the rea&irn bad been stadle4 An 

the pres.-are 4p ndeni re8io. 
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Tho therioehoiioa1 upproach givos 

and for thE 'etto Gil3 + C31¼ -3 1-li9 	E 	7 

', 	I 	ai 4IQ1G which 	oui with ocpernt, 

The alternativo C-fr bond fisioñ vas not notood in eUie* of the' 

ati. 

(al )2
n + cli coca 

ancl from themoolhemiatr,7 A 	52 	+ 13 13 Ta1 rnoie *11 

For. t 	on 11 + -C4E8 -4 i-C4L 9 	j i 	o10 (Rot. 162) 

14 Ki to1e, whh, if it is an accurate estimate# is COWpZ'abG 

to tbe tL 	oxy cf' the C-C, plit 

iC 

no 	er.rnezfl:, 1o*tZOfl OX tbE *U&1 dGOpOSitiO, QZ on 

tbs 	vo ractton ot addition to alholyes Oxistsj*M oiy thnoczf 

can sive a guidle to the ralative sagoitmae or aativaUou enegts 	or thø 

two possible Modoo of decomposition; 
____ (o) 

I 0 	-) C 	1 	+.iCHQ 2228+iG io 

_?L) c2I 	+ 	HO 

-cf--> x5 + C2B5Oh0 32-47.46 I 

F. + C Pi HO 17 

.. 	B1 	10 r4al 

I Zcai mo1e 1 

B3 	¶ i:ei 

I4. 
	A 71Ccaiao1c 



Mo radical deccmo4tton has rooeM4 beeA U&Ott with preure 

depende*tC8 	 relative to NO 444it&on.. 

A 7• Kcl eolo' 
	

tO.6 real,  

Ac0 
	 4.5 Ox,  sea 

Cer&son of these rumms, Vdth those r6poftod for 130propowl radie4 

aecompo4tion shoe that the rate or roaction, ki at I7O'C is 30 ames 

aster tor the larger raU440, ref1ctirg the greater touilw of 

the ).&tger r4aca1. 

Thertnochemi&t3?y gtirea Alt = 2 	+ JS o 3 Xcal maie .P,but,  go 

reactit with ivhicb to comar3 the rovexse rad$4a2 adticn. 

For the (WI bond. fissiou#  

CH 4flt) 
+ 

Cu, - 
Ica1IIIOIO"  

JI!4Th !FDL'cL 

ritorca1 the tbtori raiioai deoopoeition was the :first 43Jtrl 

radical to be stuaiea tren the viewpoint of )O3siblø pressure 4ependetcw 

uomhenzon afid Benson'63  noted that the previously reported aCtoz's for 

the doccnpo*ition 

(cu3)3 10 	+ CEcocu3 



wra aftom4alav 20w; for oxtqplorms ottfttas at tm rolativo, rate$ at 

I 

to; 

*1O 	 4*e 	1. 	2 

2o 

0.6 2(eee) 

fOM4 that th 	*3t 	atr* (t* 	t 	*0 rate omatsAt 

eg*1 %) wao 80 mt flu.  Thomat 00440te *1r'ø deiondnt si 	t 

has boar* ct1*z4ted tV Yoo 404M 	 o toun4 that te 

34*Ltin 4gI and ty* sura at** 	*4s p&Z*te to be 

E 

A0  i7 

flp*jIdththo t*ooc1 .4sta 

2 Zøe o1* 

fto 	, 	 4 •coca 
4(119,5110 

Ting is, I soa Sao 

Zn thb 2b% or WA 2,tor vauss tho 	 14tI0n *nergl4s 

Lao 

Zn 	 the .xpo meifta coftwo no Thr 	 thtt 

Mil 

91 
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n prefareno,6 to the swIlar ,  onee, and,  that these cciU4  al*c to tha 

OXCIUSIOA or kvftogoft eZmnaticn& if owe 	the cotzxse o ezp4inerzt 

to meere tbo . 	of Unds in. the. deooIApoaLn *Uca1 ft.. 

Mat be i'emornterea that OO1 the deqoxpo$ftfl WLh the ]owOat otAtMAOft 

OfleT ia OQZnOt043. Uflt'b1J With the raOA041,  eaotion v4afAvo to whiph  

it is. Obeing, iuesue. (e.g. 	 ab ) 5 	is 

uolilltoly 'that the ao1flts Ot podu*t.rcm; an en ,4.gbt)r is onore'4644 

aJC1 aeoomposio wtU bo mOsur*bio, 

'I 



The work of this thesis tails Into two parts*, osob using.a different 

appaat*s and tye 

('b) The study of dlzl1yk paroxiao aeompositons, using a continuous 

sampling mass 

(2) The einy of 4kor1 m4idal aec osition* using gas ebroaatogray 

and conventional 155S $premet17. 

Following the section on 'Matet.aI', the rest of this chapter will be dvaea, 

and will deal pith these two aspects soparetelr. 

___________ was prepared from alaiine hydropa paroxi4e and 

ietl 	 usin the oh4*e ot WilejØ Since the reactants 

are immisolbles 4oreus stirr 	was, necessary tot eimlsify the two 

lsrers.. The importantoo of blanketing the hot reactants with 1tregefl1 

and carrying out the, 	behind, a thik pG'BOX sI4e14 Was U1kder- 

lined, by sn explosion which occurra. when sir entered the hot (7 °c) 

reaction flask while dlatbyl peroxide was distW4r 	 the 

crude peroxide was carefully pu!e4 	tiU4t3On in small bat6he8, 

the traction boiling botweu 58 a 640C being collected, Howeverto  this 

method 	thought to be haZad.i, and the fol1*wn8 procedure was 

eveloped. 

The crude reaction proct was separated from any aueoua liquid# 



ohaken.  several ti.zøs vdth 5% KOfl solution to 4e8troy othyZ ydroido, 

ard then washed,, (This prooetro also destroyed most of the ethanol 

mity present). Puther puKriaation was by prepate-soaLo 

ae 	 using a Wiiktns Aeph Mitozep with a j2' z 

oo1un packed with 44/60 ce4te oated with a mixture of,  6% oIr2.exe 

giyooi and 	41noYy1 VhtWato and, heated, to 	40°C. The coe*ted 

fraction was found to .aontin at most 0, .ethanol as the only, impuritgrp 

who.h couli be fthOz' reftood to about 0.00 by slmin€ with tifle: 

divMad aluthia, The Aentity at the porozte was confUmeA by 

cLeark. at its intra-re1 spectrum with tbat reported by Minkoft 9.. 

.La, and mass apeotxa wore also obtained which woxo consistent with 

the formula of the compound. 

WAS prepared from isopropyl methane et4phonate 70  
U 	 71 Ong the method of Piror 	and eping the safety precautions, described. 

for diethyl pero*iae. The ct'ude reaction product was separated from the 

reactign mixture by VaWum distillation into a series of cold traps 

in liquid nitrogen. The layer  *trected with iøpntane was 

puttie& on the 'Autoprep' using the name column Snd cmditions, as before, 

and finally shaicEnwith. alumina, to Sivo a product at )99.5% puriiW# whose 

il *Ath that reparW by p1.i741 .1 am  

grateful to Dr., 93. Yea Quo* for rkssistanc6 in thO preparation of this 

Ddewas prepared from nprol methane. milphonatGl& 

using the method at Pryor and VultinaSI72, but with the qumtities of 

renatants suggested. by Mohd . The peroxide was distilled from the 



zaaatien inture at 42°C a4 50 MM %. and Aizther purifidation as' for  

diatri 'Veroxidek gave a compow1 of > 99J uzi, whose nfred 

spotrt1 oxnpai'sd 'U with that reportod by ?1o8her. 

4,2 

(oighise*cial £raao) was puziiea bj the 

ó 	 Z 	'Autoaø processas; the 	e 	prop,:  

alum!64) to 99. puxj, 

All the diaZlwl yero4des tonde4 to Qzrn t-mees oI' the related 

loohol ax fiLrøpeozi4e on $oz'ago, 	004thu41 cheok was kept 

øn thee imuz'itio by 'gaa chrwatpSxnpIW.. Repeated tzeatnLent with ROH  

arid. 'aiumina was suffioent to kep these impri:ties below the 0.00  

level*  Because of this#. aU4 the posslbilitg ,of ozploscn, on4 smaU 

amwnts of peroxide were. stored in the aa.Uno, the retwAnder being 

kept in a rafrigerstor at 

____________ (Kodak Lt. 99.0 pure) was Oaroftl3y introduce 

into the as'line and further purIfled by several trap.40-trap. 

tUat&on between -(* n4 -i6O°  unt.l gta 	tograpb.*o naya 

showaãAio Upuxitdes., 

nala gdO) was iurifed by soveftl vacuum 

distillation between '23°b and 46G °C until as ohoatorbic 

azaLyis shmed, no iitiez 

Mil"da Oxi 	(Matheson C? rae) was zmpea at %96°  to remove 

trace of flt*ogott, and with sUht warming distilled to another trap 

at'-4960C to remove any traces of nitrous ,zide. 



8r7 =. 

piJoxid as was obtalne& by aubliming aoLtd 'Gaz'tIi& Ja the 

ana iuzi4inc it by sovra1 trap-to-trap 4stiUations between 

and -i6O°C. 

'Whfte 8pot') vma usoa vathout flurther purixioation., 

jIOeI (Mtheon) was ttzoA without titbr pdfiaton. 

z 

	

__________________________ 	ther Uquida used OX gas 

oatapbioa1 oaLibraton cM anys were 3 J.0 !na1afl reapnts, 

and howo no airifLant njiitties*  

nMUM alm q& 	 tti ittied i 	a$ 

otozpby columns war* 13.D.L rgent, apaoialv prpsrd for this 

(PiOl-ce Ceni1 Cø.) ws vauxii distilled 

to reiovo 

2.i 	 B0$4e) 

The mass eotrornebor. used, in this stutbj was or. .LZ. zriotlel 

M,S.jO a coexttoria1 	ousng, 1800 eoton, ptwavx ont 

macnet instruments, with a wox144 rósntLre or ie4l-I e 1  0  ton, ond 

a$*=U& vance o 	jaQO plus 'G 	A 	spootram u1L 

be obtained either 	 fly by va 
. 
rjUg the voltage of 

the in rereller whiob acoelera.tetl the yqaitIve ions through a nianGtLo 

tieI. Those its. wLch paasa1 through the toinin (c)  alit eo 

tocus,d on to the *oilector plate. This ion oarr.wt, imr. amplined anti 

ooui& be monitored on a. 00)4A notex' In the amplifier unit and also 

fed to 4 100 mV potentiomet±c recoiir,  (. tent Ltd.). 
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Iort currents of I 	713  amp cou1 bo aispiered on the Ioutput motors 

by øhoioe of an appropriate range of an attmator unit through w2tcb 

tho signal vac, 	The r ioii4ng power of the instrument was Mh 

that the valley. height between ad4acent jeaka f ejura aizo at. 

and M ,,As< 49 of the pok he&it.. Apart f rom the 1oeat mass mbers 

the fiela ct bean was covered in two 	O3j 7,8 243 an3. 	ijQQ 

Since two eatiy lindlarM.8.10 mojoLa ware vi1ab1e in the clepartment 2  

One had been zuotti±iea to eovar the mass r'o36-200 on the aecond  

ioaie.2 Resolution vks saorif load, On this modiftod machine for the.  

higher 	valuos, but uzotti3 spoctra. coula be obtained on both xvohinos 

to the limit of their vanges, 

As,  well as •acarn4ng through a complete mass ejectrwn the mass 

speatrbmeter could be focussed on a peak of any ehosn 	CLue anil 

with the aid off a fine tuning knob the ohange. in siza of the pe&t 

maximum with time ofld he follwed. This was the t&mique that was  

used in these ezpenent 

m pressure In the ionisatlon ohamber of the mass peotroneter 

was mCa3ure4 with an-ionisation sauao (Metrovac ro VC ) wih 

Cove r'64 the. PrO136Ard ranaa j 

2,2 gQ DO .çs'u 

Magnetio rocussina ioss ocmetes am  conventially used in 

gas kinetic studiofor an4lysis of reattion pr ucts; typically, tho 

relathre am=ftts of dases forved in a raotion can be calvalated from 

the mass spectrmetric anatysia of a sample of roeticn prod.ct. Thi# 

method is very suocessfI but only give.$, a tnapshot' pictie at what 
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has been formed in tho Motion after a spocifo length of time. The 

ultimate a181ytioai system would give a measure of increase. and decrease 

of species in the reaction oeU continuously with time; the continuous  

mpUng System dec.ribed here is an attempt to approach this ideel 

in the speoifto case of studying unimoleoular gaspbasc deccmpositons. 

The idea of continuous tlng mus propoee y ier'74  and has 

bon devolopocl extensively by Sinehat and his school 	176 and 

more rocentt by BonsonM  for the study . of unimolecular a*-phase 

decompositions at low pressure, and has also been used by KombSll178, 
 in  

oata3ytic studies. 

Essentially the method omploye a sampling tube leading directly 

from the reaction vessel to the nissa spectrometer and focussing this on 

a chosen peak or peaks of the reactants or products and noting their 

increase or decrease vdth, time, The design of such a gas inlet system 

for sampling must be such that the composition of the as in the m es 

sect OZUOtOI' bears a known rvIstimsbip to the composition of the semple 

to be analysed, so that the ion current for a particular value of 

can be related to the, pressure of gas in the reaction cell. Two types 

Of gas inlet system satin* this criterion and have been used for 

such sampling VIAOMS.179  

For gases at low pressure (i(Oy) in reaction cells of large 

volume (rn' i litre) a pinhio leak in a diaphragm (such that the mean 

free path of the gas is very much larger than the diameter of the leak) 

will produce molecular flow across the leak. In this case, the ion 

current for a I  chosen value of Io  of any component in the gas mixture 
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in direotly proportional to the prost3urc of that oomponnt in the 

roaotion cell. 

i.e. 	k?. where X is the ion Ourrent for a 

P is the preizuzo in the roaotion cell of the 

'th Species. 

flowee, for gasos at high provzums In vie roaotlon cell 

(order of rJ%,) this jimple relationzAlp no long -%ppllo4 for the 

pinhole leak, ina the other leak gyaten, must be ua& to produce 

oonditim.a of viacous flow. Thin can he aohiovoa by a tineiy drawn 

capillar eonstriction hAving, a ionth of opi1ar tubing (tio 

of let /Uarneter 'Z 100) connotd to it to eliminate back aieion 

of the gases which would oause concentration gxn4ionta in the flow 

through the oontttct1on and have the effect of fractionating the 

In this casox  the combinod flcyvr pattern for tho gasos from the 

reaction cell to the mass spectrometer is siach that the ion current 

chosenfor a 	17UG of, rn1,0 forany cornpofloit O the mixtuz'e is 
square root of the 

pmportionaa to thepoleoular vaiaht of the co onent and to its 

prs$uz*e in the xaotion cell.. 

i.e. 	k' ht'e M is the ivo ocular wight of the i th species, 

and tho other ayrnbols as bor 

Thus at ar times t1 and t2  for a coniponont of the gas niizture 

The Viaeous leak system was used in these ozrts. 



The leaks were made by drawing the tips of 1mm, capillary tubing 

into a very fine .capil)3ry and. were sealed into the reactiofl cell 

Fig 	2), The size of leak which would gtve a conveniently 

measurable peak height in the muse speotun for the pressures of 

perodde used in the experiments (20-25 mm Hg) was found by trial 

and error at first, When a suitable leak had been found, .t was 

calibrated by cutting the cell out of its position in the apparatus 

and connecting the capillary end to th  gas-line, leaving the cell 

at atmospheric pressure. The gas-line was evacutOd, then isolated 

from the. Unp8., and. the pressure rise through thol leak into the 

minimum volume of gas-line (300 m3) was measured on a McLeod gauge. 

The average leak rate from atmospherio pressure over a 20 mmi, period 

was 400p per minute, and this was thou taken as a Way of oalbreting 

subsequent leeks. The characteristics of the leaks were tested over 

the range of sre$auros used in the experiments by comparing pressures 

in the reaction cell, measured on a manometer or the MoLeod gauge, with 

the peak height of the fe 90 peak in the mass spootnm of diothyl 

peroxide. The relationship was found to be linear.. 

2,3 RA0TXON SYSTEM 

The cylindrical reaction cell (Figure 5.2) was of pyrex glass 

and had an apiate volume of 250 cm3, The capillary leak was 

eealed into the outlet end of the cell and led to the metal inlet tube 

of the mass spectrometer through 3  rmn i,d, pyrex tubing and a graded 

glasw'metai seal (Jencon). On the inlet si&e, the cell was isolated 

from the rest of the gas-line by a greaseless valve with a 
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iorocabon rtibbr 41aphr. (G, Sprnghen, ziov, 	z) This wa 

found neceiay b cause the valve ras only e t'ew o.y from the 

furrace which aneased the reaction call, and anr greasod glass hgh- 

vcuun tap in this position striated and leae&, 	th.pmocouple well 

was let into on-o onL cf the cell and penetrate to the oentre,, there it 

wan a near as pcible to tho ti, of the sanplit capiilaz7. etorG 

rocar&in the kinat'lea ofr nor reaction tystem the cell "Mrs 

,49asoned by first carxylnG out seveml tril rzna until conitency 

of r,su1ts ms obtained. 

The osil re houserd in a oloe-fitting fur±oe construoted in two 

idtionl halvea rade from aluminium blocks (lure 5,3) • These had  

a groovop se -circular in oroseotion out out of their length into 

ch1h the reaction cell fitted when the tm, halvos were assembled. The 

'blacks wero brytited by two piro of elootrio heating ele2nents, each 

300 watts capaoiti, nneted in parallel to give a total resistance 

of jOO ornts Each block m,  s thoroughly 1e& with nierat wool and 

encased in a box of ovr'tll dimonsions 31 x 13 x Jr) on.mae of 	thick 

a,iUettoa theetin. The 20 em.long cell was mounted centrally in the  

cyliMrical grom and the spaces at the ons were packocl with mineral 

wool. Somtoiroular piocoz of 	asbestos shoot, with suitable grooves 

out out of thorn for the inlo'outlet tubing were used to seal up the 

ends of the cylindrical oavi, apa small holes remaining were plugged 

with wettened hestos paper. The protrtdng length of glass tubing 

on the cell side of the 8prinern valve was round with eectral 

heating tape, iared with asbestot cord end maintained at a temperatura  

close to that of the reaoton cell to minimise dead volume orrora. 



Coaro temperature control of the furnace as acqompilabed by means 

of power aupplied from the malos via a kwiao transformer in aeries 

with a rhootat ('iux 	iio control wae achieved by xiieane of a 

aidii temperatuxv, oontro unit (l?iol4en inettwrnt Os,) >onziactei 

-in" praUol With the rhota. /. temperature probe(platinum resistance 

element) which 	pz1 C tha. valt was placod in a hole drilled  

tvaUol to the acie of the funace, ani this relayed the tempezre 

to the ctjntrol box of the thermostat, WLiOh chunted the rheortatr, in 

or out o ozrciit c6s nsooar, and controlled the fufliace toinpez'ature 

0.1°C oz the duration of a dnotic run. 

To .eauo the teporaturo or the cell, a thezoople VA 

ntuctod fx'oni T/T2  alloy (J3rit±th Driver aarzio), tho hot junction 

of which 	placed, in the et mij of the thazvoQouple well an 

the cobd junction VMa kept at OC in I  cnzhod ice. The c.m,t, of the 

thermocouple VAs measured on 0, Portable b,C, Potentiometer (Croydon 

recision lasUument C o, tjpo P 3) • The thermocouple was. calibrated. 

aairist a platinu4 rôristanoo th ometez* (po 143 1  calibrated. by 

and a graph 	o.mf. a$aibt tomperare eonatxuoted. The 

temperature variation along the length of the reaotion cell when the 

fuziieeo was at I  50°C (approxUata tempvratura at which the exjerienta 

were to be 	ome) was O.2°IQ* 

2. A 	 (igure ) 

The vacuum jts1n was oon trusted from pyrex class and was 

evacuatod by a water-qoold glass mercury diuion pump backed by a 

rotary oil pump. Pressure, in the gas-line was measured either by a 
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mercury in. glass manometer or a McXeod gauge, and with the aid of two 

traps cooled in liquid nitrogen augmenting the pumping System pressures 

of better than 107'$ mm Hg could be obtained. Glass bigh.vacttum taps were 

lubricated either with Apiezon L or silicone high-vacuum grease, 

Chemicals were stored in a series of bulbs with attached cold traps 

for vacuum distillations and general gas handling, and all poz'ozide 

were always stored at liquid nitrogen tomperaturee when not in use to 

minimise døomposition, All reactants were degassed, by pumping, at liquid 

nitrogen temperatures before use although care was needed in the case 

of nitric oxide, which had a vapour pressure of --'O.1 ins Ug at 9600. 

The background pressure in the mass spectrometer was maintained at 

better than 1077 torr by a watex'000led oil diffusion pump backed by an 

oil rotary pump. 

2.3 

Unimolecular decomposition reactions are readily amenable to 

study by a continuous sampling technique., as can be seen by developing 

the kinetics for a unimoleoular reaction in the tLz'at order kinetto 

region. Suppose we have the general decomposition reaction: 
k 

A 	) Products 

Lot the concentration of A be z at time t. 

then 	dt 
This equation can. be  integrated between the specific limits 
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coflco 2, at time 	
whore x > x2 and t2 > ti.  

ocne, x2  at time 

thus- 
Jz 

i.e. 	+ lnxi  

k1(t2  t) In 

Ance,  the right hand side of this equation is a dimensionless ratio,, it 

can be replaced by: 

in Parameter (a) Of A at time tL 

fl of A -at time 

where- tiieparaator-  (z) is a linear fwtotion of the concentration (m) 

of A. The partial pressure of A is such a parameter, and we have See 

that the partial pressure of a gas in the reaction cell is related 

to its partial pressure in the mass spectrometer and hence 

to the peek height Of a chosen 	value in the mass speetnun of A. 

Thus we have; 

2.303 	peak height at time ti 

and a plot of log (peak Iie**it) against. time (in sees.) gives k1  in 

aec. The problem of choosing which peak in the mazs speotnun of A 

to monitor is very easy for such -unimo3.ecu2ar decompositions, because 

it is to be anticipated that there will,  be no volatile compounds of 

molecular weight greater than that of A formed in any appreciable 
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quantities in the eari.y stages of the reaction. Per a period 

equiaent to about one half-life of the reaction the decomposition 

of A can therefore be followed by monitoring the tall-oft in the 

parent peak of A in the mass spectrum, corresponding to the molecular 

weight or A (ignoring eotopo peaks). 

2.6 	A,.TYPICAL rN 	 B.  Am. 	Uc. Op 

A xaixPzire of dioyl peroxide and nitric ..ozt4e (si aaaed) 

was mad& up and allowed to mix thorougbLy at room temperature for 

30 mine, in a j litre bulb. The accurate xnoaeuremerit of the pressures 

used was not necessary for calculation of the results, although they 

wote noted for comletenoss. The amount of peroxide, used in the 

nrna had been previously deàidad such that the height of the parent 

peak in the mass spec 	was very near to a full scale deflection on 

the output meter for a constant electron accelerating tap (70 

This allowed more accurate measurement. of the exponential decay of the 

peak height. The tomporataro of the reaction cell was noted the mass 

spectrometer was focussed on the /e 90 parent poak and the pen 

recorder chat was sflitched on at a speed of ' per mm, to obtain 

a background value for the peak height. 

The reaction mixture was expanded into the reaction call by opening 

the Springhom vra3.ve, the gases allowed 5 seconds to come to equilibrium 

between the cofl and the gas-line and the final pressure noted. The 

mess spectrometer was focussed on the maximum of the rising m/a 90  

peak by adjtstixg the fine tune control. The peak height rose steeply 

for about i mm. and then more slowly until pressure equilibrium had 
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been attained across the leak, and then bean to fall off as the 

decomposition effeot gained pre4ominance. The effective time taken for 

this 	 pored varied between about 8 mina. at the lowest 

temperature Otudisd, to about i Mini, at the higho4t. At the loi0r, 

temperatures the tall-oft rate was slowor and there was a longer period 

when neither effect predorninated, whareas at the higher temperatures 

the fast tall-off rate quicIdy swamped the":squillbrlum effect. (At 

room temperature, a. with no reaetion, a sample of dictpl porowide took 

about 10 mm,, to attain a constant, maximum peak height). 

The fine tune control, was constantly adjusted to keep the maziuium 

of the m/e 90 peak in focus, and the temperature of the furnace was 

checked ocoaionaly tluvughout the nut, the variation never being n*oro 

than 0, 2 0 0 oven over the longest rwe of 30 mine, duration, The zuns 

were continued for about 30 mine or about a helfilife of the reaction 

(easily measurable by direct reference to the height of the peak), 

whichever was the shorter, and. then the Springhaft valve was opened 

and the reaction products pumped away., The m/e 90 peak was kept in. 

focus to check, the background level of the peak height again.. This 

was usually attained after about 5  mina.. and never differed. signifieant1 

from the value obtained prior to the reaction. 

M each halt minute (Co spending to a division on the chart 

paper) the peak height was measured in millimetres from the background 

value and, log  (peek height) plotted against time, the alopq/2.303 

giving a value for k, the unimalecular first order rate constant for 

the decomposition at the measured temperature.. (This value of k had. 



to bo o ..øoiea for tjoaltmouV 	Sect" 7). At the  

tern 	turd th oronnthl rixe of the thr of the,. /e 90 	k 

aeofl on tM chart pspors, and. In nt4rly all, onaoti tM plot o 

l010 (ak .h$ht) agAi2Ut temp ttiza save at exteenent ottolaiit 
line (tO !-ii6 	 tho beg# ing of the Ue 

Aa be aeoribed to the 'qu.ibr .offót, and theo Points 6=14 be 

it ad,not matter ftore , sho mouurewnt ot k ums atav"a,. 
2.7 	ç_cj, gon 

The value of 'k ObWwod in, thiauex was, not h caot zt 

emstatit for the 	rnpoit&ozt bciie of the eøot of f1oA4O t 

the loob of moifo the zaotioi cell throush the Yoak 

fl whon there waz no zn. It TMO thotht tbat the JoWtqq 

te drxttant cotUd be estimated % xpaijtn 	.rI perc4o 

the rea tton oeU at room temperature an lotting iog peak height  

of .70 90 aant t4nG, asst%nih9 that the zeM& donstant could be 

appromato. to thnoleculav., ZO fcat the. 1k'ot offact vma too 

email to be -1001UM-toly MeOurable b4r th 	thod aM we torefor 

eet5maed, 4icy eo fo11ów 

The Ifth tae ori&Lna14 oal&b.rato to dive a,  presuro ri ae 

lOOp per nilvta in a valujw of 300 cm3  when 1e6n ron aiophozio 

_______ x300 dJ aiz 
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The flow mtsp. Q #  tuouh the -leak- is dee4 

Q . p f..' 
woze p 	 at w*ki fi is measure. 

• 

ThGoonduttan Ot t}IG 1üak 	is aafUod, by 

wheZ!e P1.  and P azoreth doBtraz and3tzoeflL. 
.• 	- 

%0 

.x 300 .m3  

This: .coi4tane is a properw of the 	n4 wien Connoted to tho 

roaodca 4e11 *oen4s a peroontaso. Lasa of proxio de to leak-out 

xjoc$ i.e. o.o6% mm'. 

en initial pftk height ot 100 units we on cict4ste 

thA afte*' 10 rni.ns, tbe peak boight will bo 99.40, an .plot t1 

peak height ant tim* we .otin a first o'aer ieak-ou* at eoxstaitt 

& 04 * i 0' sec' 	Singe the eo.rontei zsaotioxt rate con8tmt 

weo 	the ozer of  40  or 	 thie Zek.i$ aoruo$on wa 

&*sU but 3niLeant.*  and when s4tra*W fz'oin the .xate cntarts to 

onpoito ,gaO .a tZMO unimoloattuw rate corztant for the 

decornpoeition. 

he 	4ir teUovo& was the. t4mp for the.. O-Ag- opropyl pexi4o 

6eoitien, and the ai 	wss mea8tttea Mains,the ' 'G 'ft8 

A biock diagram of the appaxtia to 
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?i6ti 5.1O. The vaomm line was oon3tzioted from ret $laas and 

evaeuated by a wa roogad glass rneromlry difftieion puma backed by a 

rotary oil ramp. The prosilaro in the system was measurecl by a 

gauge or a, mrouIr Manomotor and with the usual liquid nitrogen 

cooled trans n*gmemting the pwaRing systems, pressures better than 

10 torr could be aobioveL 

Chemicals were stored in a eisa of j' or litro' bulbs with 

cold traps attached. Stopeocka were either of class, lubricated with 

Apieon 14 or ailiøonhigh-vacuum Creaso, ox', where 	essarr, greaseloss 

pringham valves were used. GhOndda,118 were kept trapped dori in liqtt&d 

nitrogen at .196C whenever possible to dinimise decomposition (in 

the ease of peroz4ea) ,. solution in the tap-8rease (tclohexone) an 

possible accidents. (moth-71  ieeaptan. 

3.2 	EjEre 56, 

This was neeesaaxr for the neasUrIng,  cM mixing of reactants 

that had a low vapoux pressure atroom temperature. It was conetzQoted 

from " think hardboard, except for the front which was made from 

thick per*  z, and, had a dtaohabi lower portion for the manipulation 

of dower flasks in and out of the apparatus 	he box was heated at the 

foot by a wound electric element encased in a pyrex tube, which could 

be variably controlled to produOe a rna$mnwa temperature of 60°C with 

reasonable ( 20C) stability. Tempetuz'e was measured by a thermometer 

placed in the top of the box. 

The gas.ithanalfng ay-stem in the hot box consisted of a meroury 

manometer, a small bulb (A) of volume 173 cm3, a large bulb (B) of 
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v01&flO 1030 ,  o4u, and  a eyetem of pinhai valves wboh ccul4 be operated 

from'outaide the box without removal of the per&poz OOver by moans o 

extended Ovindleso blixixw waa acoomplished by filling bulb (Ii) with 

Vdi (i) at a Iwvn pure and Ioain  

out the rest o the Ayatem# The oontento o () weze then trapped, into 

(ii) and iscLated there while tilling (B) with vapour (2) at a known 

pressure. After pumping, awey excess of vapour (2, both vapoua were 

trappot into bulb (B),. and bulb (A) zoalej off fremi the yoteni. The 

vapours in bulb (is) wex'e aUowel to waz up and mix thorougMy at hot 

box temperature for 30 min3. pr-or to a xun. The ratio of the parü 

pressures of tho two vapouri, measured in the eamo volume, (B), coiziA 

then be applied to the £na1 preere in sytow to Main  the 

concentration of each component in the mixture. 

The outlet from the bet box to the reaction ossel was wound 

with electrical heating tape and in xlating asboatce cord to avoid 

condensation of reactants when the mixtura wae expanded into the 

reaction vessel. 

3.3 	c1sY22 

The 	cell was a qyliftdrioul. pyrex vessel, 15 cm long 

and about 5 cm in diameter, with a measured volume of 30Q 	A 

single side-Um led to the gas-baridUng system* from wh$oh it was 

isolated by a aprinham valve, the length of babing oonnecting the 

cell to the valve being wound with electrical boating tape: and 

insulating asbestos cord to u zimiso dead volume effects. Before 

recording the kinetics of any now reaction s,.yotom*  the cell was. 
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filled with merux,, which could be rorce4 Into the evatuated ohambe 

(V) of the j,artu by oponing thG twower tap (T) to the atopher, 

Afl. 1red baek into the rrvt4t' by oponing this tap to a roughing;  

pump. The, thr*e.vray tap (3) above the chamber led to $as, samplo 

r to a maquonce of small bulbs of knos trolurno 

conneotod by I mm etpillaxj tuix, 

With tap (3) nn-tin these Wibo and the ch bozi,, the 

pernanent gaaas front the,  reotion eoU wore or-panded into the pDarat11s, 

and the rnxr istsed until the Saises tappd abovo the cat-oft (x) 

were compressed into the bulbs. The gases were seed in the bulbs 

by lain a Plua of morouxr above the tap (3), the tap eloe off 

end the mercury arwn baflk into the reservoir. More gcuee then 

exaMoi into tho cthrnbe', mi these were agaift ompressed. into the 

bulbe. 

The oapillary tubing ha1 throe otobea mark* on it, at A, B, and 

C, and the volumes of 0A 08 &ncl OC hatt been dtermin& accurately 

by fIlLimg the tab with mercury to those marks and weighing. The 

Volumes weLei 

OA 0.07 

0B0,6Aom3  

CIC .- 2.28 

Vfltn the rnerotu'y was raised to Qn9 of these make, the pressure of 

the t*appea 9ASOa could be real, f MM the heiit of the oozmi of 

meruXr in the eompensatin apiliar tube () above the  calibration 

nsxk of the volume in which the gaset were tapped. 



141s.InG and lo e'ir& t4  merow  to coLiprc3s all the pozneit$ 

into the bulbs was aorkt4zaedmtil two oozlQQrcle.nt cow&oout&vo rcaain 

of this pxVaWna (p) were obixed.. 

For exwAple,, 	ibiat eaj 	21 

volume (cc) T4 2,28 on? 

i)3 SEU () 11. OD 

the zeQns1iIt 

where the mWfix, 'o refers to the atandava state 
we the suffix e eera to thq experimental ocnd.ittona 

the zntmbez' of u*le3 or gaa pre5nt equals 

?V n 

760 220 294 

the pe2ianont Onotion was a mixture at 8aes, then a sample 

ot the mixtara was UViniWorrod to,  the gaa sample tube for further 

mass 3Iectro1netrc  anAlyata. 

Nn.penanent ga&e$ and VapUre from the motion miztum were 

axia&ysed by gas. ch*'omatogra,)io To. trantez the pzo&zeta from the cold  

trap to the gns Ohromatosrspkw column a 1iacum aeople,  introftetion  

system was neoeaaax7 and is ehown eche at.olir in Prigure 	3.  Sit 

stdiftless steel noodle valvos (A'F), (P.J, Eons Ltd. London) or very  

$meU dead olurne were mounted on a metal bracket and connected in the 

manner shown by &1a53 tubing (3 mn i.e.), which was sealed into the 
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valve seating with 'iraldit& epoçy reen. 

Prior to the introduetion of a sardnlo from the oold trap, 

tr8xoen gas flowod throt*gh the gas ohromatography (.i. o.) column 

thuh valve (B) and with wLIvoo (c,P,$) oloae&, the system was 

first rghed out through valve (s). Then with (E) shut and () 

open1  the system wae pumped down to 10 5  tGrz' through the high-vacuum 

line. With (F) now closed, a small dewar flask of liiid. nitzoen 

was placed aro=4 the 'IP-tube (U) and, when it had been cooleclv. the 

valve () to the eold trp was opened and the reaction products trapped 
was 

in (i). After 3  minutes (V)/ opened for a fwther 5  minutes and the 

system pumped to ensure complete trapping of all the pro&ots. () 

and () were closed, and the flow of fWdroawi tUmrted through (ii) 

by closing (i) an4 opening (A,t,c), The sample was quickly 

vaiisod by replacing the liquid nttxoen around. () with a bath 

of hot water (60°c), and was qaed to the g.1 c column through 

a glass capillary bibs (0.5 mm) which was 61e0trioa11y heated and 

ilatod to avoid condicosatich of the sample.  

The g.lco oobimn5 were made from 14, nun i.d*  pyrox glass tubing, 

folded in the form of a 'U', Cobwna ware 3oine it naeesaary, by 

etlicone mbber,  tnbing (resistant to high temperatxirea) and a short 

'U'-&iaped oapilla eonneótton so that a long ooluuni consisted of a 

sex.ea of parallel iengtha of tubing and could be therefore housed, in 

a compact spaóe. The eolums were places in a vetioal e*ible—walled 

glans jacket, the inner member of which was wound with electrical 

heating tape, laggc6, and oWld be heated via a Variac transformer to 



8000- The otter Iaoltt MS ao lad, a the tGmpe.tth of the 

001ur could, be m6lnttAnad to within t I 0C by this a. anenient. 

Liqtlld nes caulcl Also be Injoeted direty on to the column  

thrgh a serum ep at the 4ciu!n Wet. 

Colunins were pre.ared by tsoatine an iriex't support,, aelite, wc1 

had been siewd and gtradeA to Sive p 	ale ' ot a. ria.rrow izerrie 

(a 	40/60 rneh), with the roquired poreentap by toight of a 

stationary phase.. This atatio1at phe (e.g dinonyl phth1a.to  (D1P) 

or poet?rien iyooi (MV-)) was firt aisoived in acetcrm to aiv 

a. volume apprczthrate17 eqtwi to that of the wpport. ttaterLni and then 

the. two were mixed thcrouhj in a. Plask. to toxin a. tlurry. The flask 

iaa put in a bath of hot water and the so1writ rwtiovod tinder viouum  

tYhile the final-, 	conttu1y a.ita.te8 to ensure tri even eoathiG 

of the oeLtte. lifter peeking the column with the dried material, it 

was fa.had out overnight in a stream of IWdroeen booro use, to 

.rive off any volatile irnpurftios or exoesa solvent.,  

3.6 

The detector was of the flame ieithatiori typo aria was Conattucted 

in brass by tkte departmentnI. vrorsi- ep to 
	 480 

$nai was produced by the Vounat.on of ions in the conbustien of 

organic oompnLa &rteL in the raroen stream from the oolumn. When 

no cnpounts were bein eluted the hydrogen flame itself proviclM a 

stea4y bae1raund. reading. The jet or tha, deteotor rtas platinum 

tipped and acted aa an anode, vhilo the oopsi rod a few llirstrs 

above the flame was ueea as the eathode. The 	wore oolleotod v&th 

electrons 
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these electrodes maintaInod at a potential difference of 27(  volts by 

three O volt dry batter!ies. The, currents produced (at the OrdeX*  of 

jOj O 	amp) were measured by a Vibron eleotrorneter . Ilcctronioe 

Instruments Ltd) in conjunction with a shunt unit /49E (LZ.L). The 

cbned Unit waa capable,of measuring currents, from t Oi (f 

The output from the oletrometor was fed va a 1500;i  attemlator 

to a I mY.. recorder (G. Kent L44) and also to an oleatronia integrator 

(tas (hroaatotapby Ttd model 4E465) w1ch Was used to measure peak 

areas as the peaks eluted. 

The carrier gas (hydrogen) and the compressed air needed to Gupport 

the detector flame were dried by passing thrcgb a tube packed with 

activated molecular vievo (Linde A), Gas flow was ontroUed by a 

needle valve (Marth High Vacuum) and by a two-state pressure regulAtor 

(LOc,) attached to the cylinder. The flow rato was neasured by 

cpiUary flow meters Vhih he4 been calibrated against a bubble flow 

meter. 

3#7 

The detezininadon of tho relative amounts of permanent gasos in 

the reaction products was performed by mass spec troietxj, on anA.S.I. 

mode? M.1 3.40 similar to that already described. ThM machine was used 

for routine analysis and had a conventional high-vacuum eaiuplo inlet 

system, the gas being introduced into the ionisation chamber of the iaas 

spectrometer through a aintored. leak (!otrosii) A background spectzmn 

of the peaks to be measured was first run, and the gaB sample then leaked 

in to tho mass spectrometer and the pressure allowed to equilibrate. The 

peaks of interest were sritnned, and subtraction of the background peak 
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heights hoihts gave the peak heights clue to the snio 

V37 pare gas gives rise, to a ctharaeteriatic pattern of peaks in 

Its mass spectrum called a oroking pattern, whose relative peak heights 

are constant for a given mass speotromoter under given operating 

conditions; also every pure gas has a spo*ifie sensitivity, measured a 

t10 number of ions produced for a given swaple ressurc to a particular 

instrument under standard condititma. Knovding these parasuters the 

complicated epeotxuifl of a mixture Of eases can be analysed and the 

proportions of each component identified 

For ezamp.Le., in the daoompoeiflon of the ethoçyi and 	oporl 

xaioals, the pormanent traction or the reaction products bad to be 

anAysed for CH, CO and 124  The ez'aokin pattern of the first two of 

these waa established by running the maer ape etruln of pure samples on 

the 9.610 under normal operating, oontition (70 o4v.) They are shown 

in TAME 5.A, which also contains the oraeldng pattern of othane The 

mass eetrim of hydrogen was taken to be IOC% '/o  2. 

The sensitivities of these gases measured at their parent peak 

are given beio: 

1 'ensitiv&ty sonsitivity 
rx 	itJ 

112 	2 	2.xi(ø 	 0.68 

14 
CO 	28 	3.8306 
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CO 
i- : 

2 2.3 .3.4. 
42 2.1 4.3 1.3 

13 68 0.03 1.0 
14 14,2 0.83 3  
13 85,0 04 05 41 

0.5 
17 12 - 0.05 

0.6 
25 345 
26 21.1 
27 0.1 2.9 
28 1.00 
29 1.1 20.3 
30 0.2 24.3 
31 ---_- _-_-_ ---- 0.5 ---- 
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A44-4 _cL_ 

fe not peak hçight Go 

2 800 800 193 

12 578 395 183 177 

13 560 4 536 573 - 

14 1200 73 1127 o78 
15 7080 4. 7076 7150 
46 8480 74. qLO6 814.06 
17 93 93 94 
27 19 9 
28 8770 
29 102 97 
30 26 
32 

-M 

nil 
LLIJ 	rL4I.. 	r 	r:X*f 	1- 	i 	 rr -- 	 L 

TUI4 5,2 ahows a ooiupleto unalysis of a mixed oample 

and H,2  from a diethyl peroxide * oyolohexene run's, and the following  

310t83 will explain this tables - 

I 	was soanned to cook that there wa& no oAygea in the sample 

i.e*  that there were no leaka in the apparatu. 

2. 	'Not peak height' refers, to the samp'e peak height rinuc the 

baokrwid peak height. 

3 	'CO'to the peak height due to CO in the sample, based on 101/0 

28 n 100, and taken from. TaLs. 

4.. 	'Rem. is the remaining peak height uiaeccwltecl for after 

subtraotjn8 that Or CO. 



- 
ICIV is the poak height,  dueto CH4  in the oMpie, based on 

m/e 16 = I 00, and taken from TiJLE 5,1 

2 	the remaining peak •height i*xiacented for at m,e  1 and cm  

therefore bo attributed to 

It can be seen that the figures in TABLI 5,2 boar out the uppoition 

that there is only 00,. (H and. 11 in the permanent friction of the 

reaction produots. 

Using the relative sensitivity factor.-,, the relat.tve poportion 

of the gae in the mixture 

CO • CH • 	- 2ZQ 

	

4. 2 - 1.4 	- 

780 : 7646 : 895 

In conjunotion with the total amounts of permnent gaaaa found 

(14..2 1iunole4) the aottial amount of gases in the aaa1s area 

CO. 	6.95 pmoes 

C114  6,57 p.xao1e 

112 	0,77 

3,.8 AP .ALIkI8L 	 J44QG 

The respQne of the flame :ati<,n detector to the products 

thoso amounts had to be cLIti.ma.ted aoourately was found by direct 

calibration. A sample of the pure compound at Imom temperature, 

z'es sure and volume waa introduced on to the column and from a.graph 

of integrator count (i.e* peak area) at a known anip1ittation of the 

signal again3t. 3wnple size the caflbxtion oontanta were deto3n1ined. 

The values used in the experimonta are shown in TABLE 5.3. 
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PAMNLflAL0I 	A_MIAIS0 0 

Compound 	 Sensitivity 	 Amplification 

atone 	 i 	 ioa 400 niv 

t-Butenol 	 34..3 countmnt !g 	46'9a. i0o m 

Ethanol 	 56 count/ ,uinole 	i.079a. 300 my 

nupoparzol 	 82counts/ pmole 	I 0a 300 mv 

Since only the ratio of acetone /t-butanoi in the products was 

needed, the concentration units used in the calibration were arbitrary, 

and the experimental ratio 	 butaaoj  was divided bypeak area acetone 
34,1 8,j• 

i#% to obtain their ratio by mobs, Ethanol and r* rouol, both 

of which bad to be measured absolutely were calibrated in moles and 

the amount present in the reaction products fotnd by dividing peak area 

by the relevant senaitXitr factor. 

In some experiments with dietbyl peroxide and cyolohexene the 

ôthanol impurity in the peroxide,, although not a large percentage of 

the peroxide, represented 5-1 of the product ethanol peek* This 

occurred at the lower temperature zuns where the product formation was 

omaU, and was corrected for by eXpand-in3 the reactants simultoneously 

into the reaction eel-b and, a blank cOIl of the same volume as the 

reaction coU kept at room temperature. The ethanol content of this 

-unr5acted sample was found by g.l..o.# corrected for the temperature 

difference between the two celia, and subtracted from the amount of 

ethanol formed in the reacted sample. 
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3.9 LJi2! 
Each of the three tystems• aid.e1 di rerod slightly in the 

tc1miqua ud. TAW2  5.4 shovmd whore the3o differ.ences 000ti'rod. 

!S9 OLEO.$Y! 

Techntctue ystom 
-r 	 .,.. 

Di.tbutyi peroxide djothyl, peroxide 	din-p'opyl peroxide  
+ rnetrl mox'eaptan 	+ cyciohezone 	+ cyclohexene 

4MU 	 L.4iW 	 i4fl - 

Mixing Hot box necessary 

tI 	 WU-' 

Hot lox notHot Im necessary 

— 
necessary 

.• 	- 4. 

Ana3y4 of 

:.-I--------- 	. 	.. 

Not necessary 

-- 

Cu 	CH 	Ila  

__- 

CO C1¼ 
per2aflont eases 4 

.i- 

Analysis of I4ot ncOsarr Not necessary thxiO atlyed- 
other gaseous . taion off at. -160 C 
fZ'BCtiQfl 

--- r----* - 	-i 	: r-- 	r -- . -- ---------------- rr---  

Column used in 4' 	13) 4' 0 FM + 13 DN? on 60/80 celito 

4' i$ Dibutyl phthalato + 2% PEG,  on ',J 

.l,e, anajds DXPon 60/80 
celito 

+ 	. 
2' t$ DNP on 

+ 

60/80 celite 60/80 cei±te + 

$qualane + 
PEG on6cY80 

--$---- 
celite 

rnperatuz'e. of 40GC Root temp* 
g4o. colun 

--------- -9 	.-,1--- 	-- 	.  

Procts zna1y- t-butanol, ethanol 	 n-propaxol 
sod on 	,X,e. acetotle 

Special MOUV1 mer*ptan Some blank runs - 
tetthnique removed from flame nocossazy 

00 WIM~ ---  i—.-1 
ionisation, detector 
 Ow wo., . 1Jrflr 	----- -i-r: 
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Since the system using 41,n-pz'opyl peroxide and cyolohexene Vras 

he most conpiieated to analyse, and yet included the methods used in 

the other two gyatems#  *,typical  run' will be described for this Oyatemo, 

The apparatuS was evacuated to a pressure of VC5  torr or better,  

and the ohemicals in the etorao bulbs degaeeod at -196 Co  The mixture,  

of peroxide and yolohexone was made up in the hot box at 420  as 

dcsaribed pre4ou4y (section 3.2), the pressures of both vapours being 

noted. When thoroughly exed, the gases were expanded into the reaction 

vessel (or reaction vessel plus bIan call) and ,a stop-watch started at 

this point. The pressures in the ass-line and the cell were allowed 

5 seconds to equilibrate., the valve of the reaction cell closed and the 

final expended pressure noted. The unused reactants were pumped away 

and the temperature of the furnace Was noted aoeral times in the course 

of the pyrolysis, an average value being taken if the temperature did not 

remain constant, 

The cold trap for collecting the reaction products; was cooled to 

liquid nitrogen temperature and the reaction cell cold trap aetion 

Was isolated from the rest of the g --.line. At the end of the xian the 

valve from the reaction cell was opeaed., the stop-watch stopped and the 

oondeneàble products trapped out*  15 minutes were allowed for thi$, to 

ensure complete trapping, especially in the presence of non-condenaable 

gases. The permanent gases, which were dispersed in this minimum 

volume of gas-line wer then compressed with the Toopler pimp (section 

3.4), their pressure, volume and temperature measured, and the amount of 

each gas present calculated, from the ease spectrum of the mixture (section 

3*7. 
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The Toepler pump was oaciatod to remote the remainder of the 

poz'm%uent gases and the liquid nitrogen bath round the cold trap replaced 

with an iaopentane-liquid, nitroon slush bath at ..140°G, at vhicb 

temperature ethane had a vapour pressure of about 12 ram HS and could be 

eeleotie4 removed, from the rest of the reaction products. After a 

further 15 minutes the ethane was admitted to the Toeplor pwAp and 

measured as before. In the preliminary rune with this system a mass 

spectrum of the -146°0 fraction was taken and was found to be wholly 

ccountcd for by ethane (see W3Li1 5.1);  mbaequantly this tMotion was 

assumed to be entiroly etbano, and only occasional mass spectra were 

run as a check. 

The condensaOle fraction of products remaining in the cold trap was 

transferred to the tW-tube in the evacuated 	apparatus and 

analysed (seetou 3.8) for n-propanol. 

The amounts of methane, ethane, hydrogea,, and n-propanol were 

calculated in pmoloa arid the initial concentration of cyclobexeno, 

(C), was calculated as belowt 

Initial pressure of oyolohe*ene in inztuz'e 	30 mm 

U 	 U 	U  peroxide 	 12 mm 

Final expanded pressure 

Temp* of cell 
Z27.6°  

(c) 	x
42 	760 x 7j x4j 	t soles  czm 1,4.00 

0,83 )xjnollea o673  

The other quantities needed in the calculation of results are 

the rates of formation (or relative rates of formation) of nw.propanol, 



ethane and hydrogen, which are calculated as below: 

Time of reaction run 
	

15 mini,  

Volume of reaoton oefl 
	

300 cm3  

Peak area of npropnol 
	

2140 counts at j0 aij  300 m 

Amount of npronol formod 26.i tAmdlea 

Amount of ethAne. fox 	7.9 p moles 

or h,thoçen romed, 	2.441 moles 

Rate c. format4on of nro.pncl 

z6t1 	 .43 
TdiToa 	p. molds om zee 

,, 76. z I 	IflOiOS enr3  0ee71  
.. 

Rate of formation of 
.43 

ECaH6 	C moles cm see 

6.63 x j0 tmdlee cm aeo 

Rate of at fozrntation at hydrogen 

moles or,zt3o 

z I 0 ?M-0106 00173 eoc' 
- rr- 1--  ------ 

Patso of fariustion of CO anti CI can be o.letalate in the name w', 
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The reu1te of work done uth the awtimms Sampling maso spetroneter 

aze roported in this oiapte*' at also in the Apponaiz, *htch deals with the 

.incomplete. .3tur of 	 . per- oide, The data in this chapter 

retere to 

() Pyrolysis of diethyl poroxide in the prenoe an in the abzence of 

(ii) pyrolyis Of 41,400propyll pormido in the proencc Of NO* 

The pyrolysis of diatkW1, p6rox1do has been we-lid' "' ' 

and, the kinetic 8i2eno fox deocmpo&ition can be taken to be as foUowa: 

C050%. 2r,
5 

2C2O 

C2U30402U50 -. 	 OU + 

-7 CH~, . 

+ 	 on5oi + 	+ 

In the pz'eoenco of NO wo hav, aitien14, 

+ NO 

C 5G + NO -4 o + 
yO 

NO sets as a radial scaeflger (Q) .and 60,1 coworsion to et1yl nitrite hs 

been reported 	Other, reaotion products in the pre8enoe Of NO ine1u4i 

traces at etbanl and acetaldehyde in unequal anounta, sbovftg that renton 

r.., 0,8 Kohl 	must occur rather than raetiono 2 and which 

would produce the two p oduota in equal ammmts., Tbus# in the prosence of NO, 



roantion 4, shioh would produce an inoeased coneurnptii of parent perazUe 

by a chain poceas, is inbibitod.. 

$inco the teohYd quo Of centinu cue 5amp1int mass spectromot y conoexns 

itself only with the net decrease in the peak beiht of the parent dietri 

peroxide peak, oaconda1j reactions, co long as they do not produce or consume 

peroxid., do not street the rate constant for the initial dcompoeition when 

moasured by this method. The addition of NO to the reaction mixture fulfils 

this condition hy .inibitinj 'reaction 4, and therefore any decroaao in the 

peak hoibt of' the parent peroxide peak is due to the prinazj cleavage of the 

O..O bond  alone.  

Hoovor, pyrolysia in the absence of NO will lead to secondsxr reactions 

such as 2, 3 and 4. Reaction 2 has zero activation energy and although this 

reaction is not significant compared to reaction 3 in the presence of NO 

since (W) >> (C211D), reaction 2 is the preferred one in the cbence of NO, 

Reaction 3 (I 	20 1cal mole') and reaction 4 also occur. There is some 

doubt about the extant to which reaction 4 occurs-, the activation energy has 

not been measured directly and there is no suido from  othor hydrogen 

abstnetion reactions of othoxyl radicals from similar mlecuies, flowaver, 

for the reaction 

0R30 + fl3OOcH 3 	. cB?i + CN2O + OO 

5.8 Koal male 	(Ref. 180 

and since athozyl radieale are less reactive than methol, )L
4  for the reaction 

+ C ROO 	. 	) C2N5011. + 021140 + 

W4y well be bigIor, 

Although this abstracticA reaction has too 1dh an activation onory to 

compteoffeotivo].y with the disproportionation reaction 2, it can be seen 



that the abstraction action Is not s net consumer of ethoçy1 vadicia, but 

LB a chain proeoss Although it may not occur to any siLfioait extent it 

does contribute to some dogroc to the consumption of parent peroxide and; ma.y 

be expected to lead to a Pialeading rate of depletion through the chain procese 

The obzwed rate conmtant for tho decomposition in then the Measuroof the 

true unizol0aular decomposition and the secondary, radical attack. This effect 

show o1u'9j when the etperimentairesults C a* the deoompoeiticm in the 

absence and inthe presenoe of NO are 

The diet 	peroxide doe ompoition was studied in the toznpraturo range 

430 - 1709C, obtaining two or three values for the rat* constant at eaoh 

temperature And covori% the whole temperature range In 	°C ateps. The 

eftet of adding veqin amounts or No to the peroxide vas studied at one 

temperature, there the addition of betaeen 2 and. 8% NO wns found to give the 

same value cf the rate constant, showing that this amount of NO was sufficient 

for complete inhibition of ary seccndart reactions which involved the parent 

perddo, In the following experiments % NO was added to the peroxide. 

TABLES 61. and 6,2 show the values for the rate constants for the 

rotins - 
k 

G2flCOC.R 	 2CftO. 	in the presence of NO (ThØJ 61) 
J d 

C2 00c2d5 	t4 2y5O) 	in the absence of NO (TAI 6.2) 

?gaoh value of log k from, ThLS 6.1 and 6.2 was then plotted against (°K) 

to give a graph from which E and log A could be estimated, The graph is 

shown in FXGM;M 6.j, 

Because of the graphical rncthcd; of evaluating the rate constants, their 

.err*oz is assumed to ho ama].l. From a least squares treatment of the Arrbenins 

plot data, the following values were obtaineth- 
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RATE CONSTANT FOR THE UN1M0LICULAL DOMPOJIION OF DiEL iRUXXL) 
FI 	it uI_1rj: 	 ,i* 

km 1og40k1(500 1) 
£Z1E 44 

T(°C) jO3/,T(IjL  Run 10eø) T() 10/) 
'--, 

1 3,788 134.8 244 3122 j501.1 2,362 
2 -3396 j34.7 2,42 3i49 t50.0  21#363 
3 -3,747 138.0 2,432 20 .2903 155.2 2,334 
4 -3.737 138,0 9.432 21 2.932 455.2 334 
5 -3,623 144.2 2.413 22 2,928 15.O 2.335 
6 -3.416 4.3 2,02 23 -2* 733 1 159.5 2,311 
7 -3,455 141,.2 2,413 24 -2.719 159.4 2,312 
8 -3.430 143.0 2.403 25 -2,742 459.4 2,342 
9 3.539 443.0 2.403 26 -2.6 ii.1 2,302 
10 -56,281 144.7 2093 27 2,60 161 .. 2.300 
14 -3,331 W+,71 2.393 28 4-,609 161.5 2,300 
12 -3,303 144,8 1 2.392 29 -2,444 164,7 2,283 

43 z -3.299 46J 2.384 30 -2•a468 j64.7 2.283 
44. :* -3,299 445,9 2.386 31 2..467 i64..7 2,283 
45 z -3.298 145.9 2.386 32 -2.369 167,8 2.268 
16 -3.310 446,51,2.3,S3 33 2,.382 167,8 2,268 
47 -3.369 446.2 2.385 34 .2.365 i67.7' .,269 

r 

(i) 	All 

- 

14, (it) 

	

r4ma 13 j, 15 are tho average of several xus with 

2, 40  44 NO zpeo.tiv. 
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1 

WE NMTS FOR THE UNIMOiEULAR DECOMPOSITION OF DIBHYL PUZE 

. 1 	(sec) T(°  103/r( °ic) Run 
j* 

i. 	0k ( see) i(°C) 
i- 

7 37 i 

3.983 128.9 2,487 14 149.8 364. 
2 I28.8,  2.488 149.7 2.365 
3 43. 723 i33.8 2.457 16 u•4824 5.O 2.3i 

.4. 3.723 i33.8  2.457 17 4.676 i5 i7 2.331 
5 3399 13946 2.422 18 -2,735 155.6 2.332 
6 -3.424. 139.,6 2.422 49 -2,692 155,6 .2.332 

7 139.6 2.422 20 161. 2.300 
8 z -3.186 144.5 2, 094 .301
9 

21 4.514 161.4 ?,301- 
9 -3..123 146.7 2,382 22 -2.509 461.4 2.301 
10 -3.147 446.7 2,382 23 -2.287 167.2 2.274 
ii -3.14.3 146.7 2,382 24. -2.288 167,3 2.270 
42 -299 150.2 2.362 25 2..2e6 i67.2 2,271 
13 150.2 2.362 

NO _____ 	(.,) All kl,  hwé bean CQ?Ct for leak-out. 

(ft) Rune 8, 16 wo 	on 4 fleT samAo of diathyl ,  

In PzValmoo Or NO 	Ri, 37.3 + j.2 X'c&. 

10$110A4 0.1 4 0.6 (&) 

n abseroe of NO 	 35.4. 1.0 Kea 

45.3 t 0.4 

The G*ZcI& quotod are the 9$ o*4!4enea Umts. 

It 	ea Impoazible to siolve the reactionache-me aneaytioaI17 to 

relate the iifforence betw....en the two activation enexiaa in the prncc 
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and. abaenoo of NO directay to the secondary h,j'oon abstxotton reaction frorn 

the peroxide. 1owcver, it can be seen qualitntively that the apparently 

rower value of H1  is due to the emoval of peroxide by secondary tdies1 

reacton. The hiihez value, Eli, is taken to be the aotLvatiou eneZy for 

the true uninoleoular dnoompoaition, and it is sect that this 7alue s in line 

with the reortect values on other dial4yl peroxide decompositions,, all of 

which have aotivation one3ijies in the range 35-39 Eco. ntic (sce TABLE 22). 

This is 5-7  Kcal mo1e hiher tian p iouiy rpórted values,92' 931 94 

but it it believod. that duo to the direct nature of the measurement of this 

value, the result obtained by these experiments i to be preferred, Some part 

of the ditotepAncy botween thi result and those, provicusly obtained may be 

explained by the demonotmted effect of eoendazr roactions on the initial 

decompo.dtion rate. The Arrhonlus factor found in these 4zperimontc is also 

More in koepiu with those reported for the other ia11r1 poxiaes ip .i 016 

seo') rather,  than those predousl frnd for dietl peroicido (i01 ;10 20  

In the presence of. NO the rCaction scheme for the decomposition of 

disproy1 peroxide has been found to be 
k

(CE 	 2 (C 	Cilo 

	

NO 	-- (Cfl3 2CiIONO 

	

(e-H`3) CHQ NO 	 zo (cii 3)2PO 

(CE3) 2C Ho   CH 3  + OI%CO 

011 2CHO + (cu3)2cIoucn(cn3)2  ---> (cH3)20110E +(cH3)2c0 * (Cflj2CftO 
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Under these conditions reactions 2 tmd 3 predoininto, and reaction 5 is found 

to be ixuir,ifioant for the same reasons as in the case of dietkyI peroxide-

Because 

eroxide

Because of the small amount of di-iQprIJpJ1 peroxide available for 

experimentation* no comparative data was obtained, on the decomposition in the 

absence of 1401, and it waa a-5sumed that by analogy with the dietlrl peroxide 

NO would be sufficient, to suppress reaction 5 

The values of 1ç founa for the decomposition in the temperature rang-6 

L9.485 °C are shown in TABLE 6,3, Values of 108k1 were plotte4 against i/T 

and the graph is shown in V1WPX, 6,2, prom a least zquares tz'eatinent 

of the Arrhonius plot data the follo-wing values yore obtained; 

En the presence of NO 	 37.1 0.8 Kcal zzolo 

log lei 	15.4 ~t O.. (Poo-,) 

The errors quoted are the 9A oonfidence 1nits. 

At the thne thee experiments wore porrorme4 thee were no reported 

values of the rrhenius parameters with which to compare these results. Since 

then, the followina values have been repexied., both of which are in excellent 

agreement with this work. 

(IccalnioleM) 	lO8 0A1 (600" 	 Rot. 

36.8 	 151 0,5 	 24 

39.2 3.0 	 16,8. 1.6 	 39 

These other reulto were obtained by conventional ansLsia of the reaction 

proat3 and lowb to show, by their, similarity ith this work that there 

is no &ystomatio error in the contimous sampling mass speetromozy 

technique which could have given 'big& resulta for the &LetIji pero)ddo 

d.eeposition. 

The most self-consistent values of the Arrhenius parametets for dia114 
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poz4e d000mposition appear as part, of TABU 6,1+. 

IAT1 CONSTNITS FOR TIM UIJ1OLCtJLM DECOMPOSITION OF X)XiSOPROP(L M11110,1111M 

Run 1Og Qk1 (UO 1) T(°C) iO'/(°k) Run o 0k1(oc) °G) jO3/.(°K) 

I 3. 830 448.8 2.370 16 .903 i69. 2 2,260 
2 --3*. 785 449.4 2367 47 2J32 169.4 24,29 

3•737 148,,,5 1 	2.374 ia 4L -13 7 173 2236 
4 -3842 448.4 2372 19 -2,757 473.8 2.237 
5 744 152*4 2.350  2757 473 40 2.239 
6 .3.569 45,,6 Z338 2i 4,668 177.3 2.220 
7 -3.607 2,039 22 -2.625 177.2 2,220 
a -3.638 154.3 2.339 23 4650 177.4 2,248 
9 3,374 458.9 2.344 24 -24,47 480.9 2,203 
40 .3.453 8. 2.344 2 4.499 180,9 2,203 
II 4590 24314 26 2,87 180.9 2,203 
42 -3494 64,0 2,287 27 v.2.335 j8..6 2,484 
43 -3.i24 i6. 2.287 28 4.332  484..6 2,484 
44, - 4 163.8 2,288 29 4,330 i8..6 2. 104 
15 -2,94 

L 

i69.4 
IN NO'* 

2.29 
T1i LII.. --Wm 1 -14-1 -111  - 1 6-1. . I --. a oil,  

NOTAO 	AU ki  have been c r'e*e4 for Leaout. 

Using the tona derive4 in Chapter 3 	the heat of f*'uiatiøfl of 

alkwWl x.a4ie ('w) the Arrhordus pamodeters, f'rorn this work for the 

4aconpodtton of dUlkyl peroxides*  and the values 

If 	529 
	-46.i Mal rnoi 4 

	
Ret, 89 

it 	3)203)2) 
	-64 i.1,13 Kol molc 	Rt. ii6 



in the presence of NO 
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-2.5 

-3.5 

WWI j 

103 

T(°K) 
2 

FIGURE 6.2 

DECOMPOSITION OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE 
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£ 	 i H f ( ROÜR)) 

Lc1 	=--(37.3 * 46.1) 

-4#14. Krn1 mole 1  

*tmt 	((C1%) 2CiIO) 	(7.1 - 

-j2,3 	i moio 

?nrn the o ttmated error in the heat of forms tion of Met1'i p*iio 

.1C041 n1c) and that. in the activation enezr for 1eQontition 

( 	12 Koa nioe) the drror in the heat cC fotion of the øthoxyl 

radical iz tiirefora I 1 Kml 'mole7l.similarly*  for the o-proçy1 

radical the error In t 2 1m 	-il mole 	Hence we have., fxnei1y, 

oy 	 ii Kcal Moltr' 

, 	L,( (cn3) 2c 	 t 2 Kcal mole 

The proviotalyre-ported valaes for the heat of fontio of the. ethoi 

radical hate boin basa either un the 'I& value,  of the otitLon onexley  

for the decomposition of the iGroxo (giving a value r.-' .& &ei mo1o), or 

on the aottvton energics tor the decomposition of et1rl nitrite and et1y3  

nitrate, viboee bzio$& are complicated 	values of 8.7 nd 

The other roported vaiwJ1 	123 
teD the h$atL of xnattOn of the 

i5o.popj1 ratUI are within the ep iwriteL error of those obtained from 

this work. The , heatt  values for the beats of formation of the alko4 radicals 

form part of TABLE 6.4, 

A OQflSeqUeflCO of a new value foit the zheniva factor for the dioty1 

pozoxide decompoaition is a revised ,rate constant,  for the reverse reaction, 
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tia 	 or,  ethQir1 radicals;  

2 C HI 250 

From the equation derived im Chapter 3, 

S(j At.), = B i(/) 	20,1 

can be oalculated from thø Bleasm 1i1d. BUaL additlijlV xules20  to be 37 
. 

cal rnolø
N4 
 CL36. 

log, 0 4it 

12.4 (mo)e'cn Sea  -1)  

since 8 is zero, lo 1, 0k 1  i2 (rn01e1OM 
3 act-, 

This value is more conøiztont with I rates of auto-combination of the other 

a1hozyk radicals than we the pieviouaV derived '1cm' value* 

inila'iy, for the auto-combina tion of isopropylradicals,* 

log 	k 1  = 11.. 7 (mole Cm3  se) 

These rate oonstts forauto-combination form part of TABLE 6#4-

Comparison with the a11 aLs of free radicals shows that &ikoi 

radicals combine on average about  30 te$ more slo, than .0 a1çrl 

oalst, TiAs is in 1-in ith the lasser *esotisr ty of the aU.yi  raca1s 

to. other,  speeiea• generally*. 



TABLE'  6 

aeon. --- 	2 1W 

RO 
_- 

iog 0 A log, 	k 
ff1 

A u.(RO) 
1L4L 

Uta1 mole 
-')e) (mo1ooec) (Kcal moio) 

CM30 36.4 	0.8 4.4 	0.2 2 t 2 48#9104  

C21150 37#3.j1.2 46.1 t  0.6 12. .-4..4 	t•1 this thesis  

x-C3li70 36,5 11.7 -9.5 95,  

1Cg 70. 37i t 0.8 15.4 t 0.4 Ii.? -23 	2 this thois 

0. 153 11..6 -1745 25 

tIi0 37.4. 	'0.5 45,6 
: 

12.4 -22 404 
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C1W!JLZ 

Jt tL 

The results of work. One using conventional in -speotometric and gat 

chromatographic analysis are reported in this chapter. 

There is only one known mode of decomposition for the .butoxyl radical; 

3 3 0% + ((92CO 

In the system used for the woik reported here, the parent dtortø.butyl 

peroxide, (UP), was used as a source of t-butori radicals, and the radical 

decomposition was measured relative to a ydroen abstraction reaction. After 

unsuccessful trials with propane and inobutane, mEthyl mercaptan was used as 

a source of 1Wdrogen, atoms, 

In the presence of metlyi meráptan and at sufficiently high pressures 

the reaction scheme is; 
Ic 

dtBP -413   4 2 (CH j CO 
Ic 

(CU ) Co 23 
(i )200 4 CU 

(Cif 300 + c%SB 	(C1%)300Ii + 

o0au5e there are no oC -1drogen atoms in the tMbutorl radical, the 

diaproportionatioji reaction between two t,-butol radicals does not occur, 

The ratio of the rates of formation of t.burl alcohol to acetone in given 

simply by; 

OH 

RAcatons 
= 	(ci38n) 

and a plot of the ratio of these two products at any one tomporatre against 

(CH C,112N Should 	a straight line of slope 

Ic2 
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In these experiments the initial ratio of (CR3sE) to (ttBv) was of the 

order of tO:i and at. the lower temperatures used to study the system thO 

value of (J 3 fl) could be taken as constant throughout the the of reaot±on 

because of the small percent-a10 8eoompattion of the poxoz5de. The value 

of 	used in the plot Should more acou 	be the average 

concentration during the reaction. This can be taken as (CH3 SH )tial '. 

assumingthat all the tlwbi3tt1 radicals produced react 

witl~Clf SH. This may not be ótrictly true,, but since the matbyl radical 

roduoed in the alternative deompoition reaction: iriay. react by abstraction 

of hydrogen from the meroapten this assumption may in practice be nearly 

. true* iowever, becauso of the large exOess of meroaptan, this correction 

term is only small ('..' $ maximum). 

because of the proven nature of the pressure depøndence of the t'.butozyl 

radical 4eocmpoeition160 the total pressure of the reactants was made up to 

200 mm by audition of CO2 as an inert gas. To check for ay pressure 

dependence in this region, the total pressure was inorsacd to 300 mm in 

some experiments by addition of further amounts of 002 no deviation from 

the line drawn through the ioints with total pressure of 200 mm was detected, 

even at the higher temperatures wudied where any pressure dependence Offoóte 

would be expected to be most pronounced,  

The system was studied at five temperatures in the range 129&i64,00., and 

TABLE 7.1 shows the reaction. conditions, initial amounts e' reactants and 

the ratio of the amounts of tbutano1 to acetone found after a reaction time 

or 15 minutes, 



Cc) (nio1e 	crn 
zio 

BI) 
-3 (oIeci (oio56c -3  

(CO2 

(oies,c 	3 pressure B (oa2)o0 

1 129,4 2.58 2.58 0,28 5040 200 0.92 
2 129.4. 1.76 4,78 04,20 5.94 199 
3 129,4 1.46 4.46 0.20 6.26 499 0.57 
4. 129.3 2425 2.25 0,32 8.97 290 0,84. 
5 129.2 i,8j. 1,84 0,24. '9.41 288. 0.69 
6 429J 4,49 1.49 0.20 10.05 295. 006i 
7 129.3 4.25 0.46 	' 40,25 293 0.4.7 

8 13.9 2.47 2.47 0.24' 4.75 190 0,75 
9 136,0 1,.96 1.,96 0.20 5,84 204. 0,64. 

jO 135.9 u61 1.64 0.16 6,i9 203 0.52 
11 136,0 4.33 4,33 043: 6.46 202, . 0444 
12 136.1 1.33 1,133 7 6.4.5 	'. 	" 205 	,, 0.4.7 
13 36.1 1.40 twiol 0.24 6.70 	•. , 20,5 0.33 
44, 1,  36.,j, 0.90 0.90 0120. 6.94 205 '  0.27 
15 136.1 .11 201 0.16 5.80 206 0,67 
46 436,i 3.08 3.08 0.13 4,87 206 1.03 
17 14.5.1 3.14. , 	3.ii 0,27 4,4.5 205 0.77 
iB 145.1 2.64. 2,62 0.23 5.03 205 P.67 
49 19 145.1 2,48 2.16 0.19 	' 5.44 ' 	204. '0.57 
20 145.4 4.49 4.48 0.11 6.48 204. 0,38 
24 445.4 1.98 -- 1.9' 0049 5.60 203 	, 0.54 



Run Tamp 

	

-.-- 	--.--- 
(CH  3it 

	

(mole 	3 (mio 6 d 
xi6 

(01'  a 
ioc a(c(°c) )z 

-r 

(002) 

(oc 
Oil 

 i 	C 

22 445.1 1.68 1,66 0,45 6.05 206 0.4.6 
23 45.1 1.41 1.0 0.41 6.37 206 
24 i450 1.18 1.i7. 0.4j 6,55 205 0.5 
25 1431.  O99 098 0.09 6.75 203 .029 

26 1549 3.11 3.04 0.26 7,65 294 0.54 
27 1550,,0 258 2.52 0.23 8,18 293 048 
28 154,41 2.47 2.12 01.119 8.55 291. 
29 154.9 1a79 t.75 0,15 8,93 294 0,36 
30 15.8 1.49 4.46 0.41 9,27 290 0.32 
31 154.7 i23 0.11 9.52 290 0.26 
32 154.8 2,76 2,68 0.30 4;69 206 053 
33 159 1.94 i88 0.23 559 206 0.39 
34. 19 1.60 1.55 009 61.00 208 035 
35 154.9 4.12 1.09 0.34 672 24.2 027 

36 164.2 2.72 2.63 0.29 4.37 201 0.38 
37 164.4 2.28 2.15 0,26 4.88 202 033 
38 164 .94 : 	1.80 022 5.36 204 0.30 
39 164.2 4,62 1,53 0.0 5,76 206 
40 14.3 1.36 1.29 0.15 6.20 240 0,20. 
41 164,4 1.44 1.08 0.42 6.35 208 0.18. 



• 

( c)ii1es6ca 

-7 

X. xt) 

—O7Hj 
 

init. nit 

toiez6cm 

r 	.._. 

(oiecia3 	m3  

_iq)1  , 

- 	- 
(CO2 

(moies6czn 
x40) 

presuxe 
(m 

- 
13u0j 

(dH.)2c0 -' 

42 464.3 2,42 2,28 0,28 469 202 042 
43 164.2 2.02 1.90 0.23 5.13 202 0.32 
44. 04,4. 4.70-  i,60 0.19 5.42 200 0.26 
45 164.4 1.44 1.33 016 5.83 202 0.23 
46 164,3 1,49 IiPJ2 0.13 6,12 203 0.18 
47 164.2 0.83 0,79 0,07 6.64. 207 0.14 
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RhW$ ME DATA OR 'IRE 	 TILE jt-.M4Y~, IWICA  

34 log, 	
k2l 

 

L 	LLJil - 

(nicle 	czn3xiCn 
T-1i 	urlL.r- s 	ip .L 

1290.5 402-5 2485 3,75 5,57J 

436,0 409.2 2.444 
145,1 448.3 2.390 2,59 5,443 
i5Z,9. 428,4 2.335 2.00 5.301 

164..3 
-,-w 

37.5 
-- t--t.-- 

2,285 
- 	- 	- 	-; 	-._-- 

1,52 5,03 
- 	- 

The plot of prodt ratio ngainst (%st), is shox in PI0UI 	7.4. 

Using the mothoa ot least squares, the beet straight lines through the 

points and the origin wore found. 	The slopes of these lines give a 

assure of vil~ and an Arrhenius plot at the logarithm of those values 

against reciprocal teapex'a'wre (from TABLE 7.2) is shoin in FIGUIM 7.2. 

Using the method of least squares, the differences between the Arrhoniu 

parameters for the hydrogen abstraction reaCtion (3) and the tteoznpo3ftion 

recton (2) were found to be 

calmole 4 

log A3 - log A2 = 0.7 + 0.3 (sec) 

(where the limits quoted are the 9 confidence limits), 

reig and Tk tired the Arrhenius parameters for the reaction 

all3 + CD?}I & 00,00-- > CH4 + CD38 

and found: 	Ed ;- 4.i Kl mole 1 

log A = 11.0 (moem3aec) 
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t-BUTOXY L RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 
_____ 

t-C4H90 	>(CH 3)2C0+CH3 / 129-30C 

0 / 136.0 °C 
1.0 RtcHOH 

R(CH)CO 
32 1 

Iwo 

total pressure  

0<) 	200 mm 	 / 
G 	300 mm 

 ).6 

145.1°C 

154. 9°C 

H. 
	164.3°C 

).4 

).2 

106  [CH SHI 
a 

(mole cm ) 

3.0 

 

1.0 	 2.0 



Hough. calculations shows  that t-butczyl radleala are about 100 times more 

reactive than are methyl radioala in hyzogon abstraction reactions and this 

is duO to the difference in activation energies rather than in A-taotor. This 

would mean that the cor onding activation energy for the reaotion 

ts-C4N90• +Cfj SH 	AtC1i0 + CflS 

won34 be ,,A Kcal tnolo. This means that the overall Arriaeniue p4xametere 

for the decomposition reaction 

53 
	 + 

are, EP  = 1040 . 2 Kcal, mole 

log *2  10.3  

where the ijmits f :error quoted are thought to include the varaticn in the 

assumptions and values used in der rig these parameters. 

A diftuasim of UAs r, along vdth the results for ethozyl and 

npropozyl radical decomposition is deforred until the end of this chapt 

R's 	1014 	1 	MAL 

The decomposition of tjj0L  øthcrl radical can proceed in two ways; 

-•> Ci1 + 

_I U+C113$I0 

As in the case of the t-butol radical in this work the decomposition 

reactions. were measured relative to a hydrogen abstraction reaction, 

]a 	C2E0H + 

Although both methyl morcaptan (used in the. tbutozy1 work) and. hydrogen 

SuLphide were investigated as suitable souroes. of hydrogen atoms, it was 

found that in both cases e reaction ocrre4 atL  room temperature between 

the peroxide and the other compound in the itthig vessel. Ctol0hexene had 



_ 

83  been used as a •sonro of ab rnot.ble hyoen for aikozyl ra icals 	and 

etivi radicals 	ad the alternative mdl ati.4iti*n reaction to the 

unaaturaW compound had been found to proceed slowly* This compound was 

found to be suitable for thin work. 

Using dietyl peroxide as a thermal souroo of sthex$ radicals, the 

reaction scheme for ethWIr-adicaldecomposition in the prsseoe of 

oyclohezone, C 

	

02 00C2fl5 	2 

	

C2850 + C2NQ 	1> C2I0I + C%CliO 

+ L 	--- 	CH5ON + 

a 	 co 

+ CH 
3 
Clio 

ecauso of the  proaeue  in  the reagtion products of ethanol Which could have 

come from either the disproportionation reaction (2) or,  from the abstraction 

reaction (), the kinetic ana4sie is more øomplicated than in the case of 

the t..butoVL radical decomposition., In the presence of excess cyclobeteao, 

the methyl radical and the hydrogen atom both react by abstraction of a 

h.ydrogerx atom to give methane and hydrogen respectivolr,, and lcXnotic 

analysis ie3J 

=+ k3(C2U50)(C) 

k4(C21150) 

+ 

where ç is cyalohcxene 
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ieE 
from (A), (02H50) ___ 

. 
 

RC i oil 	Ycii 	k 
rLiL: 

and t*erofor a 
plot 

of 	 $ 	vea a line of slope 

ç*r 
2 and. interceptfrom which Arrher4us parameters for CC bond fission 

ic  

an be tound, 

Similarly, for the G-.N bond fission roactiom to give L Iyrogen aton 

RO 

ancl using the roLaton5hip derived. from () tor (C2y) 

11C k2 
+ 

NO) X4V") k~ 

and, therefore a. plot of mCji ON against 	a lino of slope 

2. 

and intercept 	troth which the Arrhanius parameters for C-N bond 

fission can be found. 

M in the cane of the tbutozji rdica, the concentration of the 

roien donor in these equations has been taken to be the avorage value 

during the reaction., and has been calculated in the same manner as,for 

this previous case,  
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The syatont was stu4ied. at 6 temperatures in the rango 144-1 750C; the 

data noceasazJ for plotting the above product ratios is given in TADL1 7.3 
and the resultant graphs are shown in PIORri4  7.3 (c.c bond fission) and 

?iGW 7.4. (C-H bond fission) The rate Constant ratios derived from the 

slopes and intercepts of these lines by the method of least, squares are 

shown in TABLE 7.4. (C-C bond fission) and TABLE,  7.5 (C-H bond fission) and 

the errors shown in these tables are the standard errors derived from this 

treatment. (In the case of the C-li bond fission, the data from the inter 

oepts of the lines was found to be too inaccurate to merit further traatment) 

The Arrhenius plot of the logarithm of the rate constant ratios 

against reciprocal tmnperaturo sr's shown in FIGURE 7.5 (0 bond fission) and 

PIGUE 7,6 (C-H bond fission) which also show the extent of the error limits  

found, in to ratios. The bracketed, points had the largest error limits and 

were not included in  the least squares troatntent,. 

The values found for the Arrheniva parameters are sot out below, and 

the error limits quoted are the 9 confidence limits derived front the 

least squares treatment of the data. 

Sssn 

from slope; - + 23% 	4.3.0 + 1.0 lical mole 1  

log A2  2 log A4. -10.7 3.4. 

from intercept; 	- + 	10.8 + Ii Keel mole 

log A - log £4. 	1.2 + 6.2 

from slope; 	'2 + 	38.7 + 4. Keel mole 

log A. - log & - log A 	-7.7 + I 
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from intercept; data too inaccurate 10 provide a reasonable an3wer.  

In order, to evaluate the parameters for the reactions 
CH 

+ CLO 

+ ell 3Ci30 

. need the data on the reactions 
k 

2.Cli0 	CiOli+CliClio 1 2 5

C21150 +C 	3 CflQR + C43  

Since reaction (2) is the diVroportionation reaction & two radicals, 

= 0. The Arrhanius factor for this reaction Two been oaimated 2  to be 

of the order of j& mole oeec 	Data on the abstraction reaction (3) 

has not been measured, but. for the reaction; 

+ C --- 9 CR6  + 

the 	x'hetus pax'a2uetere have been found to be 

B
a 	8.6 Boal mole 

log A 32.3 inolocin'eeo 

since ethozjl radicals are some 30 times trioro reactive than are etIft 

radicals12, it this difference in reactivity is attributed to a difference 

in activation energy, the activation energy for reaction (3) can be 

calculated to be 15= 5.7 Keel mola', 

I Thus we have; 

from elope; B4  = 21.5 + 3.5 Keel inoie 

log A m jj ,8 + 2 (soc 1) 

from intercept; 	47 + lj Koal mole 

log k, 	I3 IO + 6 (soc) 



Rux 

- 

Trnp 
(',C) 

Time 
(zcc) 

'-'erox)3 
(o1e cin 
x i) 

(C), nit  
(o1 - 

(c) Lav 	2hk 
 °g 

x jU ) 
Ch4  
(ao1e 
z 10Q)  

- 

H2  

(moles2 
x 10) 

_____ 

T1C H 	v 

e6 ________ 

C 	i thi 
 

p CkI 

(o) air - 
xi 0 - 

a01 

2 	av 

cmx10 

1 14i.2 00 
.. 

0.50 0.67 0.57 15.9 4.74 0,33 15.9 1.10 8.45 
2 i44.3 900 0.48 1.28 4.49 2).? 1.68 v.45 jj,& 
3. 141.2 900 0.54 0,95 0,84, 25.5 2.44 0.52 12,6 i.06, 5.54 
4 141.2 900 0.54. 1.07 0.96 23.6 4.23 0.4.7 ii,o 0.87 5,24 
5 141.3 900 0,35 0,64. 0,57 i6,3 1,80 0.30 16.0 ,48 9, 
6 149.3 900 0.53 4,36 4.13 92..4 5,84 4.31 44.1 -1.90 6.24. 
7 149.3 900 .0.38 0196 0.80 63.0  4.89 1.02 46.1 2.26 7.00 
8 19.3 900 : 0,53 4,06 0,83 94,9 6,25 1.36 47,7 2.79 8,14 
9 14.9.3 900 0.27 0,4,7 0.36 44.5 4.84. 0.84 23.9 3.7 
10 14.9.3 900. 0,53 208 U95 90.3 4.77 1.20 916 0.94 3.86 
11 449.3 900 0,49 1,78 1.57 83,3 4.68 4.46 12.0 1,40 4.58  
42 454.8 600 0.45 1.25 1,00 58,0 6.50 1.20 8,9 3.64 4.83 
13 454.9 600 0.60 0. 94 0,59 77.7 7,50 1.20 17.6 7.06 40.9 
14 154.9  600 0164. 0.81 0.46 94.0 9.0 1,50 21.9 10.9 43.2 
15 154.9 600 0.68 1.10 0.73 1.02.0 9.20 1.0 15,2 /.0 40.0 
16 154.9  600 064. 0.65 0.30 .96,4 9 . . 	,0 17.4 - 
i7 160,8 600 0,37 4.36 1.40 79.2 995 4,37 7,23 5,02 5.24 
18 460,8 600 0.4,1 0.92 0.64 84.4 jj,9 j,60 ji.j 10.3 8.25 
49 160.7 600 . 0.44 0.44 0.16 . 115.0 14.8 1.60 48.1 51.4 45.0 



iunTmp 
( C) 

Tirn 
(sea)

mole 

(Perwc)jt  

8M 
z jO) 

(C) 
(.me 
c 	x 
10 )x 

(c) 

IOU) 

(ne 
 

C2H3OH 

(mole' x 10) 

CH 

(moIe 
x fO) 

H2 

(Qo3igz 
z 	o) 

OH 
_ 
CH4. 	's 

(31e1 
ca 

' 'av1  
c S005  

°) 

C H OR 

xf2 av 

20 160,8 600 0.37 1.47 4.21 83,5 .9,63 1,17 7.16 4,4.3 
L 

5,90 
21 I60.6. 600 0.41 i.08 0,80 107,4. j2,4 1.30 iO.8 8.60 10,3 
22 160./ 600 0.0 069 0.44 110 17.1 4.40 16. 23.2 20,2 
23 160,4 600 0.37 0-,57 0,34 67.2 i1.8 1.40 iL)1, 2j..j 

24. 167.1 600 0.29 099 0.74 69,3 11,3 1,20 8,40 8.60 7.90 
25 i67.i 600 0.33 .1.36 i..06 'u.0 j5.5  i.80 6,83 8.43• 5.86 
26 167.1  300 0.36 OkSO 0.25 64.6 11.6 1,.10 .1.9 51.6 23.5 
27 167.1, 3O0 0.36 0.70 0.4.5 60./  41.2 1.30 12.0 27.7 10,4 
28 167.1 300 0,4.0 095 0.67 6718 .9.20 1.10 41.0 13,2 9,20 
29 467.i 300 040 	. 0.61 0,33 66.0 10.5 . 	1.20 19.1 355 1.6.2 

30 l75.3  180  0.36 0.88 0.60 69.0 .jj.0 1.30 10.4 33.9 8.84. 
j75,6 480 0,39 1.57 1,27 79.4 1f4 1.40. 3.63 1.6,2 4.4.6 

32 175.5  180 0.4.3 1.13 o.Bo 87.0 12.1 9.0 i8..o 7.26 
33 175.3 i80 0.43 0.62 0.29 86,0 14.9 1.60 49,9 93.i.18.6 
34- 113.5  180 0.416 i.80 1,44. 950 43.1 1.60 5.03 16.9 4,12 
35 175.5 10  043 0.71 0,38 720 140 1,60 14,5  68,.2 11.9 
36 1175.5 180 043 1.6 1.03 56.3 12,5 1.50 4.31 22..7 3.64. 



A. 14.1 - 

T( °C)F( " 
_ 

 I log k log 

2 

(ole 	cm' x 
0 	) 

444,4 2.443 b.3 	+ 3.58 11 -802 7.46 + 3.50 6872 

149,3 422.5'2.367 3,33 	+ 0#26 'u,522  7,82 	0,70 6,893 

54.9 428.i 2.335 1,77 	+ 0,12 114248 3,28 + 1,21 6.515 
160,7 433.9 2,304 0.850 + 0,070 jO,929 1.97 + j.64 6.294 
167,1 440.3 2.274 0.338 i. 0.045 40.529 4.94 + 102 6.694 
175,5 4487 

- 
2.228 O.j&i + 0.020 

1LJ 	 jt11 

10.265 
TMr 	*I4iu1 

2.43 + 0.96 
. 	ø4 	 ki 

6.385 
.ir-r-i 

iO3/T (°Q 

(mcle 4  cin2aeo 
x 10 

1144.2 -414i4 2,41 68B 	+ 2,68 42,837 

1493 422.5 2,367 2,38 	* 0.05 12,376 

154.9- 42.i 	-. 2,335 1.43 	+0.25 42.053 

i60,7 433.9 2304 + 0,034 11.925 
i0il 440.3 2,271 0.373 	0,048 11.571 

175.5 448,7 -2,228 	•. 0,475 	0.01- 8 41,242 

fz'mslope; U 5. ii + 8 ai 

log A5 = 9 + 4  



FIGURE 7.3 

ETHOXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

C2H50 	> HCHO + CH3  
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FIGURE 7.4 

ETHOXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

C2H50 	> CH3CHO + H 
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FIGURE 7.5 

ARRHENJUS PLOTS 

ETHOXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

k 
LOG 2 

C21-1 so> HCHO +CH3  



FIGURE 7.6 

ARRHENIUS PLOT 

ETHOXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 
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The erroz, 344t are eQ iarc in the case of the tC bond 	son derived 

from the intercept that they can do no morø than serve at t uecAiL cheek 

on the values dorived from the slope., Bocaue the values of the Arrieniue 

po.zenotera for the C-fl bond fission deperia upon the valuee already obtaine4 

for the C-G bond fis3iou., their error limits are also large. 

The decomposition , of tb ApropOZyl radical ca.n prooced in throe 

poeiblo w3; 

CH 0 	C2fl + 
3 

7-----) CU3  +0E3CN0 

H + 	flC}tO 

As in the case of the ethy1 raUcal, the parent (di-'n-propyl) peroxide  

wao used as a thermal,  source of the aIkoV1 radical, and the decomposition 

reactions were measured rqlativo to the hydrogen abstraction reaction from 

cyclohexene, C. The rtaction Sobome is; 

C?70003R7 _L4 2 C3E70 

+ C?O - -3 c,u70u + CA CHO 

+ C -4 C3U7O 

C .X170 	 C If. + CH 0 

OH +CUCflO 
k6 	3 

if + C2HCHO 

:d similar kinetic analysis to the ethoxyl radical case gives 

(A) 
k _26, + 

C2U6 W 	k (c) 
from which the Arrhenius peremotex'a 

fôr C.0 bona fieien can be found. 



oil  kA 	k 

a. 
	+ 	 the Arheniu .paianetors 

' 
1  2 av 40 av k6 4 

for C.ilibo fission oan 'be roun4. 

During the course of the ozperinert3 it we found tbt thø amount of 

nt.thane proa.ueed in the reaction was 1/30 to 000 of the nxnount of hydrogen 

aduoed, arnd therefore the reaction () was oonoiva.eä to oeour only to a 

iiaitea. extent. 



Run 
( C 

Thai 
(soc) 

(ro)5jt 

':ll   
jo) 

': 
zio) 

(molts ( 
______ 

C 2111)  
f 	-1 

-6 -010  
t)a.v 
(aec 
zI o) 

26A OH  

% c av 
t 	-i 
%7 

1 138.1 900 0.81 0.76 0.13 40.1 5,23 0,89 2,68 2,69 1.57 
2 138.2  900 075 j.82 j,7 8.9 ).41 0.80 1.47 0.71 0.62 
3 138.1 900 0.73 0.93 0,89 d.9 4..62 0,83 2,16 1.92 : 	1.20 
4 138..2 900 0.82 0S8 0.80 9.9 4.95 1.06 2.49 2.29 1.16 
5 i38..i 900 0.80 1,43 1.39 1.0.0 4.36 - 1.65 
6 138,5 900 0,84 4.09 1.05 10,3 448 1.07 2,24 4.34 0.92 

7 145.8  900 0.77 1.08 1.01 15.3 8.4  . i.80 3.08 - 
8 45.8 900 01490.54 0.4.2 ¶0.8 j.86 4,21 9.50 . 	2.44 
9, 445.8  9.00 0.73 0.89 0.82 18,9 10.0 1.71 2.34 4.54 1.35 
10 145.9 900 0.83 0.61 0.53 49.4 10.7 1.93 3.31 7.48 

Ii 900 0.61 4.23-  1.11 18.3 1.7 1.70 . 	1.20 	. 4.57 0.97 
12 134..5 900 . 	0,74 1.43 0.98- 22.2 15.1 -2.43 1.50 5.70 4.04 
13 14.5 900 0.71 0.83 0.9 26.1 -17.9 2.41 2.14 .9.60 1.64 
44. 154.4 9-00 0,70 1.9 0.95 26,4. 16,5 2.76 4,68 6.43 1.00 
43 154.4 900 0,69 0,84 0.67 26.2 -19.2 2.17 2,04 10.6 1.41 
16 . 154,2 9000.77 0.71 0.57 34.7 24.5 3,40 2,62 i 3,8 -- 	4,79 

il 161,9 4.20 0.89 0.60 0.44- 27.2 18.5 2.81 3,34 33.4 2.20 
18 161.7 420 .0,87 0.99 0.83 26.9 19.0 3.07 1.70 18.2 1.05 
19 161 .8 420 0,87 1.21- 1.05 

------ 
26,.5 

-.-.--- 
19.0 2.89 

. 	. 
1.33 

------ 
14.4 0.87 



Run Tom 
C 

Time,  
(zee) 

(Pz) 

ec- 
(C)ft 

jQ6) 

(C)av 2i 6  xOR 

x2 

 
3 1 

av 

R 11  
____  

2 
'-1 e 	6 i5) 

 
(..Mg ,le 

, _ j - .. cri'J0 '_ '1 cnx1O 
20 I61.7 0.87 0.86 

____ 
0.70 

_____ 
29.3 420

7.  

18.8 3.14 2.23 21.3 
21 i6i,7 420 0.92 1.77 0,60 0.8 3.03 1.12 0.73 
22 t6i,6 420 0,80 0.74 0,57 27.5 17.8 3.05 2.71 1.58 

23 469.6 300 0.87 099 0.76 35.2 28.4 3.99 1.63 4%.5 1.16 
24 170,4  300 0.7% 1.20 1.Oj 24.8 '23.1 2.69 1.06 5.4 0.91 
25 469.8 300 0.7% 4.4, 4.30 48,7 '20.0' 1.90 0.72 17.4 0.76 
26 169.6 300 0.92 0.77 9.52  .26.7 22.7 2.47 2.26 48.5 2.08 
27 169.6 300 0.78 1.05 0.84 25,0 ,22..2 , 2,38 , 	1.34 29.3 1.25 
28 469,6 300 0.78 4.44 1.20 24.4 ,23.1- 	., 2.36 

---'-----' 
0.88 21.4 0.86 
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JQR. Tj$ 	 PQMI- WX 
pç.D LAN-LBOIID F 83  

-( 	- 10'T(1 
_________________________________ 

k 11 2 
1.  

log Cj 

21 
- 

log k  
(mole 	om_12  4 4U3 

(mole 	om 
- ---r 

138.2 41j,4 2.431 6,21 	+ 0,86  4.0,793 4,49 	+ 0.71 1i652 

14.3.8  419.0 2.387 3.73 	+ 0,09 10.72 2.15 	1  0.29 11.332 

f 34,4. 427.6 2.337 1.44 	+ 0.44. $0049 0.952 + 0.i7 10,978 

161.7 434.9 2,299 1.02 	+ 0.08 10, 008 0,648 + 0.04 10.12 

169,7 442.9 2.27 0.458  + 0.044 9.664 0.439 + 0.038 10.64.3 
i --  :'-r- - 

The data nocossary for plotting the aboØ product ratios are given 

in TABLE 1.6 and the graphs 

themselveo are shown an PIORM 7.7 and 7.8. 	TAME 7-.7 gives the rate 

o-ontant ratio data derived from these graphs for an *rrhenine plot. 	The 

errors shown are the standard errors derived from the least squares method. 

of obtaining the slopes and intercepts. 	The Arrhenins plots obtained. from 

the slope of equations () and () are shown in FIGUM 7.9 with these error 

limits inserted. The antereept data was fond to be too ina.00urete to merit 

useful least squares treatment,The values found for the Arrhenius parameters were; 

from slope: 2  + 2E4. = 267 .. 5 Keel mol 

log A2 -2 log A4-5.0+2.0 



FIGURE 7.7 

n-PROPDXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

n-C3H70 	> HCHO -I-  C2 1-15  
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FIGURE 7.8 

n-PROPDXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

n-C3H70 	> C2H5CHO ± H 
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FIGURE 7.9 

ARRHENIUS PLOTS 

n-PROPDXYL RADICAL DECOMPOSITION 

n-C3H70 	> HCHO -I-C2H5 	(I) 

LOG k 

	
n-C3H7O 	> C2H5CHO +H 	(ii) 



*o 	- 

£4 fission  

t2*á310pO 

i°8 A2  log ¼ 108 1e -26 
10 

since S2  = 0 and log A2  43 as for the diaproportionation of ethozy]. 

have for the docompoeitioI3 reectiona 

n-C3B70 --4 c2n + co 
14 +C2115CH0 

1-4 
	2J Kc o10 

log ¼ 9 +2 (soc) 

= 42 + 7 Real rno2e 

log A6  7 i 4 	(seo) 

where the orrore quoted are the 99) confidence li4ta. 

A useful meaeure in reactions whose rate constants are pDósure 

dependent is the 'Zialf*z'ato presuro', i.e. the pressure at which the rate 

constant for the reaction has fallen to half of its limiting high pressure 

value,k. or un.mo1eou1az' decomposition reactions, the p esuro region 

In which pressure dependence becomes apparent Increases as the ratio it/E 

decreases (where S. is the a ivation energy for the decomposition) and henco., 

for a constant tompemture, the 'half- rate pressure' would increase as 

dsorsas4d. Por the pressure dependent audies on alkozyl radicals So far 

reported in the literature (tbutozy1,  a-butoql33, isoprop& I460), 

the 'balt..rate preesur' for those three radicals atv i600C can be compared 
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end and are 1i2, 54 and 40 mm x'espeotively, This trend is in accordance with 

the above prediction on activation energies of decomposition it it is 

aaumed, not unreasonably, that the most bronched radical is the most,  

unstable tol decomposition, Such stabilities have been measured185  by 

comparing the rates of radical decomposition to hydrogen abstraction from 

cyolohezane of a 802'iSS of alyl to-butyl hyp000rite (at one temperature 

only - 1950
C).. The ox4er of decreasing stability found was; 

CH3Q> CE50> nC4H90> -C 3f17 > i-C1j 90> t 41 90 

22 16 40 	.5 3 	2 Kcal 

which correlates well with the minimum enthaly requirements for 

decomposition (see Chapter , 

1 t0*yl 

In the case of the t.hatorl radical deoompostion reported in this 

chapter, the experiments were performed with a total pressure of 200 mm 

and in some cases 300 mxt. Although the tne value of the rate constant 

for the decomposition, k., can only be obtained by an analytical toobniqe 

such as the one discussed in Chapter 4,*  it can be assumed. that the observed 

	

value of the rate constant reported bore is reasonably close to 	, for all 

temperatures except perhaps the highest it the reported'half-rate pleasures' 

from the pressure dependent study are correct. The values of the Ar'rheniva 

parameters for the t-.butoxyl radical deoompoition are compared in TABL 

7.8, which also contains the values for other studied aflcozyl radical 

decompositions together with the activation energies for decomposition 

Predicted from thermodynamic data which were ri'd in Chapter 4. 
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Roaetion 	 log A 	 B from 
(CS1aLOO ') (soo 

mo.1e1  en 	d13na1io 
data 

0  0 
 11 	

00 	 04,r 
	. 	 ILWNW 

c2ao — )o CH 3, + cN2021 	47 	46 

nO N90 	=) CR + C1120 - 

r.J13 

_ 

21.5+3,5 
- 

14.8 + 2.3 . 

9.4 

11,8+2 

9 + 2 

12 

thLs 
thesis 

thesis 
20 

+ CH3CW
155 

1i.8.(A 
OD 
) 

8.3 (3) j.i 

4644 (3 	) Co -12i 	(A. 
.0 0) 

67 (i) 12.7 
- 	 r-- -- 

C0,2ii 	+ CI5CUO 17,5  (E) 
00 3,4 (A 0 ) 

.3 	. 
33 3 

40.6(E) 15.5 (AO) 

cI93co 	- 	C$3 	., 13.2 + 2,4 .9.7 + 4.2 101 8 

(CH 3)co 14,2+2 ii.2+1J 14  

13+- 2 10.6+2.2 165 

22.,8 (E 7) 14.7 (A 	) Co 440 
13.4. 15.7 (A0) 

10.0 + 2 40.3 . I 
- 

this 
thesis 
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Tho value of B 00  reported for the prsure dependent study of the 

t-butoxyl radical decomposition suems rather high In view of the fact that 

the C-C bond in the larger and. more branched t-butox,yl radical should, on 

thermochemical grounds, be more latle than in. the smaller straight chain 

radicals. both the activation energy and the -factor from this study are 

more in agreement with those other values whioh were thought,, because of 

their abnorm&.ly "low* values, to have been measured in the pressure 

dependent region of decomposition,., 	The value of los, A for the reaction 
It 

(CM3) 3G0 	((;n3)2c0 + 
CH  

can be estimated from thermochemistt, from the equation 

AS(i 4t,) R 	i(A/). + 200 

and with 	 a(i At.) Z , 400,4 óel mole 	dej1 	(*of 144) 

and 	 log &= 9.2 	 (rot 144) 

log A 	1.7 (seo) 

which is in line with a. 17 normall  value for a unimolecular decomposition. 

It in still surprising that the reported. A-factors for the decomposition, 

which have been measured in the pressure range 30.500 mm., are so much lower 

than both this ca,tculated A-factor and the one reported for the pressure 

dependent study, and also that tho other reported activation enez'giee are 

all below the limiting low pressure activation energy reported. 

Until more information is forthcoming about this system, it must be 

cncludad that the observed values for the Arrhanius parameters for the t-

butoxyl radical decomposition in the pre&uro range 30..500  mm are most 

probably in the range; 

a 	,0 12 	+ 2 Ktal mole 1 
 



log A 	iQ, 	i..5 

Fa,hRU1-Ltnd-a=2roT)QxYI- radical 	QM'  ositi", 

Although pressure dependent studios have been carried out on branched 

alkoxyl radicals, none has been done on the straight chain members. As noted 

previously, these would be expected to have higher activation energies for 

decomposition by G-C bond fission than for the secondary and tertiary radicals, 

and therefore ptre dependence would be exhibited at lower pressure regions 

than for the se branched radicals. It was the intention to oarxy out a full 

pz'essux!e dependent study of both the ethocyl and the n-preporl Mdioal #  but 

duo to the shortage of available time the results obtained are more in the 

nature of a preliminary study of these two systems. However, they are of some 

importance since no data hitherto existed for the decomposition of the n- 

propoxyl radical, and only conflicting quantitative data for the ethoil radi

CaLl 
	

- 

With both system, pressure dependence of the rate constant was tested 

for by performing experiments in the presence of 20, 50 and iOO mm of added 

CO2. No trend was found in the rate constant measured under these conditions, 

and so it WaS tentatively concluded that the decomposition rate constant was 

being measured in at least the upper end of the pressure dependent region, 

In the case of the ethcni radical decomposition, the activation energy 

found for the C-C bond fission > 20 ical mole-') is higher than that 

reported for E CO in the similar fission of the s-buto*yl and the isopropoxyl 

radicals,, whiob have balf..rate pressures' r.' 4.0 ma at i60 °C, and so under 

the reaction conditions of 30.'60 mm total pressure and. temperatures of 

140-i 7 °C the measured rate oontant would differ from k by less than a 

factor of two in most cases*- The observed rate constant for the n-.propoVl 
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radical decomposition mAj havc.bcn obtained in an intorme4i0e pressure 

oion, ainco the activation enera for the reaction was comparable with 

the s.butoi and isopropoxyl high prosurc values.  

The values of the Arrhanias parameters found or the othoxy. *'adica1 

domoition 

C2H 50 	CH3  . C120 

21 a 5 3  5 Kca. 

log A jj,8 + 2 

are reasonable: certainly on themochemical grounds (300 TABLE 78) it would 

be ezpectsd to have a higher activation energy for methyl ratiicai emission 

than the more branched iopropoxyl zdios1, whose high pressure limiting  

activation energy is 17 Kcal mo1e, 

In the oase.of the rL-propoxr1 radical decomposition 

C?70  --) C2H5 + 20  

a 	+ 2,3 Kcal,  mole 

los A = 9 2 

the activation enexr seems low for a GøC bond fieion compared to the 

hrnobed chain isopz'ooxyl radical decomposition, but in the case of the 

n-propojl radical it is an etri radical that ia being eUminted, And 

thie would seem to be preferred eneretioa14 to the alternative netyl 

radical emisiofl, sir-co only traces of methane were found among the reaction 

products*  This preference is also found in the case of s-butoxyl rMioal. 

doeompositionD  where the reaction 

C2f 5%cLo  _ 	C fl. + OH CIO• 

3 
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occurs, to the GXciU5Qfl of the other C-C bc.fld. fiaioA. It also occurs with 

the -inyiocyi raioai1 . for which the preferred mode of decomposition i. 

CU 	--) C2H5  + (cu3)2co 

Comparison with the aUl rdicai series between the acyI rMioal RO 

and the -iaoeleotronio alkyl radical RC112  shoWs the same phenomenon of the 

1nrer alkyl radical being eliminated, with a more favourable activation 

enory, when there is a eboice of modes of decompositon TASLS 79. illut 

sts this. 

AONL 	 1jOITI 

Reaction 	 Ref 	115 Reaction 

(cai 
-. 	 - 	 - 	Li - 
Z1-C3li7C113 

	

+ C1¼ 	31,4 186 C2E $0 	Gil3 	 21.5 

37.0 187 	 i+cUckLo 	17+8 
------ 	-- - 	- 	- 

n.4419 	) C2k1 + C2H4 	28,7 188 xC3H70•4 C 5 + CH0 	i4..8 

	

+ CH CH20 	-'30 189 	- 	H + 12 s 7 

	

9  —4- Ch3  +-G3i 6 	31 -0 190 (cu3)2co ---> 	fl3offi) 	1-7 

Becaae  of the'low' A-tatoz' for the -propoxl radical deooapo3ition3, 

it is quite likely that this reaction has beefl measured within the pressure-

dependent region and, that would - mean that the true high pressure activation 

energy would be greater than the observed value reported hero. 

Although ethyl radicals are more ea3iiye1imjrtdthaA methyl, the 

position of C.4 bond fission and elimination of a J drogen atom still remains 
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wnbiuous, The results reported hero have vezy Large limits of error, and 

the 3ooniny &].lor valuoz of 	for C4 bond fiion than for C-C bond 

fiaion may be apurious. The activation energies may not be strictly,  

comparable., since under the rcotion conditions they may hvo 'been maeurod 

in (jifferontpressure doJ)andont  regions, Again, by refoi'ring to the 

alIçyl radioai decompositiono in TABL4 7.90. it can be soon that, the differenad 

in activation enrioe between the two modes of decomposition is not large, 

and Indeed, as the sl2çyl sores is ascended this difference becomes even loss*  

and in the oaso of the tu.bwtrl rdical1  4ydrogea elimination becoaô$ relatively 

racrt favouret on an activation onory basis; 

B a 
1ccL mole 

.41 

t-C.li --4 itOR8  
Rot,, 191 

-> GE + C 
3  H 6 	6,3 

iowever1  the extremely low values for the A-factors throw doubt on the 

activation energies for the ethoxyl and n roszyl radical 0-1 bond fissions 

reported hro 
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MPENDU 

TZMACTIONES  OtIOO  

Pfluoroanothy1 peroxide (PD?) wao first prepared by Srart,$ 192 

and was first studied in the gas phase by Porter and Ca&y1  who found  

that the equilibrium reaction 

C)?, OF + CO r 	CF OOCP 3 	 3 
producod io1atable quntitioa of I? at 2503000C. By anaLo$y vith 

dimothyl peroxido, PDFk should be very unstable, but Swaits noted that it was 

very resistant to the action of chemicals that reacted, with the allrl 

analogue and Porter and Cady found it to be non"axploaivo. Surprisingly, 

thoz'mal dcoripoition apparently only began. at 2250C,  being complete at 

From ccn$.d.eration of the eloctronegative flu orino aiarns peaont in 

PD? vthioh would be expected to viocaten the 0.0 bcn4 by witbdzwing electrons 

from it, it would seem thatPD? would decompose thoxvm1ly more 	&i4Ly ..than 

dixnathyl peroxide. There is conflicting evidence for the 3zeflti' .f the 

0..0 bond frock spectroscopic studies of ?))P. DiallW1 peroxides have a week 

0-0 stretching band at about 880 cm in the infra-red spectrum and the 

identification of the similar stretching mode in the infra-red spectrum of 

PD? at 821 c 	seomsto confirm a weaker force eon8tant for the 0-0 bond in 

this coapoun 	. However, more recent work on the Raman spectrum Of 

where theyianiotrioal 0-0 atretoh is the strongest peak,, show this frquency 

to he at 890 c, L,e* a atronger 0-0 bond than in the dia1r1 peoxidee. 

Reports of similar unexpected stabilities of compounds in which 

fluorine atoms have replaced kWdrogen atoms appear in the literature, 1&ost 

analogous to the peroxides are the families of compounds R$--R and, 
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o  Only cpOCtrOaOQpC evidence exists in the case of the eupbaD 

COMPOUndat 
196  eM this suggests that the S4 bond in the peluorolyl 

disulphides is stronger than in the alkyl compounds, Some,  thermal studies 

have been done, however, on porfluorotatramethyi by asin 

in the gas phase, and it has been found that the -N bond is remarkably stable 

to pyrolysis compared to the alIrl analogueAvon at: 5500C only i% conversion 

was found after 10 mine., the products including CF3  MCP 2  to be expected from 

degradation of the (0 3)I radical 

GowonIook 98  has suggested that the saoain4k ra1ative3y high tharma3 

stability of the poxtluoretetrametbyl hydrazina may be explained in terms or 

the energy requirements Of the Secondary reactions rather than by an abnormally 

large N..N bond strength in the parent componnd. This can be demonstrated by 

the reaction sequence; 

______ 2 (CF 2a 	. •. .. .. (i) 

(cF) 2N + (cr3) 2N 	 (cp.)x? CP3NCP2  ,. .. . . (2) 

(ci92
N + (c 3)2NN(c 3)2 	.> (C 3) 	+ (c)2NN(023)c 2  ,. (3) 

(CF)2N 	) CPNCP + F 	.. .. &, (n.) 

It the activation energies for motions 2, 3,4. are high a not unlikely 

suggestion for fluorine abstraction reactioner then there will be an 

equilibrium set up between the parent compound and the radicals in reaction 

4 at the temperatures where decomposition 000ures ieoauee the high activation 

energies or reactions2, 3, A+ debar reaction by these paths, on cooling the 

radicals will recombine to give the parent compcmø., no net decomposition 

having been noted. Only at unexpectedly high temperatures vdil net decomposi-

tion roau3. 

This argument is borne out in the case of the NN bond strengths of 



and tatrLuoro hrdrazinc (NW.2) which can be measured 

direct4v trorn dissociation studie 99, the auoa being 386 and 208 Keel 

peotive).y. This shows the expecte4 weakening of the N-N bond by 

the presence of fluorine atoms. 

It Was therefore suggested that a similar reaction scheme co]4 ox piain 

the apparent thoxtial atabiUty of PDP 

	

CP ooci 	--- -" a c 0 
3 	3%--. 	3 

	

CP30 + .CP0 	CPO? + CF20 

C1 3
0 

+ C1?OOCP3  •*-3 C 30P + C00CP2  

Since the continuoue saxapl&ng mass spectrometer technique monitors the not 

decrease in parent peroxide during thexaI 4eompoaition it seemed an 

appropriate techniquo to use to study this system and measure the aotivation 

efle*y for the Initta rapture of the 0'0 bond. 

The foLlowing results were noted from prolimlnax7 experiments performea 

on the system 

A sample of PDP $ae pyro1jae4 aloits and the behaviour of the parent peak 
m,0 

$70) was noted. Aftoz the initi& rise to equ.ibriwn due to the 

system the peak height stayed effective3r constant at 400, 150  and 

2000C, net decomposition being noted at around 230°C in agreement with 

Porter and. Cad. 

PYrOlwsiz of PD? in the presence of 5-441 NO was done in order to remove 

the flu oromethoft radicals by the energetically favourable reaction 

CF?. + NO 	CP3ONO 	 0 

rather than 4110win8 the rec'ombina'tion reaction 

CP30 + C1?0 	> 

to ocotzr. This should promote the initial decomposition at Ei)? by 
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removing radicals from the equi'ibrium system. In fact, no reaction 

was detected bolow 2200C again. It was couoluded at the time that 

the equilibrium 

	

,CV 0 +-NO 	CF. ONO 
.3 	 3 

exiad, and was to the left hand aide at those reaction tefnperaturo, 

and that the WiQ radical was not being effectively removed from the 

pstem, (Subsequent experiments showed that in fact the amount of No 

added was not enough to produce reaction), 

8ouroes of an eaaiy abatractabiie 1ydt*gen ttom were added to the PD 

to remove the 0F3C) radicals by the reaction; 

	

+ 	) W 
3 

 0,H + H 

n'.butaao and di.t-butyi peroxide wore used and fa ioff in the parent 

AVO j70 peak of PUP was found to occur,  with PD?:th ratios raging from 

1:4 to 4:9 and, at temperatures from i60..240%. liivavor, no 

consistency could be found, in the first order rate oonstemts so 

obtained under identical reaction oondtton, 

(it) 	The equilibrium constant for the therma- dissociation reaction 

N.W, 	WA 
2 

has beon studied using a mass epeotremetrie teobniquo200  and the 

strength of the WN bond. derivocls, It was thought that the initial 

-thermal dissociation of PDP could be 3tudiett by the same technique 

if suitable peaks for moultoAng in the mass spectron of tho. 

dissociated species could bo'found. Mass spectra of 'DP ware rem 

at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 2000s and tIe 

peaks at m/d, 
47 (COP), 66 (oo'), 8 (C 3O) and 104 (c O') 

increased significantlyy in size with increasing temperature. 
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Equilibrium studios on PDP using this method woui4 first hauo to 

ascertain whether the CPO indiosi existed long enough to prodee a 

ion in the mass spectrometer (the Ni radioal does) and 

oalculationo or assumptions Of sensitivity taotors for the radical 

would have to be made. This stud.y was discontinued when no óontat 

value for the ratio of peak heights 170/85 (a :t'unction of the 

concentration ratio (CP?0c)/(cF3o)) was found over long periods of 

time at A oofltant temperature. 

(v) 	More runs were done with adda4 NO, this time in excess, and good 

straight lines were obtained when log(peak height /o 70) was 

plotted against time8. The rest of this chapter deals with the 

analysis of these experiments, the experimental results of (i) 

(iv) being discounted as they were inoncluie, 

NLQ 	 IflQ)V IN TH PB$C 0P IO 

The rosulte of those experiments performed, with various initial 

ratios of NO: PJ? at two tempez1are.s are shown in T4JB 7.1. 

Contr4r,v to the th0017 that NO acted as an inhibitor of 3eondaxt 

reactions as in the case of the din11r1 peroxide decompositions, it can be 

seen that the ozperiinent4 first order rate constant increased (almost 

linearly) with the ratio (No)/ ()$ (whax*o (x is the initini 

concentration or x) within the 3t or experiments at either temperatureo  

i.e. k k  

where k' and k" are constants 
it'' (No). 



T (°c) Initial ratio NO:?I? 
.r  

Ext1 	rate constant k0(800Mi) 

i66 1:1 4*1  2.70216 

1.5:1 340 x 101*4  

6.12 x 104  

9A9 x 10 

2.97 

197.3 1.11 Z10 3  
*1 A 51 1.77 it 

24. 80 

ft  

flr - 

x 10 

ce 	was. constant throughout  the ezpecnts, the ratio NO::BP 

being changed by vazng the amount of NO a64e4. 

the highest ratios or NOPD? (NO) can be assumed to be oonstart 

thrugiit the 	tion zinc. (NO)>) (i), and under these conitions we have 

S p 	tO41!imOiOC1ZLazY decontsition reaction giving a first order experimental 

rate constant ko- 

1*04-R  'OD p

k" (NO)(PD?) 

k" (No)Op) if 

Further work was Perfomed on the system. by Miss Sheila Red during. 

the course of her Honours project, and I ant vory grateful to her for her 

fininge. These vera that there seOod to be a reaction between the P1)? and 

NO even at ream temperature. Purthar ovidOnco for this reaction came 



from Asia4en and night in a note published eubeequent4,201 which zoported 

a second order rate constant for the reaction, 

	

C 3OOcF . NO 	CP20+ 

In the temperature zrngo 25M28'C the rate. law was found to bet 

2 k (No) (c 3ooc 3  

and the Arrhenius pammetors for this renotinn; 

i84 BcaL mole 

log A , 2 (irtoleM 	( cmo t) 

The rate constant was measured by continuous monitoring  of the protuct C 

by infra-zed spoctrocojy; the other products identifies were NO2 	and 

NOF#  

Although the authors of the note do not attempt to justify their 

results by proposing azr reaction scheme, it can be seen that their results 

are not in d eagreenont with ours it the following kinetic scheme is assumed: 
Ic 

CFOOGP - 	L> CF 0 

C 30 + NO 	GF3ONO 

	

NO + CPOOGP 	) CP20 + 

Then 4?Dj, c%( DP) Ic 1  (CF )2 + 

zt 0 Ic (POP) k(CO)2  k(CP3O)(NQ) 

' 	 = (NG) (k3(PDp)+ k2(CF3O) 

If k3(PP) >) k2(cF30) as wotd be expected from consideration of the relative 

magnitude of (PD?) and (cF30), thou: 

k3(N0)(PDP) 



Comparing this with our results that 

we have 

when (°)>> (PDP). 

and comparison with 1eokien and night' a Date constant, IC, giire8 

TABLE 7,2 shows. our data with the opeDiniontai rate constant 1% aontertod to 

k3. 
I.L2 

gd&ELATIP GR 4QN 

CP3OOC 3  + NO cre 

Run i' (°c) IC0  (eo) (no)  (mole em) (toiecm3seo) 

---r 
I 

- 
16.0 2.70 z 1 C 3,12 x j0 7  8,66 x 1 02 

j i.ix 102 

3 6,12 z 770 70 11 

'I  9.19z11O i.O6xiO 8.66xO2  

5 ft  2.97 z jO 2,8j x jO 1.06 X 10 
6 1973 1.11 x 40734.43  16 2.50 x fO 

7 ft 
tIn z iC 6,13 x.iO 2.90 * 103  

8 2.80 t 8.34 z je7 3,36 x 

9 ft  5.5I x 1O 9.5 	z jO 5.80 x 
I N 

10 138 2,60x10 5401 

The values of log 	to: Reickien and Rn.ht' a data are shown an 

TAUS 713 al ng with the v&t3our ex erirents Which have been take: 

to be the average or the two runa vith the bgheat (NO) at each temperature. 
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LL2 
VALUES 	 AT YAJIM,~JTEMLPAT.MS  

2 ° I :L (OX-) 
3(rne1c1n3Eeo1) log k 

25 298 3.356 x 1 1194 x j0 

44 0 317 3055 x 10 0.07 

61 	• 334 2.,994 z iO 4.6 0.66 

92 * 365 2.740 x 1073 4.2 x f0 4.62 

128* 4.01 2..494xj0'3 2.72 

164.0 437,2 2.287xiO 3 9..7xj8 2.99 

197.3 470.5 2.26 x 10 5.6 x 10 3,74 

N0 	* denotes Hoiclaen and night e values. 

?IGUB} A.i shows these results p1Otted on an Arrha4us sxapb, antt from a 

least cquaea treatment at the data we haveo 

1.5 (EcLnto1e) 

log £3 = 11.4 + 1.5 (rnodorn3sc) 

The errorAs are the 9! 	U'idenoe litAtai 

Another my of anal~ysing our zeu1te., cflcC & eeoond order reaeton 

had been ostb1e4 bot*oen PDP and No,, is shovm below;  

ciooc + 	 cy.+ .  

At time t0 let, (cP0Qc) 	'(N0 	a. 4r4 then (c 2o). 0. 

At time t let (cF300ci9 (NO) = x and. then (c'2o) = z 

then IICV k3() 



FIGURE A.I 

REACTION BETWEEN CF300CF3  AND NO 

2.5 	 3.0 	 3.5 

LOG k3  

-2.0 

-4.0 
2.0 

2.0 

103  

TrK) 



Si inegrting, I 	(a-xY2ax 	
i

t kt  

44 	
[t 

... A_j -- - 
j= k3t 
a 

k 

We can applj this analysis to runs j and,  6 where (NO). = (PD?). ?rom the 

graphs of log (peak height of m/e  170) against time, the value of a, the 

peak height at sare reaction time, was found by extrapolatcfl and the values  

of i an a.-x foin by measurement on the original pan-recorder trace of the 

decay of the peak, A plot of 	against time gave an excellent araight 

line in the ease of n.. % and an fat'l7 good straight line in the oao Of 

nrn 6. From theso lines the value of k. was found to be; 

	

46.0 	i.O x 10 	 3.00 

6 	197.3 	3.5 z 10' 
The value from run I is coincident with that obtained for this temperature 

by the previous metho and that from rt*n 6 does not deviate from the higher 

temperature value b7 Anch., 

There remains the problem of Speculating on the mecheflism of the 

CL00C1 + NO -) C0 + 

Neicl4en and Knight report 

(i) 	that at 6200 aM equal concentrations of NO and PD? there is an 

rod band aasigflble to N(Th' as an initial product which reaches 
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A constant value, 

that NO2  áta not seem to be an initial prodtzCt at 128°C 

several unidentified infra-red hands at 5.51 5.58 	9.3-9.4 14 

P2  CF3ONO and CP are not reported as products. 

The reactions involved may cinply be 	- 

cir3  ooc 3 + No 	L4 NOP COF2  + CP30  
k 

CP30 + NO 	HOP - COP2  

k1(PDP)(NO) + 1c2(QP30(NO) 

0 = k1  (PDP) (No) k2(CP30) (NO) 

%OP 	-I 
2k 	(P) (No) 

This mechanisn would not, hcmevor, account for the constant value of the NOP 

peak. My mcoIu4 sin would seem to imply the abstraction of a fluorine atom 

by NO as the first step in the reaction scheme, so this reaction mat be 

energetically more favourable than the abstraction of a fluorine atom by 

GP30, 3iflco the fozmor readtLon occurs at room temperature And the latter 

only at above 2000C in the absence of NO 

Clearly there is need to poorm more accurate experiments with this 

system. One obvious drawback in the two methods of study attempted so far 

is that the fluorine compounds react with the glass reaction vessels used - 

in our system the anpillaqr leak became cloned and with ieicln and 

Knight's system $iP 1ae detected among the reaction products. The reaction 

may thus be complicated by .euitaco reactions. 
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C014CLUSIONS  

It would seem that the homologous series of symmetrical dia1r1 peroxides 

require the same energy for the rupture of the 0-0 bond, regardless of the 

nature of the aubstituent alkyl group. If other dia].Ijl peroxides (e.g, 

n..butor1) were synthesised, the continuous sampling mass spectrometer 

technique developed, here would be suitable for the investigation of this theory. 

In conjunction either with theoretical or experimental values for the beats 

of formation of the parent compound this would be a relatively simple method 

of obtaining values of hitherto unknown heats of formation of alkorl radicals. 

There is still need to build up a self-consistent set of such data so that 

subsequent reaction of alkrl radicals can be understood with the aid of 

firm thermochemical data, 

Some of the existing data on the decomposition of alkol radicals 

(e.g, t.butoxyl) would seem in need of re-investigation and the significance 

of pressure dependence determined. 

Recent developments in the field of gas-phase o.s.r. applied to the 

measurement of the concentration of radicals have resulted in the successful 

elucidation of the Arrhenius parameters of elementary reactions involving 

diatomic radicals, e.g. N + 02 	NO + 0, (Raf.202). The prospects of 

extending the technology of e. a. r. to allow measurement of polyatornic radicals 

do not seem promising at this moment, but it may be presumed that eventually 

CH  and 01130 radicals will be studied by this method.. 

Methods of producing fluoroalkoil radicals should be investigated, and 

knowledge of those radicals built up to complement the growing interest in 

t1uoral4l radicals. 
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The gas-phase thermal decompositions of diethyl peroxide and di-isopropyl peroxide have been 
studied in the temperature range 134-185°C using a Continuous mass-spectrometric sampling technique. 
Values of 10'6 '±°'7 (sec-') and 373±12 (kcal mole-1) and 1015'40'4 (sec-1) and 37-1±0-8 (kcal 
mole-1) respectively have been obtained for the Arrhenius parameters of the decomposition reactions: 

C2H500C2H5 - 2C21150 
(CH3)2CHOOCH(C113)2 - 2(CH3)2CHO 

Using these parameters, revised values of —4'4+1'1 and —12'3 ±2 kcal mole-1  have been derived 
for the heats 'éf formation 'ofthe ethoxyl and 'of the isopropox1 radicals. Values of' ca. 10125  
mole-1  cm3  sec' have been, estimated for the rate of dimerization ofethoxy1and isopropoxyl radicals. 

The decomposition kinetics of a number of dialkyl peroxides have been reported 
and much of our knowledge of the behaviour and reactivity of alkoxyl radicals 
derives from these studies since the peroxides are " clean " sources of these radicals. 
The thermochemistry of alkoxyl radicals is now established,1' 2  values for the heats 
of formation of many radicals having been determined by the kinetic method in which 
the bond strength D has been identified with the activation energy for the reaction, 

ROX-.RO +X, 

provided there is no activation energy for the combination reaction of X with RO, i.e. 
D(RO—X) = E = LH f(RO)+i\IJ f(X)-MIf(ROX). 

Dialkyl peroxides are particularly well suited to this method for the determination 
of the heat of formation of the alkoxyl radical since RO and X are identical, and the 
expression simplifies to 

LH1(RO) = 4[1 Hf(ROOR)+E]. 

Consequently for heats of formation based upon peroxide decomposition studies the 
error in the heat of formation is halved and only the activation energy for decomposi-
tion and the heat of formation of the parent peroxide need be measured. 

Values of 35-38 kcal mole-1  have been reported for the activation energies for 
decomposition of various dialkyl peroxides. However for diethyl peroxide the three 
experimentally obtained values 	are in the range 30-32 kcal mole-1  and because 
of these anomalously low values the heat of formation of the ethoxyl radical is 
uncertain. 

Since a more precise value for the heat of formation of diethyl peroxide has been 
measured 6 

 we have studied the thermal decomposition of diethyl peroxide in the 
temperature range 134-168°C, with the aim of obtaining a less ambiguous value for 
LH f(C2H 50). Because of the experimental difficulties involved in the preparation 
of di-isopropyl peroxide it has been the least-studied of the lower di-alkyl peroxides 

2504 
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and, its vapour phase decomposition does not appear to have been examined. 
Accordingly we have studied the thermal decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide 
in the temperature range 148-1 85?C. 

E XPE R1['MENT AL 

MATERIALS 

Diethyl peroxide was prepared from diethyl' sulphate and 30 Y. hydrogen peroxide 
using the method of Wiley.' Vigorous., stirring was needed., to emulsify the two layers. 
The crude product was collected and slowly distilled, the fraction boiling between 58-61°C 
collected. 	This fraction was then ifurther,purified,b,y.preparative gas chromatography using 
a.12ft column of 6% polyethylene glycol and 2. % dinonylphthalate on 40/60 Gas. chromato-
graphy Z. Di-isopropyl .peroxide was' prepared from methyl iso,propyl.sulphonate using-a 
modification of the, method of Pryor et a1. 	in the distillation stage the, peroxide was 
trapped in a scries.nfcold traps. The.-peroxide was-extracted from the crude reaction-product 
with. isopentane. Gas chromatographic analysis showed. three other reaction products,  to 
be-present, two of which (probably the. hydroperoxide and isopropanol) disappeared after 
washing the extract with potassium hydroxide and, with water. After, drying, further purifi-
cation was carried out by preparative gas chromatography as described above. The identity 
of di-isopropyl peroxide was-confirmed by infra-red,.and'n.m7r:.analysis. 

Nitric oxide was obtained from a cylinder (Matheson Chemical Co.) and used without 
further purification. 

APPARATUS 

A conventional gas-storage-and'-handling vacuum line was connected by a greaseless 
Springham valve to a seasoned-cylindrical Pyrex. cell which was housed in a heavy aluminium 
block furnace, the temperature of which was controlled by a Fielden Bikini relay unit to 
better than ±0l°C during the duration of any experiment. Penetrating to the middle of 
the reaction cell was a fine capillary Pyrex leak which was coupled directly by a short length 
of 1 mm capillary glass tubing (ca. 10 cm long) to the inlet system of an AEI Ltd., MS 10 
mass spectrometer, the output of which was read directly on a 10 mV Kent potentiometric 
recorder. The leak was made by drawing a I mm capillary tube until a leak was obtained, 
which gave on calibration a suitable leak-rate for the pressures used in these experiments 
(20-40 mm) peroxide. The theory of gas flow through cylindrical tubes predicts that with 
such a leak, viscous flow is obtained. This is not dependent upon the molecular weight 
of the gas flowing through it and consequently, no fractionation of'the gas will occur when 
passing through such a leak. Hence 'the composition of the gas in the mass-spectrometer 
ionization chamber will reflect that ,in'the reaction cell, and any change in the partial pressure 
of the reactant due to decomposition can be followed by analysis of an appropriate change 
of output of the mass spectrometer. 

For diethyl peroxide we have used the-parent peak (m/e = 90) for analysis. Since there 
are no decomposition products which, have molecular weights greater than 90 the only 
contribution to this particular peak will come from the undecomposed peroxide and so, if 
the decomposition follows first-order kinetics, a linear relation should be obtained when 
log P,90  is plotted against' time. Using this method the decrease in the intensity of the 
parent peak with time, was monitored continuously. Observations commenced about 5 
min after the peroxide was. expanded into the reaction cell. This interval was to ensure 
the peroxide had attained the cell temperature.. A similar procedure was used for the thermal 
decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide, the pareht peak (m/e. = 118) being. monitored 
to follow the decrease.in  peroxide concentration. 

Since some of the peroxide is removed from the reaction cell through the leak because 
of the. .pressure drop, even though no decomposition may be occurring a. correction -hasto 
be made for this loss of peroxide. This correction was made from the, originaLcalibration 
of the leak and a leak-out rate constant of 0089 +0001 x 10" see,—' was obtained. Since 
the experimentally determined rate constants- at the lowest' temperatures are ca. 1 x 10 
sec" the correction, though significant, is small. 
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When the diethyl peroxide is decomposed ethoxyl radicals are produced which can 
react by hydrogen atom abstraction with the peroxide (reaction (2)). Such a reaction 
would probably have an activation energy of Ca. 6-8 kcal mole-1  and would consume the 
peroxide, so that the apparent rate of thermal decomposition of the peroxide would be 
greater than the true rate. To prevent this, nitric oxide was added to the system to remove 
the ethoxyl radicals by the reaction (3): 

C2H500C2H5  -*2C2H50 
2 

C2H50+ C2H5OOC2H5-C2H5OH+ C2H400C2H5  
3 

C2H50+ NO-*C2H5ONO 
The result was (i) to reduce the rate of peroxide removal and (ii) the activation energy 

for reaction (1) was raised by about 2 kcal mole-1. The manner in which addition of 
nitric oxide affected the rate constant for the decomposition of the peroxide is typified by 
the following results obtained at l459°C, where values of 669, 502, 503 and 502 were 
obtained for 104k1  (sec-1) for mixtures in which the % nitric oxide composition was 0, 5, 
10 and 20 respectively. Clearly above a few percent of nitric oxide added, the rate of de-
composition of the peroxide remains constant. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIETHYL PEROXIDE 

Our results, obtained in the temperature range 134-168°C, by plotting log (peak 
height) against time, at pressures of 20-40 mm diethyl peroxide and 2-5 mm nitric 

103/T 
FIG. 1.—Curve 1: Arrhenius plot for the decomposition of diethyl peroxide. Curve 2: Arrhenius 

plot for the decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide. 

oxide, are shown in fig. 1, curve 1. A .good straight line is obtained and our data for 
reaction (1) are represented by the equation: 

log k1  (see-1) = (16-1+0-7)-(37.3+ 1 .2/2.3o3Rr). 
Error limits are the 95 % confidence limits. 
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In table 1 we have compared these Arrhenius parameters with results obtained 
for various dialkyl peroxides. There is no indication that diethyl peroxide has an 
anomalously low activation energy for decomposition. Our observation that in the 

TABLE 1 .—RESULTS FOR THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIALKYL PEROXIDES 

peroxide 

CH300CH3  

C2H,00C2H5  - 

CH3CH2CH200CH2CH2CH3  
(CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2  
(CH3)3C00C(CH3)3  

log A(secl) E(kcal mole-I) 5 + log k1 at 164° ref. 

152 353 26 12 
156 369 21 13 
161 373 25 this work 
120 299 20 4 
147 31-5 39 5 
133 31-7 25 3 
154 365 22 14 
154 371 19 this work 
164 387 21 15 

absence of nitric oxide the activation energy of 2 kcal mole-1  was less, suggests that 
some of the previous results may be low because the removal of peroxide by reaction 
with ethoxyl radicals had not been taken into account. 

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE 

Our results obtained in the temperatue range 148-185'C, at pressures of 15-25 mm 
di-isopropyl peroxide and about 10 % added nitric oxide are shown in fig. 1, curve 2. 
The influence of the nitric oxide concentration upon the velocity constant for peroxide 
decomposition was not studied because of the limited amount of peroxide available. 
By analogy with the diethyl peroxide decomposition 10 % of nitric oxide added 
should be more than sufficient to inhibit isopropoxyl radical attack on the parent 
peroxide. 

4 

(CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2- 2(CH3)2CHO. 

Our data are represented by 

log k4  (sec') = (15.4±0.4)-(37.1±0'8)12.303RT. 

Error limits at the 95 % confidence level. 

HEAT OF FORMATION OF ALKOXYL RADICALS 

ETHOXYL RADICAL 

Using our value for E, in conjunction with the value 6  for z\Hf(C2H500C2H5) 
of - 46-1 kcal mole-' we calculate a value of -44 kcal mole-' for the heat of forma-
tion of the ethoxyl radical. The error in the heat of formation of peroxide is less 
than ± l0 kcal mole and in the activation energy about ± 12 kcal mole-' (95 % 
confidence limits in both cases). The error in our calculated heat of formation of 
C21150 is therefore about ±11 kcalmole', i.e., bH1(C2H50) = -4-4+ 1-1 

kcal mole-'. 
Previous values for the heat of formation of the ethoxyl radical have included 

-6-0, -5-8 and - 8-1 kcal mole-'. These latter two results were obtained by the 
kinetic method based upon the thermal decomposition of ethyl nitrate and ethyl 
nitrite respectively. The decomposition of nitrates and nitrites are complex and 
accurate values for the activation energies difficult to obtain. Consequently the 
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value based; uponi the peroxide is to be. preferred. In, table 2, we show data (based 
upon . the peroxides) for the heats of formation of methoxyl, ethoxyI isopropoxiy 
and tert-butoxyl radicals.; AH1(CH30)—AH,(C2H5O) is 74 kcal mole-- ', which is 
close to the difference between the two lowest members of the alkyl family, since 
ARf(CHg)—AHf(C2H5),i5.8•3 kcal mole-'. 

TABLE 2.—HEATS OF FORMATION AND RATES OF AUTO-COMBINATION OF THE LOWER ALKOXYL 

RADICALS 

kcal mole-' kcal mole-' kcal mole-' log kco1nb 
peroxide zHj(ROOR). E LUf(RO) mole-1 cm-1 sec-' 

CH300CH3 30'0. 36.1* +30 122 
C2H500C2H5 —461 373 —44 12'8 
(cCH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2. —61-8 371. -12-3 12-J 
(C143)3C00C(CH3)3 —815.. 37.5f —22,0 124 

*mean of ref. (12) and (13); t mean of nine values quoted in ref. (2). 

I&ORROJOXL RADICAL 

In order to obtain a value: by this techique.for the heat of formation of the. iso-
propoxyl radical we require the heat of formation of di-isopropoxyl peroxide. This 
has not been measured.; however, a value accu...rate to about. ± 2.kcal.mole-1 may 
be estimated using the group energy terms of Franklin I in conjunction with the 
experimental, heats of formatiOn of diethyl and: di-tert butyl peroxide. We estimate 
a value of, —618.kcalmole 1 for AH((dH3)CH0OCH(CH3)2). Since E4. = 

37.1 kcal mole',. then AHf((CH)2CHO) is - 123 kcalmole-'. With-. an, estimated 
uncertainty of about ± 2 kcal mole-1 AHJ.((CH3)2CHO) has been reported' as —15 
kcal:mole", derived using the kinetic method based upon decomposition of the 
nitrite: 

RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE AUTO-COMBINATION OF ALKOXYL RADICALS 

Heicklen and Johnston 10 have reported that methoxyl radicals dimerize to yield 
dimethyl peroxide but there have been no direct experimental data for the velocity 
constants or Arrhenius parameters of dimerization. However, values for the 
velocity constants for dimerization can be obtained! 1 ' indirectly from the. reverse 
reaction (i.e., peroxide decomposition) using the relation A forward lAreverse 
exp (AS/R). For an auto-combination such as 2R0~ROOR, then if the forward 
reaction requires no activation energy, 

log k f = log Ar +AS/23R+48, 

wherekf .is  inmole' cm-3 sect A is in see-1, AS is the entropy change in caldeg.-' 
mole-' at 1 atm' and 25°C and the term 48 corrects for the change in the number of 
molecules when the radicals combine. For methoxyl radicals 2 reacting' by auto-
combination AS is —37'caldeg.-1 mole'-1. We may assume that AS is the samefor 
all peroxide decompositions without appreciable error. Consequently, using the 
relation, 

log k1 = log, A, —37./23R+4•8 

we calculate the rate constants for auto-combination of alkoxyl radicals. These 
values. are shown in table 2, column 5. The. revised value for the Arrhenius para-
meters for the. diethyl peroxide decomposition has put; the. auto-combination in the 
"normal" class from its previously "low " value of. 10 1 mole'-1 cm3 sec'. 
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Comparison with rate constants for the auto-combination of alkyl radicals (e.g., 
2CH3 -*C2H6, k = 1013.34 mole-' cm3  sec-1), indicates that alkoxyl radicals 
combine appreciably less readily than do alkyl radicals. 

BOND STRENGTH FOR ALCOHOLS D(RO—H) 

Using the revised values for the heats of formation of certain alkoxyl radicals 
we find that D(CH30—H) = 1031, D(C2H50—H) = 1038, D(is0-C3H70—H) = 
1053, and D(tert-BuO—H) = 105 kcal mole-1, so that D(RO—H) = 104±1 
kcal mole-1, which is slightly stronger than previous work suggests. 

We thank the Laporte Chemical Company for their support of this work and the 
Salters' Company for the award of a scholarship to C. L. 
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

Name of Candidate 

The theznoehemiatr and reactions of the lower alkol radicals have 

been reviewed. 

A technique has been developed for the continuous monitoring of unxnoleoular 

decomposition reactions by mass spectrometry, and has been applied to the gas-

phase pyrolysia of dotky1. and di-isopropyl peroxides. The Arrhenius parameters 

found for the initial decomposition reactions in the presence of NO as a radical 

scavenger were: 

R.eacLio_n 	 1 (Kcal. mg1e) 	log 

C2R0OC2H5 	> 2 C2li50 	 37.3 	 16.1 

(cli3)2cR00CR(cff3)2 -. ) 2 (CH3)2CflO 	37.1 	 15. 

Both these sets of data fall within the range of values reported for the other 

dial11 peroxide decompositions, and thus the anomaly of previously reported 

'low' values of N and log A for the diet1r1 peroxide decomposition would seem 

resolved. From these activation energies, heats of formation for the ethorl 

radical (-4..14. Kcal molo 1) and the isopropozyl radical (-12.3 Real mole 1) 

have been derived. 

The decomposition reactions of tbutoxrl, otbol and n*propoyl radicals 

have been studied using conventional gas obroinatographie and mass spectrometric 

techniques. When measured relative to• the hydrogen abstraction reaction from 

methyl mercaptan or cyolobexene, the Arrhenius parameters found for the 

following C-C bond fission reactions were; 

Reaction 

(cH3)3c0 --- ) (cH3)2c0 + CH 
3 

C2R50 	CH20 + CH  
n-C3R70 	) CR20 + 

.-Al uo1e) 

10.0 

21.5 

The extent to which the competing C-fl bond fission reactions occurred has also 

been studied. 

Use other side if necessary. 



Studies have been made of the decomposition of bi(trifiuoromet4y1) 

peroxide in the presence of NO. It was found to be a second order reaction 

in peroxide and NO, and not a simple uniznolecular decomposition as expected. 

A theory has been proposed for the mechanism of this reaction, 


